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EDITORIAL

by Clayton Walnum

H here's been much discussion recently, especially among privately-owned Atari dealers, about Atari's plans for the Federat-H ed stores, the chain of electronics "supermarkets" that Atari acquired last year. The dealers located near Federated storesH complain that they face unfair competition since Atari is able to offer STs at reduced prices. Dealers everywhere claimH that Federated stores get preferential treatment in product delivery and that Federated stores are kept well-stocked at the

.^L expense of the non-Atari-owned stores.

ST-Log attempted to get some answers from Federated, an effort that ended in frustration with little new to report. We
were unable to get past Ambrose LaRocca's (the president of Federated) secretary, who simply said that Mr. LaRocca would
make no comments to the press; and other calls were bounced from one department to another, each person who was
contacted passing the buck down the line to the next lucky soul. What we do know is based mainly upon comments made
by Atari's Neil Harris in the ST Forum on DELPHI.

In answer to the accusation that Atari was using unfair pricing policies in the Federated stores, Mr Harris stated that

he didn't believe that was the case. "It's

hard to maintain margins and become
profitable if Federated cuts prices as drasti-

cally as has been claimed." A brief conver-

sation with a Federated store manager
(one of the few people who would com-

ment at all) gave us a similar answer—that,

in fact, Federated's prices were generally

higher than those of the private dealers.

However, when STLog anonymously

called two Federated stores in California

to ask about prices, we were assured by the

salesman in the computer department that

they would match any other dealer's price

While this doesn't prove that the Federat-

ed stores are using unfair pricing policies

(a salesman will tell you anything to get

you into their store), it does show that they

are being aggressive, that they are indeed

in competition with other dealers.

When asked how Federated stores

managed to keep 1040 STs in stock while

other dealers' shelves were bare of that

particular model, Mr. Harris explained

that the Federated stores were stocked up
with computers from the beginning, and,

since they are not up to speed in sales yet,

their allocation has lasted longer than

other dealers'.

Is Atari cutting the throats of the pri-

vately owned dealerships? Are they in-

deed waging price wars on small com- nmtration by John Berado

puter outlets that can't afford to compete? Are they allocating more stock to their own stores, leaving the private dealers
with nothing to sell? We couldn't come up with solid answers to any of these questions. But, unless Atari feels that it can
support its product line solely through its own Federated stores, it had better take a good hard look at what is most definitely

a conflict of interest.

"It is certainly a bit of a mess," says Neil Harris with regards to the Federated situation. But he is also quick to say,

".
. T think the outcome will be what we all want—a robust, thriving line of quality, inexpensive computers."
And that's what we all want, right? Atari claims it is making efforts to reassure the private dealers and bring them com-

fortably into the fold. If Atari can manage to balance its own interests carefully against those of the other dealers, we
may see a healthy Atari retail network develop. Hopefully, it'll just be a matter of time
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What with new ROMs, double-sided

520 drives, a new GDOS and aggres-

sive school discounts, you have to wonder

what Atari has up its sleeve next. Wait un-

til COMDEX! We have it from a good

source that this is the show that Atari has

been gearing up toward for over a year.

This is the one that will finally begin to

establish Atari as a computer for business

and the university market.

The heat continues to mount on Atari

from software houses about the amount

of piracy in the Atari world. Actually,

though, from what we have learned, Atari

piracy is not much worse than that in the

IBM world, but it's a lot more noticeable

among the 300,000 or so U.S. Atari own-

ers than it is among the millions of PC
and PC clone users.

We have it from a good source that this year's

COMDEX is the show that Atari has been
gearing up toward for over a year.
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ST* GOSSIP

Best guess is that almost 29% of U.S.

families have direct access to a com-
puter either at school or home.
Where is Atari making its penetration?

The big push is in the specialty markets

more than anywhere else. There are

products either now on the market or just

about to break that simply have no match
in any other computer's software

library—products like a math word
processor with syntax checking that has

more power than anything available on
any system and medical testing equipment

that retails for less than half the cost of

systems with the same power on other

personal computers.

I

oes anyone know what happened to

the idea of doing a low-cost MIDI
network for the ST? We've talked to a

dozen developers who have realized that

a MIDI network is a super idea since it

would allow the ST to cheaply do what
other machines require multi-hundred

dollar cards to do.

Iave you seen Dollar Wise Accounting,

the high-end accounting package for

the ST ? This is a dealer-customizable

high-end system that rivals anything we
have seen for the IBM/MAC systems in the

$500 to $1000 price range. Selling for

$399.95, this system is designed for the

medium-size company and up. Who buys

it? Seems like sales are pretty good to

companies who are small and growing

and don't want to be changing account-

ing packages every 18 months. Lots of

sales to small accounting firms too.

Recently I purchased a coffee pot. Not
the most expensive coffee pot on the

market, but a good coffee pot nonethe-

less. When I purchased this coffee pot, I

talked to several store clerks about the

choices available to me and what their fea-

tures were. I was told about timers that

would turn on the pot and make fresh

coffee each morning or switches that tell

the machine to make only a half pot in-

stead of a full pot. In short, lots of good
things were available for my convenience.

I was told that some new features were

due out on the next model to be released,

but I chose to buy now.

I have gotten good use out ofmy coffee

Where is Atari

making its

penetration?

Tlie big pusii is

in tiie specialty

maricets more
tiian anywiiere

else.

pot. In fact, I think it's probably the best

buy on the market—more features for the

dollar than anything else I have seen.

There is a problem, however: The own-
ers of the coffee pot company haven't ad-

vertised the pot! Can you believe it? They
have the best coffee pot on the market,

and they didn't bother to advertise it!

Now this causes real problems for me.
I can't choose from 20 different brands
of filters for my pot. Since it's not adver-

tised strongly enough, the filter makers
aren't all making filters for this model,
and I have fewer choices. Not only that,

but the promised new model—the one
with all the new features— is not out yet!

I have complained to the friend who put
me on to this brand of coffee pot, and he
only shrugs and tells me I got the best pot

my money would buy He also tells me he
owns stock in the company, and they are

starting to make money hand over fist

—

selling anything they can make.

Well, if you think I'm going to take this

lying down you're wrong. I have written

to the local paper and complained that

they don't cover my pot in their food

column. I also told them how badly the

company has taken advantage ofmy trust.

I told them I would never buy another pot

from this company again. I have written

to the chairman of the board of the New
Coffee Pot Company and told him what
I think of his business standards. I further

told him that he is betraying the trust of

his customers by not bringing out the new
products he promised when he said he
would. (He has said publicly that there

were problems with development and the

new products were delayed; can you be-

lieve it?.)

I've called food shows on the radio and
complained about the company Since I

have a computer, I have even complained
about the company on the local and na-

tional BBSs.

Do you know that the guy who runs this

company did not even give my letter a

personal answer? He has some guy he
pays to answer questions and deal with

the PR for the company—and that guy an-

swered my letter! What nerve!

Lately, I've noticed some strange things.

This is the best coffee pot on the market
for the money and I'd be the first to ad-

mit that, but I am seeing fewer and fewer

filters for it in my area. The local super-

market manager says sales are down on
the unit. And strangest of all, my next

door neighbor just thanked me for warn-

ing him about the New Coffee Pot

Company.
I wonder what he meant by that?!
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HMC SAVES BUDGET
MONITORS

MAGNAVOX color 8CM515
• (14 ship) *269 3 inputs offer

.
maximum versatility for this 13" color

monitor; RGB Analog for the ST;

composite for the 800/XL/XE or

VCR and RGB TTL for IBM and

Clones. The 640 x 240 resolution

;. with .42 MM dot gives vivid colors

and a green screen override for 80

column text. ST RGB cable $19.95

with monitor or $29.50 separate.

MAGNAVOX 8CM 505 «220
,

13" Color Monitor 390 x 240
• resolution

SONY color KV1311CR (15 ship)

*499 The Ultimate 13" color

monitor includes a trinitron TV with

remote control; 640 x 240 resolu-

tion with a .37 MM dot and a Micro

Black screen that is vertically flat for

distortion free viewing. Four inputs

includes all of those from the

Magnavox 515 plus a digital RGB.
The colors are incredibly brilliant.

ZENITH green 123A (7 ship)
$Qj5o

-pjyg ^j^jgg 2enith

features a 12" non-glare composite

Amber screen with 640 x 240 resol-

ution. 90-day warranty valid at our

1200 locations. cable $19.95

MODEM
AVATEX 1200 HC (2 ship)

*119®^ This Avatex modem is

fully Hayes compatible and operates

at 300 or 1200 baud. We include

express 3.0, a public domain com-

munications program free with each

modem.

HMC's Guarantee—
A Promise you can take to the Bank.

Howard Medical's 30-day guarantee

is meant to eliminate the uncertainty

of dealing with a company through

the mail. Once you receive our hard-

ware, try it out; test it for compat-

ibility. If you're not happy with it for

any reason, return it in 30 days and

we'll give you your money back (less

shipping.) Shipping charges are for

48 states. APO, Canada and Puerto

Rico orders are higher.

CIRCLE #101 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

DRIVE A+ eiTS^^)
Howards Drive A -I- features our

DB-1 drive box and our DD-3 MPI
double sided double density, 40 track

full height drive with case and power

supply for full 360K storage.

DB-1 DRIVE BOX e85««)
Howards drive box hooks up to a ST
1040 to give 2 external drivers. A 3

pole switch will configure an 80 track

DSDD (double sided double density)

drive or a 40 track DSDD drive or

the new 3V2 drive. Use with PC
Ditto for IBM software compatability

SIO e64*^)
IDC's PR. Connector gives 2 RS 232

ports for a modem or serial printer

and 1 parallel port for a parallel

printer like EPSON or STAR. Ask

for our special price on cables.

SPARTA DOS COMBO
($5000)

This combo gives you IDC's

SPARTA DOS OPERATING SYS-

TEM and the 2 chips ROM set that

allows double sided access for the

1050's.

hotline
number
DON'T MISS OUT,
ORDER TODAY.'
800 / 44.S-1444.

WE ACCEPT VISA
• MASTERCARD • AMERICAN
EXPRESS • CCD. OR CHECKS
DISCOVER • SCHOOL P.O.
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The Naked Ihith

Artworx Software has begun shipping

Strip Poker II ($39.95 list). Almost five

years ago, Atari 8-bit users first found

themselves playing poker against a com-
puter image that did more than say "Oh,

no" when it lost a poker hand. The new
ST version of Strip Poker contains two fe-

male opponents, complete with their own
personalities to keep the game play as in-

teresting as the graphics.

The digitized opponents are displayed

using a process called "digitized plus,"

where the display graphics are first

scanned from photographs, then touched-

up by computer artists. The results are

eye-catching.

Artworx Software

1844 Penfield Road
Penfleld, NY 14526

(800) 828-6573.

r

*:

Drop

STRIP POKER II FROM ARTWORX SOFTWARE
CIRCLE #102 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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Regent Base II

Regent Software has begun shipping

Regent Base II: 4GL SOL Database. Re-

gent Base is a fourth generation language

(4GL) that gives ST users with little

programming experience the ability to de-

velop sophisticated applications programs

using a BASIC-like language. It also offers

a powerful database management system

with GEM interface controls. The system

uses the American standard database

language SQL (Structured Query Lan-

guage), a system developed by IBM for

novice database users on IBM's main-

frame systems.

Regent Base II is a major upgrade over

the older versions. The new system sup-

ports many new features: Macintosh-style

text editing, faster data retrieval speed, in-

ternal variables, more forms objects

(icons, boxes, lines and circles), multiple-

page forms, more procedural commands
and full compatibility with Regent Base 1.

Regent Base II supports the Atari-

sanctioned Clipboard for cutting and past-

ing text between ST applications.

^ FiU Edit QpTiois Stjle Graphics Icons Trinsfer

[IE -Regent Base 2 - Object Editor;

of th* Ntw Rricnt B>e

I these arrows

The quick broHn

fax lymped over

the laiy dogi.

arm
HEdit Bok;__P Button [|[~^

Text String tj Output H t-.

M File EJit Printer Transfer

vl Reqistered Users Fom - -

Ok.

MAME Shirleii S^'Sogers

ADHEss I2S2BS Canoga Blvd.

tiiv Ilos flngeles

SIAIE ICfl 1

nr Isini
1

Regent Base II is now shipping with a

new list price of $150. Registered users

of Regent Base I can purchase a $50 up-

grade kit directly from Regent Software.

Regent Software

P.O. Box 14628
Long Beach, CA 90803

(213) 439-9664.

CIRCLE #103 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Starglider 11

Rainbird Software has released the

long-awaited sequel to Starglider. Star-

glider II ($44.95 list) combines state-of-the-

art graphics, sound and animation spe-

cial effects into a fast-paced new game for

the ST. In the new version, players pilot

a futuristic spaceship through an alien

desert in an effort to rescue alliance colo-

nies under Egron attack. The Starglider

vehicle is equipped with all the latest

weapons to assist you in your mission:

laser cannons, smart bombs and highly

sensitive motion controllers.

During play, an alien desert is seen
through the cockpit viewer, with the ter-

rain appearing as solid three-dimensional

objects on your ST's color monitor. The
three-dimensional effect is convincing and
shows some ingenious programming.

Starglider II is the first program re-

leased from Rainbird that runs on both an
Amiga and Atari ST from one disk. Rain-

bird has re-released the original Starglider

game with a lower price and new
packaging.

Rainbird Software

3885 Bohannon Drive

Menio Park, CA 94025
(415) 322-0412

More Beta-ware

SoftLogik has begun shipping beta test-

ing copies of Publishing Partner Profes-

sional to the thousands of ST users that

paid for an upgrade to the new desktop-

publishing system as long ago as April,

1988. Originally, Publishing Partner Profes-

sional was slated to be released last May,

but due to technical problems and numer-

ous last-minute problems the program

was held off the market until just recently.

SoftLogik polled its customers who had

ordered the upgrade and found that a

majority was willing to receive a test or

pre-release version of Publishing Partner

Profession before the final manual was
printed, and all of the known bugs were

removed.

The upgraded version was shipping

with a bug list recorded on the program

diskette. SoftLogik pledged to send fre-

quent update diskettes to the upgrade

customers, as the product grows closer

to being ready for general release.

SoftLogik

11137 S. Town Square #C
St. Louis, MO 63123

(314) 894-8608.
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Pocket Modem

Avatex has introduced a new Hayes
compatible modem that can be easily

connected to the Atari ST. The new Pocket

Modem is billed as the most reliable port-

able modem on the market, and it fits into

your shirt pocket. At only 4.75" by 2.5" by
1", the pocket modem has its own
rechargeable battery, a power switch,

modular phone line connector and a two-

year warranty.

The pocket modem auto-dials and can
transmit at 300 or 1200 baud. A dial buffer

is included that stores up to 40 charac-
ters. Pulse or touch-tone dialing is also

supported. The list price is only $149.00,

and the modem comes with an IBM-PC
communications software program that

runs using PC-Ditto.

Avatex

1230 Oakmead Parkway, Suite 310

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-1181.

CIRCLE #106 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ST-Talk Professional

John DeMar of QMI Software has

released a "beta" testing version of his

new telecommunications program, ST-Talk

Professional. The new system sports new
disk utility functions (e.g. delete file, re-

name file, etc.), 80-column text display full

capture and text editing features and a
new easy-to-read manual.
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QMI released the beta version to the ST
user community in advance of the final-

ized version of the product. QMI expects

the average Atari ST user will easily

master the use of ST Talk Professional in

this un-released state, even though the

product is not "complete." Other ST soft-

ware developers have made prereleased

software available, rather than wait for

finished software and manuals to be
created.

THE NEW POCKH MODEM IS

BILLED AS THE MOST RELIABLE

PORTABLE MODEM ON THE

MARKET, AND IT FITS INTO

YOUR SHIRT POCKET.

Solar Software

A new version of SolaPak ($30 list) has
been introduced by Solar Powered Soft-

ware and features a new dynamic load-

ing technique that loads only the
functions selected by the user. SolaPak
v3.0 includes three new functions and
more than a dozen enhancements over
the previous versions. SolaPak was origi-

nally introduced to ST users in 1986.

An integrated desk accessory, SolaPak
features a print spooler, reset-proof RAM-
disk, screen saver, screen clock, and
other utilities. The program is not copy
protected, installs automatically and takes

up less than 12,000 bytes of your ST com-
puter's memory.

A demonstration version of SolaPak is

available on DELPHI, GEnie and Com-
puServe. The demonstration files are titled

SOLADEMO.ARC and RD_BENCH.
ARC.

Compuserve Changes Forums

In a move to redesign its nationwide

system of special-interest groups, Com-
puServe has changed the forum user In-

terface (menus, commands, etc.) to make
their system easier to use. Efforts were
directed toward producing commands
that would be intuitive to forum members,
with some of the changes suggested by
CompuServe users themselves.

A forum is an electronic messaging
system dedicated to a specific subject or

industry Among the more than 150 fo-

rums available, CompuServe supports the

Atari community with four individual fo-

rums: ATARI8 supports news, views, po-

litics and downloadable software for the

Atari 8-Bit home computers. ATARI16 pro-

vides up-to-the-minute information and
downloads for Atari ST and Mega owners.

ATARIDEV is where developers of ST soft-

ware and hardware can pose questions

and find answers to problems encoun-
tered while creating new products for the

ST. And finally, in ATARIVEN, forum mem-
bers have direct access to third-party

manufacturers of software and hardware
for the .Atari 8-bit and ST Many times it

is possible to communicate directly with

a product's author

CompuServe is educating new forum
users with a special forum that is free of

connect charges. Typing GO PRACTICE
at any main prompt will bring you to the

"try-out" forum.

Quantum Microsystems Inc.

P.O. Box 179

304 First Street

Liverpool, NY 13088

(315) 451-7747.

CIRCLE #107 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Solar Powered Software
1807 N. Evergreen
Chandler, AZ 85224

(602) 899-6992

CIRCLE #108 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Compuserve
P.O. Box 20212

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd
Columbus, OH 43220

(617) 457-0802.

CIRCLE #109 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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ULTRA-GRAPH

Coordinate Systems
Ultra-Graph supports a total of

five different coordinate systems

for plotting equations. (See Figure

1). Cartesian and polar coordinate

systems produce two-dimensional

graphs; rectangular, spherical and

cylindrical coordinate systems are

used for graphs in three-

dimensional space. An almost in-

finite variety of shapes can be

created by graphing various

mathematical functions within

these five coordinate systems.

The simplest of the five coor-

dinate systems is the cartesian sys-

tem (Figure 1.1). Using this system

any point may be located in the x-

y plane by plotting its x and y dis-

placement (distance) along the

respective axes. Plotting a series of these

points provides a two-dimensional graph.

The rectangular system (Figure 1.2) is

a three-dimensional adaptation of the

cartesian system that is produced by rotat-

ing the x-y plane into a horizontal posi-

tion and adding a z axis perpendicular

(vertically) to it. A three-dimensional

graph will result by measuring displace-

ments along the x, y and z axes and plot-

ting the associated points.

Another useful way of locating points

is by using polar coordinates (Figure 13).

This system locates a point in a plane by

its distance (r, or radius distance) along

a ray emanating from the origin at an an-

gle (theta) measured from an initial ray.

The initial ray is a horizontal line begin-

ning at the origin pointing to the right.

As we did with the cartesian coordinate

system to create the rectangular system,

we can add a z axis to the polar system

to create a three-dimensional system

called the cylindrical system (Figure 1.4).

The r-theta plane is positioned horizon-

tally and the z axis extends vertically

through the plane. The angle theta is

measured horizontally from an initial ray

pointing out toward you, and the distance

z is measured along the z axis. The dis-

tance r is always measured perpendicular-

ly to the z axis. This characteristic makes

the cylindrical system convenient for

graphs for which there is an axis of sym-

metry such as cylinders and cones.

The final three-dimensional system is

the spherical system (Figure 1.5). It is use-

ful for graphs that have a point of sym-

metry; the perfect example, as the name
implies, is a sphere When using the

spherical coordinate system, all distances

are measured from a single point, the ori-

gin. Points are located by an angle (the-

Desk File Options Systen

Rectangular Coordinates Parameters

Function:

i=(l)()(*2n»!i*2)itexp(l-l»x*2-l»u*2)

ZooN Factor=l

Eye Position:

Ex=a Ey=B E2=a

Screen Center: Cx=32e Cy=2eO

X Range: X1oh=-3 Xhl=3

y Range: nw-l Vhi=3

Z Range: Z1oh=-4 Zlii=4

Point Intervals: PX=25 PV=25

Line Intervals: Not llpplicable

ta) measured horizontally, an angle (phi)

measured vertically, and its radius dis-

tance (r) from the origin.

In trying to understand the spherical

coordinate system, it helps to realize that

the angles of the spherical system are

related to the latitude and longitude

measurements of points on the earth

used in navigation. The angle phi is the

latitude and the angle theta is the longi-

tude. There are differences in the points

from which the angles are measured but

the basic principles are the same.

How the program works
Maximum and minimum values for

each argument of the function are speci-

fied by the user in the main menu. The
values of the arguments are steadily in-

cremented through the range specified

and the equation is evaluated with each

of these values substituted into the equa-

tion. The number of points calculated is

specified by the user by the point inter-

vals of each argument in the main menu.

The value of the function is checked

each time to see if it exceeds the maxi-

mum value specified by the user; if it does

these values are discarded as errors. An
array is constructed of all the points, and

maximum and minimum values are

tracked for drawing axes and coloring. No
matter what type of coordinate system is

selected, the points are all converted to

the rectangular system for plotting.

After computing points, a matrix is

constructed for projection onto a two-

dimensional plane (your monitor screen).

The orientation of the plane and its dis-

tance are determined by the eye position,

and the size of the graph is determined

by the zoom factor. The three-

dimensional points are then converted by

some matrix algebra to two-

dimensional screen coordinates,

and the maximum and minimum
values of the screen coordinates

are computed for auto-centering

and auto-scaling. The first point of

the graph is plotted and each suc-

ceeding point has a line drawn to

it to complete the graph.

Using the program
We recommend using Ultra-

Graph in low or high resolution.

Low resolution is preferred be-

cause of the ability to use color

gradients; high resolution

produces excellent definition of

the graphs. The program will

function normally in medium
resolution, but the graphs will lack

the color gradients of low resolution and

the definition of high resolution.

If you have a 520 ST (that hasn't been

upgraded to one megabyte of RAM), be-

fore you boot the program make sure you

have no desk accessories installed and no

programs in an AUTO folder on your

boot disk that remain memory resident.

The program doesn't leave much memory
free in a 512K ST because of its point ar-

rays and the extra screen it stores in

memory, so it's possible that you won't

have enough memory if you use accesso-

ries. (The program will not allow you to

access them anyway; our version of a sub-

tle hint.)

The mouse itself has a few hidden uses

that should be understood before using

the program. A click on the right mouse

button will to^le the display between the

actual plotting screen and the selection

screen. (There are essentially two screens

that remain in memory and alternate)

Clicking on both buttons at the same time

has the same effect as clicking on "Graph

it!" under the "Options" drop-down

menu. There is a little trick here^ though;

if you click on the right button before the

left it will just take you to the other screen,

so you'll have to press and hold the left

button down and click on the right but-

ton to get the desired effect.

The drop-down menus
Although the drop-down selections

aren't very complex, they do require a lit-

tle explanation. Most drop-down items

are straightforward, but selecting certain

ones will void others or change the way

they perform. Because of this we will ex-

plain each menu item, and the interrela-

tions it has with other program options

if applicable.
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The File menu
NeoChrome Save: Saves a picture of the

current graph (and its associated color

palette) in NeoChrome format.

DEGAS Save: Saves a picture of the

graph (and its associated color palette) in

DEGAS format.

CAD-3D Save: Saves the graph as a

CAD-3D (2.0) object that may then be load-

ed into CAD-3D and manipulated as a

normal CAD-3D object. Valid only in

three-dimensional coordinate systems. For

more detailed information please refer to

the "Saving CAD-3D Objects" section of

this article.

Save Parameters: Saves the parameters

and equation that created a graph for

later re-creation. Parameter files follow a

special format and are not designed to be
user edited.

Load Parameters: Loads a parameter file

and allows the original graph to be
redrawn without the user entering any
information. Parameter files have a

number in the extender (for example,

SPHERE.PM1) that refers to the resolu-

tion that they were saved in (similar to the

way DEGAS uses PIl,, PI2 and PIS to de-

termine picture resolution).

When a parameter file that is in the

current screen resolution is loaded, the

Autoscale and Autocenter features will be

temporarily disabled to speed the draw-

ing of the graph and also allow it to be

viewed exactly as it was saved (i.e. with a

modified center or zoom). If the

parameter file's resolution information

does not match the current screen reso-

lution, Autocenter and Autoscale will be
enabled, even if the graph's parameter file

was saved with a modified center or zoom.

This is necessary in order for the graph

to appear on the screen at all.

Quit Exits the program and returns the

user to the Desktop.

The Options menu
B/fV Swap: Changes the background

color of the screen to white and the color

that the graphs are drawn in to black. In

high resolution it reverses the back-

ground color. It is intended primarily for

printouts of graphs.

Gradient: Changes the color palette to

one of three (red, green or blue) gradu-

ally shaded palettes (low resolution only).

Bainbow: Changes the color palette to

a rainbow gradient. It is perhaps the eas-

iest pa\eUe to work with, since small de-

tails can result in large changes in the

color of the graph (low resolution only).

Elevation: Changes the color palette to

an elevation map palette (low resolution

APPLICATION
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only).

Fill Pattern: This changes the pattern

that is used to fill the polygons that three-

dimensional graphs are drawn with (valid

only with Hidden Lines enabled). It is

selectable from empty to solid-fill. Op-
tions are shown visually. To select a fill-

pattern, click on the desired pattern with

the mouse.

Grid Lines: Valid only in two-

dimensional coordinate systems, this op-

tion will draw numbered axes on the

screen or number a side, top, or bottom
of the screen if an axis is out of the screen

range It will disable (until it is de-selected)

the Draw-Axes option.

Hidden Lines: Valid only in three-

dimensional coordinate systems, this op-

tion determines whether the graph will

appear as a solid object (hidden lines ena-

bled) or a wire-frame object.

l>ratv Axes: Draws the appropriate un-

numbered axes superimposed on the

graph. Positive axes appear as solid lines,

negative axes appear as dashed lines.

Note that when in a two-dimensional sys-

tem, both Draw Axes and Grid Lines are

initially selectable, but when one is select-

ed, the other becomes void. (Both will be-

come selectable again if the currently

selected one is turned off). The reason is

that the Grid Lines option does draw the

axes, so there's no reason to have the pro-

gram go back and recalculate them for

the Draw Axes option. Draw Axes is also

valid in 3-dimensional coordinate systems.

Auto Center: Automatically centers the

graph on the screen, whether or not the

entire graph appears on the screen.

Auto Scale: Automatically scales the

graph to fit the screen.

Graph it}. Draws the graph ft-om the cur-

rent settings.

Demo Mode: Cycles through each of the
coordinate systems and graphs one of the

predefined functions for each. The only
way out of the demo is to hit the Escape
key after the program is finished drawing
a graph. Due to what we think is a bug
in the GFA Compiler, Demo Mode cur-

rently exits to bombs in the compiled pro-

gram, but the runtime version performs
flawlessly.

Defaults: Restores the default settings to

the program.

System
Cartesian: Graphs functions in the

cartesian coordinate system (two-

dimensional).

Polar: Graphs functions in the polar
coordinate system (two-dimensional).

Rectangular. Graphs functions in the

rectangular coordinate system (three-

dimensional).

Cylindrical: Graphs functions in the
cylindrical coordinate system (three-

dimensional).

Spherical: Graphs functions in the

spherical coordinate system (three-

dimensional).

Main screen options
The main screen options are a little

more complex than the drop-down menu
selections, but once you understand their

functions, they're relatively easy to use.

Most are heavily interrelated, so we will

go into a little more detail with the expla-

nations.

Function: Selecting this item allows the

current function to be changed or edit-

ed. For detailed information on changing
functions please refer to the "Changing
Functions" section of this article.

Zoom: Changing the zoom factor moves
the point of view closer (small values) or
farther away (large values) from the graph.

It temporarily disables the Autoscale op-

tion. (Autoscale will defeat the changed
zoom if it is left enabled.)

Eye Position: These three values change
the viewpoint of the graph, relative to

their respective axes. Larger values in-

crease the distance along that particular

axis. It's possible to get over, under, beside
or anywhere else around the graph. Ex-

tremely high values should be avoided, as

should values that might be inside or on
a graphed object. If the Eye x (Ex) or Eye

y (Ey) positions are within the range that

the graph is drawn in, the graph will be
distorted severely (This is caused by the

perspective factor that is used). Eye Posi-

tion values are valid only in three-

dimensional coordinate systems.

ST-LOG NOVEMBER 1988
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ULTRA-GRAPH

Screen Center: These two values change

the apparent center of the screen relative

to the graph. If they are changed, the Auto-

center option will be temporarily

disabled.

Range Values: These values change the

size and relative position of the box that

the graph is drawn in. Changing any of

the high or low limits will terminate the

graph at those points (x-hi and x-lo, etc.).

For example, setting rectangular limits of

X from 0 to 5, Y from 0 to 5, and Z from

0 to 5, would give you the portion (if there

is a portion) of the graph in that "box."

The program keeps track of the box's po-

sition and it will display an error message

if no part of the graph lies within those

bounds. Range values should also be kept

to reasonable limits, or the perspective ef-

fect will distort the graph.

Point Intervals: The Points (Px and Py)

selection will alter the number of points

that the program will calculate in that

particular plane Zero is not allowed, and

it is recommended (in most cases) that it

be kept over 20 for any detail at all.

More points produce more detail, but

the calculations will take a few seconds

longer. Using an excessive number of

points might result in a cluttered look for

some functions.

The number of points used in each

direction is always one more than the

number of point intervals. Note that if

more detail is required in a single plane

only, it is possible to have more points cal-

culated in that particular plane by alter-

ing only one of the Point Interval values.

Line Intervals: Valid only in three-

dimensional coordinate systems with Hid-

den Lines deselected, the Line Intervals

selection will alter the number of lines

drawn in that particular direction. Setting

one of the values to zero will keep the

program from drawing lines in that direc-

tion; it will only draw lines one way. This

can be desirable if the second set of lines

seems to destroy some of the detail.

The Line Intervals option can also be

used to make the program draw every

other line or every second line, etc. A
value of one will draw every line (if set to

one, it draws one line for every interval

in that direction), two will draw every se-

cond line, three will draw every third, 0

will draw no lines (in that direction), etc.

Note that five is the maximum value that

the program will accept, and that only

one interval at a time may be equal to

zero.

Also note that the number of points

should be divisible evenly by the number

of intervals. If you make the number of

Point Intervals a value that isn't evenly

divisible by the number of Line Intervals,

the graph will be missing a line. Using the

Line Intervals selection to skip lines is a

useful function. As an example, a graph

that is drawn with 99 lines and an inter-

val value of 3 will result in the same
amount of detail that 99 lines would nor-

mally represent, but only 33 lines will ac-

tually be drawn. This reduces the

overcrowded look of functions with large

numbers of lines, but does not reduce de-

tail at all.

Grid intervals

Grid intervals are valid only for two-

dimensional coordinate systems. Grid-x

and Grid-y determine the interval be-

tween lines that form the grid for the

graph. If "Pi" is entered for Grid-x, a

trigonometric scale with Pi/2 intervals will

be used along the x axis.

Clianging functions
When you click on the box to change

the function, you'll be shown a list of a

few (10 or more) functions. Each of these

will have several variables in it, and each

of the variables may be edited. In this way

it is possible to negate portions of the

equation by multiplying them by zero, to

turn a plus into a minus by multiplying

by a negative number, or to divide a

parameter by multiplying it by a decimal

number (for instance, .5 or .75). If you

don't want to change all the variables,

pressing Return for variable "A" will place

a one in all variables; pressing Return for

any other variable will result in zeroes for

the remaining variables.

A user-defined function may be input

by hitting the Fl key when in the func-

tion select menu. Type in the desired

function (255 characters or less) in the

standard BASIC format, being sure to use

the proper variables for the coordinate

system currently selected, as shown below.

Note: some of the equation will not be

displayed on the main menu-screen if

your equation will not fit in the space

provided. It will, however, evaluate

properly.

Coordinate Systen Variables

Cartesian X
Polar e
Rectangular X, V
Spherical 8, 0
Cylindrical 6, Z

Ce=theta, 0=phi)

To exit without entering a function,

simply hit Return with a blank function

line. A previously entered function may
be edited by returning to the function in-

put screen.

The following arithmetic are opera-

tions that may be used:

-I- addition 2 + 2 = 4

- subtraction or negation 4-2 = 2

* multiplication 2*3 = 6

/ division 6/3 = 2

^ exponentiation 2^ 3 = 8

The following functions are supported:

sin() sine

cos() cosine

tan() tangent

atn() arc tangent

expO exp(x) = e^x
logO natural logarithm

sqr() square root

abs() absolute value

The normal algebraic system of func-

tion priorities has been used. Functions

and operations are dealt with in the fol-

lowing order: Anything in parentheses is

calculated first, followed in order by ex-

ponentiation, prefix plus and minus

signs, multiplication and division, and ad-

dition and subtraction.

Saving CAD-3D objects
When the CAD-3D Save option is

selected, the object must be named; the

name must be an alphanumeric string of

eight characters or less. A selection must

also be made with regard to the number
of "sides" that will be visible on the saved

object. In most cases the object should be

saved with both sides visible (two-sided),

but completely closed objects such as

spheres may be saved as single-sided ob-

jects. This will reduce the number of faces

in the object and make it easier to join

another object to them. However, if a hol-

low object is the desired result the two-

sided option should be used (for exam-

ple, a hollow sphere). If there is any doubt

about the object being completely closed,

the two-sided option should be used to

avoid creating an object with invisible

surfaces.

A few other things must be kept in

mind when creating an object for CAD-3D.

To avoid unnecessary complexity, use as

few points as possible to achieve the

desired detail in the object. Most of the

objects that Ultra-Graph creates are inher-

ently complex, and it is possible to cre-

ate an object that will be difficult to join

if too many points are used. If difficulty

is encountered during a join operation

refer to CAD-3D's hints on joining objects.
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Miscellaneous information
Producing exceptional graphs does

not require much practice, but the fol-

lowing hints should help. In general,

large numbers for the user-definable

variables do not produce satisfactory

graphs. Numbers between -5 and 5

(decimal numbers are valid, too) should

be sufficient to produce any desired

result. The relationship between the

variables is far more important (i.e.

equal to, less than, greater than) in

producing different graphs.

Also, be sure to try different values

for the high and low limits of the func-

tions. A graph that does not look par-

ticularly interesting with one set of

values may become a masterpiece

with another set of values.

Another thing that should be not-

ed is that the default parameters for

the spherical coordinate system for

angle phi are from 180° though
360°. This was done in an effort to keep

certain functions from drawing over

themselves, but some functions are

more interesting if the values are

changed to 0° through 360°. Keep this

in mind if a particular function appears

to have parts missing (most will be

without an outer sphere).

If you'd like to compile Ultra-Graph

with the GFA compiler it's necessary to

set the compiler "Stop" option to

"Ever." The "Stop Ever" selection forces

the program counter to keep track of

where it's at, which is necessary for

the "Resume next" statements to be
valid in the compiled program. This

does slow the program down, but it

is necessary and still results in the

compiled version being about

twice as fast as the BASIC version.

If you have any suggestions or

questions about the program,

send them to ST-Log or leave us

_ E-Mail on DELPHI (user-

name:! BLAKE). If you come up with

any interesting graphs, upload the

parameters file to DELPHI'S Atari ST
SIG or mail them on disk to ST-Log.

(We should already have a few up there

by the time you read this).
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easure one thousand times, cut once."

This old Chinese proverb suggests

that a good way to accompHsh a task

is to make sure you know what you're

doing, then do it right the first time.

The time spent on planning, thinking,

and measuring more than makes up

for the cost of repeating the task

because you blew it initially.

"If you don't have time to do it

right, when will you have time to do

it over?" This old high school

chemistry lab proverb means that you

might as well take the time to do the

experiment properly at the outset,

since you don't gain anything by

repeating the entire project because

of a first-pass screwup.

"Design one thousand times, code

once." This modern software

engineering proverb (which I made

up) means the same thing as the old

^4



Chinese proverb. Make sure you're

solving the right problem, design the

most effective software solution to

that problem, try to think of every

possible angle, get all the details in

hand, figure out exactly what

programs need to be written—and
then write them, correctly, the first

time.

Quite a concept, eh? Well, that's the

goal of software engineering. Think

the problem out thoroughly before

jumping into a source code editor.

You really don't want to notice that

the swimming pool is empty on your

way down from the high dive. And if

you follow this precept, you'll find

that your programs are much more
robust, easier to understand, and

easier to change. Unlike a saw cut,

you may have to modify a program

over and over until you get it right,

or until it's such a mess that you have

to start over from scratch (see proverb
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Reference Material
By now I hope you have bought into

the software engineering philosophy for

modern computer programming. If so,

you might want to start building a library

of reference books for additional reading

beyond the quick coverage I can present

in this series of articles. Run, don't walk,

to your nearest technical bookstore and

pick up a copy of Roger Pressman's ex-

cellent book. Software Engineering: A Prac-

titioner's Approach, Second Edition,

McGraw-Hill, 1987. It's worth reading

cover-to-cover.

Who's Driving?
The software development methodol-

ogy I've been describing in the past few

months is a "process-driven" or "data flow-

oriented" approach to complex program

design. That is, we are focusing on the

transformations carried out on the data

in our system. The information that flows

into and out of each process sews the in-

dividual processes together into (we hope)

a unified whole.

The process-driven approach makes

good sense when the emphasis of the soft-

ware system is to "do" something: perform

calculations, animate some figures on the

screen, and so on. However, many soft-

ware applications focus more on the data

itself than on the activities performed in

the course of running the program. The

processes may exist simply to extract the

data we want from some repository (like

a database), and get it into the form we

want for viewing or printing. The interest-

ing part in a system like this is the infor-

mation itself. Personnel and inventory

programs are examples.

A "data-driven" or "data structure-

oriented" approach to design makes

more sense for this sort of application.

The important facts of the design are no

longer the details of how one piece of

data gets changed into another, but rather

the hierarchical structure, links, and rela-

tionships among the items of data used

by the system. As you might suspect, clever

people have invented several conventions

for building models of data structure-

oriented systems, analogous to those we've

been discussing for data flow-oriented sys-

tems. We may get into those tools in the

future.

A third approach, "object-oriented de-

sign" or OOD, is gaining popularity with

some software engineers. In object-

oriented design, items in the real world

that must be dealt with in a software sys-

tem are treated as discrete "objects," with

their own sets of internal and external

(that is, as seen by other objects) charac-

teristics. Some computer languages, such

as Ada and Smalltalk, are designed ex-

plicitly for object-oriented programming.

We probably won't try to relate OOD to

the Atari world in this series.

Structured Design Levels
In the traditional sequence of software

development, design follows analysis (we'll

talk about different life cycles for software

development one of these days). In the de-

sign step, you take the abstract, logical

models from analysis (the structured

specification), and set about creating a

mechanism to implement everything

necessary for the final, operational

system.

This gradual progression from the ab-

stract to the concrete is intended to insu-

late you from intimate details when you

really want to see the big picture. By way

of analogy, suppose you're considering

buying a particular house. Your first im-

pression is probably based on a view of

the home's exterior in the context of its

surroundings. A close look at the heating

system ductwork comes much later, if at

all. Similarly, your system design should

reveal only the degree of detail you real-

ly need at any given time.

We can think of two levels of structured

design: overview design and program de-

sign. The overview design uses data flow

diagrams to represent the fundamental

functions of the system. Each process on

the diagram corresponds to one or'more

program "modules," rather than

representing just an abstract transforma-

tion of ifiputs into outputs, as was the case

when DFDs were used for structured anal-

ysis. Data stores begin to correspond to

actual data files or collections of variables

used by program modules, instead ofjust

logical groupings of information.

In the detail design phase, we describe

the internal structure and function of

each program module. Data flow dia-

grams aren't very useful for this purpose,

so other tools are used. If you've ever

drawn a flowchart, you've done some de-

tail design; we'll look at other techniques,

as well.

Finally, after detail design is complet-

ed and you're convinced that everything

is hunky-dory, you can begin the coding

phase and actually type out BASIC, C, Pas-

cal, or some other kind of code. Try hard

to resist the temptation to immerse your-

self in code prematurely You'll thank me

for this advice one day.

An interesting aspect of modern soft-

ware engineering, as opposed to the

historic code-and-fix-until-it-sort-of-works

approach, is the large front-end loading

of effort. To the casual programmer, it

seems as though you really aren't "work-

ing" unless program statements are

streaming from your fingertips. Not so. If

the goal is to have a properly function-

ing program, every minute of time you

spend thinking, planning, and critiquing

will pay off in the final product. Trust me,

I'm a doctor.

Tools of Overview Design
We've already discussed the important

tools of overview design: data flow dia-

grams and data dictionaries. These are

the same methods used in structured sys-

tems analysis. The only real difference is

that, rather than building an abstract or

logical model of our system, we're laying

the foundation for a real-life software sys-

tem that can be implemented in some

particular computer environment.

Here's a quick refresher course on data

flow diagrams (DFDs). DFDs can contain

four kinds of objects: processes, externals,

data stores, and data flows. The context

"Make sure you're sol

tion to that problem, t

exactly what programs
diagram is the top level diagram. It

represents the entire system as a single

process and shows all the objects outside

the system that interface to it in some way.

Additional diagrams are drawn through

a process of stepwise decomposition of

the context diagram, showing increasing

detail at each lower level of child dia-

grams. Remember that DFDs don't give

you any information about the sequence

in which various processes might be ex-

ecuted. They simply show the movement
of data throughout the system and the

kinds of transformations the data

undergo.

The data dictionary is a repository of

information about all of the objects in

your system. Each object on a DFD should

have a corresponding entry in the data

dictionary, describing what that object is

or does. A hierarchical notation can be

used to illustrate the grouping of in-

dividual data elements into data flows and

stores. The DFDs are valuable for ensur-
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ing that your system can accomplish what
it's supposed to; the data dictionary is im-

portant for maintaining the consistency

of names, meaning, and characteristics of

each piece of information processed by

your system.

The end product of the functional

decomposition process you perform dur-

ing structured design is a bunch of low-

level processes, sometimes called "primi-

tive" processes. Each primitive is identi-

fied by a numbering scheme that

represents its parentage. For example,

process 3.1.4 is a child of process 3.1,

which is itself a child of process 3.

Modular Construction
A software system ultimately is made

up of a number of small program "mod-
ules." The word "module" has specific

meanings in particular computing en-

vironments; I use the word here to mean
simply a named, addressable piece of soft-

ware code. Some languages use terms like

"subroutine," "function," or "procedure"

to refer to program modules. These are

all the same sort of beast, although their

detailed characteristics may vary. Modules
are the building blocks from which com-
plete programs are constructed.

and design is so critical: we want to end
up describing the software system to be
built in terms of many small, indepen-
dent pieces. Partitioning should be con-

tinued until each process (and hence
module) performs a single well-defined

function. Of course, the definition of "sin-

gle function" is up to you, but that's the

goal.

Next time, we'll look in more detail at

-^he characteristics of "good" program
modules. For now, let me just mention a

few general ideas to keep in mind. You
should work on the partitioning process

until the lowest-level processes will trans-

late into modules having these desirable

features:

D Each module should be short. A
reasonable target is from 10 to 100 ex-

ecutable statements.

H Each module should have good in-

ternal "cohesion." This refers to the logi-

cal integrity of the module's function,

meaning that the purpose of the module
is well-focused on a specific task.

HEach module should be independent
of all other modules. When you assemble
a complete program from a bunch of
modules, one module shouldn't have to

know anything about the internal func-

gram needs to be changed—the old main-
tenance bugaboo. Also, by creating large

programs from lots of little programs, we
increase the chances of being able to re-

use a module we already have sitting

around. The concept of reusability is the
most important key to maximized
programming effectiveness.

Tools of Detail Design
Two tasks remain to be performed at

this stage of the design. First, we must
somehow represent the internal functions

of each primitive process in enough de-

tail that someone can actually write a

computer program to carry out those
functions. The internal details of a

process are described in a document var-

iously called a "process narrative,"

"process specification," or "minispec,"

among other names. And second, we
need to illustrate how the various primi-

tive processes (modules) are linked

together. The DFDs show the information
that can move from one process to

another But now we want to depict the

hierarchical relationship of the modules.
One way to do this is by drawing a "struc-

ture chart," which we'll discuss in our next

installment.

ving the right problem, design the most effective software solu-

hink of every possible angle, get all the details in hand, figure out
need to be written—then write them, correctly, the first time."

In the olden days, prior to the advent

of computer languages that lend them-
selves to modularity, programs were
monolithic monstrosities, sometimes
containing thousands of lines of code
all packed together into a single file. 8-bit

Atari BASIC is an example of such a

primitive language. You can get awfully

frustrated if you really want to do struc-

tured programming and all you can
use is Atari BASIC. You can make some
progress by organizing the functions

of your program into separate sub-
routines and using the GOSUB command
skillfully But this is a poor substitute

for a truly modular program, with

individual procedures that can be
compiled separately and linked together

as needed.

The primitive processes in the lowest

level data flow diagrams created during
structured design correspond to individu-

al program modules. This is why the par-

titioning task carried out during analysis

tioning of another. This brings up the

idea of module "coupling," which we'll dis-

cuss next time.

Q A module should access the mini-

mum amount of data. A well-defined data

interface for each module is required to

sew them together into a final program.
This idea flies in the face of the "global

variables" characteristic of BASIC and
some other unstructured languages.

B A module's complexity should be
minimized. If the behavior of the module
is so complex that it requires considera-

ble explanation to comprehend, you
might be better off subdividing it into a

family of smaller, more understandable
modules. Ever notice how much easier it

is to understand short paragraphs than
long ones, no matter what the subject

matter?

These rules about modules have sever-

al purposes. One is to make your program
more understandable by human beings,

which becomes critical any time the pro-

Process Narratives
The purpose of the process narrative

is to give enough detail so that someone
skilled in the art of programming (as op-

posed to the science of software design)

could write a module to properly carry

out that process's appointed duties. You
see, we're gradually bridging the gap be-

tween the abstract (what's the problem?)
and the physical (here's the solution).

However, we still wish to keep the logic

and actions to be performed in each
process separate from the exact code that

will be used in each module. In fact, at this

point in our design, it is still not essen-

tial to knowwhatcomputer language will

be used. Now let's look at several ways
to write process narratives.

Flowcharts. You're probably familiar

with the flowchart. This graphical method
has been used for many years to represent

the details of logic and execution se-

quence in a program. A sample flowchart
is shown in Figure 1. This example, like
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the others in this article, is drawn from

my chemistry game "Reaction Time," writ-

ten for the 8 bit Atari computers in assem-

bly language.

Several symbols commonly appear on

flowcharts. The rectangle simply indicates

some process to be perforined, such as

reading a file or performing a computa-

tion. The diamond represents a decision,

in which the next action to be taken de-

pends upon some condition. The lines

moving from one object to another indi-

cate the sequence in which actions will be

performed. Other symbols are used to

represent things like printed output, disk

files, and so on, but we can skip all that.

The flowchart has the advantage of be-

ing visual, which can make it a more ef-

fective communication method than

reams of text. However, it's difficult to de-

rive a clean program structure from in-

specting a flowchart. Where are the loops?

How should the IF/THEN blocks be cod-

ed? Which IFs are nested inside other IFs?

Such things often are not obvious without

carefully studying the flowchart.

Flowcharts do have their uses, one of

which is diagramming the detailed logic

of a complicated procedure. However,

they also have many deficiencies. They

FIGURE 1

FLOWCHART EXAMPLE

don't lend themselves well to program-

ming in modern structured languages,

such as Pascal and C. For example, it's not

easy to use a flowchart to indicate deci-

sion making when more than three pos-

sible outcomes exist. This sort of task is

handled by SELECT/CASE constructs in

many languages. Overall, there are better

methods for representing the internal

functions of processes than flowcharts.

Structured English or Pseudocode. These

two terms refer to pretty much the same

thing, so ril lump them together under

the "pseudocode" moniker because it's a

neater sounding word. Pseudocode is a

technique for representing the internal

details of a process in a very readable yet

structured way An example of pseudo-

code is found in Figure 2, which

represents the same part of the Reaction

Time program that is shown in Figure I's

flowchart.

Notice the program-like structure of

the pseudocode illustration. This is not

an accident! The hierarchical structure (as

indicated by the indentation), and the

keywords used in the pseudocode state-

ments are chosen so as to bear a similar

structure to the program that will be writ-

ten eventually This again helps bridge the

CURft<N = I

CURftXN * 1

CURCHPD - 2

alreadv d(

iessaqe

gap between the logical and the physical

aspects of system development.

While in principle the pseudocode

really should be independent of the com-

puter language that will be used during

the coding phase, people tend to make

their pseudocode look like their favorite

structured language. I prefer REXX,
which is a very nicely structured language

used on IBM mainframe computers,

somewhat similar to Pascal. It's perfectly

fine to throw in ordinary English text to

describe the functions of the module

when writing pseudocode. You may have

guessed this from the "Structured En-

glish" term.

There really aren't any hard and fast

rules for pseudocode. Basically, whatever

makes the most sense to you (and to

whomever has to read your documenta-

tion) is just fine. The method you select

should be able to represent the three bas-

ic structured programming constructs,

however. As you may recall, these con-

structs are:

n Sequence—simply taking one action

after another, in the order in which they

appear in the program.

Q Selection—choosing from several

possible actions to be taken, based on

some condition.

Q Repetition—repeating a specific set

of operations until some condition is met.

The detailed syntax for each of these

constructs differs from language to lan-

guage. For example, the selection con-

struct can appear as IF/THEN, IF/ELSE

IF/ELSE/ENDIF/, SELECIAVHEN/OTHER-
WISE/ENDSELECX SELECT/CASE/CASE
ELSE/ENDSELECT, and so on. Any one

of these approaches could be used for the

pseudocode equivalent in your process

narratives. Repetition uses keywords like

LOOP, DO, or REPEAT. And, of course,

simple sequential processing is indicated

by a list of instructions (or English

phrases) all at the same level of inden-

tation.

It's a very good idea to use indentation

to indicate the hierarchy of logic within

the process. I like to use explicit ENDDO
and ENDIF statements to conclude a DO
or IF logic block, and I align the begin-

ning and ending statements of such

blocks so that it's easy to read through the

logic.

Your pseudocode conventions can be

anything you like, but be consistent. Even

though you aren't using an official

programming language, you still should

choose some rules and stick with them.

The basic idea, of course, is effective com-
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municadon, as with all of the structured

techniques we've been discussing.

Another programmer should be able to

read your process narratives and under-

stand what is going on. And if you're real-

ly lucky you might be able to simply hand
a stack of process narratives to somebody
who will do all the typing for you: a coder.

(Of course, there are those who feel more
fortunate being on the coding end, rather

than having to struggle with design. Each
aspect of the software development
process has its rewards.)

Notice how Figure 2 looks a lot more
like a computer program than Figure 1,

even though they represent exactly the

same process. I find the logical structure

of pseudocode much easier to translate

into an actual programming language

than the two-dimensional structure of a

flowchart.

Action Diagrams. Another technique for

writing process specifications is the ac-

tion diagram. Action diagrams can be

used for either overview or detail design

representation, although I tend to stick

with data flow diagrams for overview de-

signs. In a sense, action diagrams can be

thought of as a more formal sort of

pseudocode, in which a bracket notation

is used to indicate specific instances of

selection, repetition, and simple sequen-

tial operations.

Figure 3 shows an action diagram for

the same process that appeared earlier in

flowchart and pseuducode forms. A pro-

gram module is drawn as a bracket; I like

to put the name of the module at the top
of the bracket and an "END module" no-

tation at the bottom. If you read down the

contents of the bracket from top to bot-

tom, each entry represents operations to

be carried out sequentially. Brackets can
be nested to show how other procedures
might be carried out conditionally If this

module calls a lower-level module, the lat-

ter is shown by putting its name in a box
and placing the box in the appropriate

spot in the bracket. This tells the reader,

"you don't need to know exacdy what hap-

pens inside this other module, but you
could go look at its own action diagram
for details whenever you're ready."

Loops (that is, sequences of operations

that are repeated) are shown in action di-

agrams by placing a double horizontal

line at the top of the bracket enclosing

the repeated instructions. Sometimes the

double line will appear at the bottom of

the bracket instead, indicating that the

condition for terminating the loop is test-

ed at the end of the loop rather than at

the beginning. The simple FOR/NEXT
loop in BASIC always tests at the top of

the loop; this is like a DO WHILE com-
mand in some languages. A loop ex-

pressed like this might never be executed.

A loop that tested at the bottom (DO UN-
TIL) is always executed at least once.

Other techniques are also useful for

describing the internal functions and
logic of individual modules. Some of

these are Nassi-Shneiderman charts, de-

cision tables, and decision trees. If you

BEGIN: Which__neaction Procedure
IF first compound matches any first reaction_compound THEN

IP other three compounds match other reaction compounds THEN
DO

get reaction number
IF this reaction number is not already done THEN

DO
print "correct" message
call UPSCORE procedure

END DO
ELSE print "already done" message
END IF

END DO
ELSE

IF this is the last reaction to check THEN
DO

print "incorrect reaction" message
call DOWNSCORE procedure

END DO
END IF

END IF
ELSE

DO
print "incorrect reaction" message
call DOWNSCORE procedure

END DO
END IF
END: Which Reaction Procedure

FIGURE 2

PSEUDOCODE EXAMPLE

Loop over all reaction compounds

nreo compounda

-- IF this reH(

- ELSE

: "already done- message

- ENDIF

! last reaction t

- ELSE

print -incorrect reaction" message

want to read more about such methods,
an excellent reference is Structured Tech-

niquesfor Computing hyJames Martin and
Carma McClure (Prentice-Hall, 1985).

Putting it All Together
Let's see where we stand now. Our sys-

tem has been thoroughly analyzed, and
a structured specification was created us-

ing data flow diagrams. Our overview de-

sign has shown us a viable software

solution to the problem, and the detail

design step left us with a bunch of process

narratives describing the internal func-

tioning of each program module. We
know the modules will fit together

properly because we continually referred

to the data dictionary while writing the

process narratives.

Now we need to think about assem-

bling all of our modules into some logi-

cal whole. We already know what each
module does, and we know the nature

and structure of the data manipulated by
each module. In keeping with our hier-

archical approach to program design, we
need to arrange the modules into some
structure, so we can see who calls whom.
A handy technique for showing the hier-

archical connectivity of the modules in a

program is the "structure chart," which
we'll take a look at next time. In addition,

we'll discuss some more characteristics of
good modules and ideas to keep in mind
about the relationships among different

modules. Stay tuned . . . .
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FIGURE 3

ACTION DIAGRAM EXAMPLE
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lertainly all of us have
used gem's various con-

structions such as windows
and dialog boxes. When we
use these things we don't

pay much attention to what
is going on. We just take it

for granted that when we
drag the lower right corn-

er of a window with the

mouse pointer the window
will get larger, or when we
grab its title bar we'll be
able to move it about the

screen.

What you may not realize

is that these routines that

control windows and dialog

boxes and the other GEM
constructions are actually

"high-level" routines that

call various other "lower-

level" routines in the AES
and VDI. We've touched on
this subject before when we
talked about the VDI and
why those graphics rou-

tines were called "primi-

tives" and when we learned

that it's not a good idea to

call VDI mouse functions if

you're using AES functions

that may also call the VDI
mouse routines.

Specifically, what we'll be
talking about this month
are a few of the AES func-

tions that are used by win-

dows and dialog boxes.

We're going to be "drop-
ping down a level," as it

were, from the very
sophisticated window and
dialog routines to some of
the functions that these

routines call to do their

tricks.

The sample program
Listing 1 is this month's sample program.

You should type it in and compile it be-

fore going any further. Note that the pro-

gram was written using Megamwc C. If you

have a different compiler, you may have to

make some slight changes to the program

to get it to compile and run correctly.

When you run the program, a large rec-

tangle will be drawn on the screen, and the

program will then wait for input via the

mouse. The large rectangle is a border wi-

thin which all the program's activities will

be contained.

Hold down the left mouse button and

drag the mouse pointer down to the right.

A box that expands and contracts with the

movement of the mouse pointer will be

drawn on the screen. Wlien you release the

mouse button, the final box will be filled

in. In the lower right corner of the box will

be a small button. By placing the mouse
pointer over this button and holding down
the left mouse button, you'll be able to

change the size of the box by dragging on

its comer. Note that, if you try to resize the

box beyond the boundary we've set up, the

program will ignore your request.

If you place the mouse pointer inside the

box and hold down the left button, the

mouse pointer will change into a hand that

you can use to reposition the box anywhere

on the screen, as long as the box stays wi-

thin the border we've drawn. (As a matter

of fact, the program won't allow you to drag

the box outside of the border.)

To get out of the sample program and

back to the Desktop, hold down the right

mouse button.

Deja vu
I'm sure you recognize all of the effects

we're using in our sample program. We
spend a lot of time on our STs moving and

sizing boxes. These routines are the foun-

dations upon which the more advanced

abilities ofGEM are built. Fortunately, these

routines are available to us as GEM
programmers, so that we can construct our

own specialized, GEM-like routines.

All of the functions we're using to simu-

late GEM in this program are part of the

AES Graphics Manager library We've used

a couple of these functions, like

graf_Jmndle( ) and graf_mouse( ), in past
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C-manships. We've also used most of the

Graphics Manager's functions indirect-

ly. For instance, when we studied dialog

boxes, we talked about a function called

form_dial( ) that, among other things, al-

lowed us to have anexpanding or shrink-

ing box displayed on the screen. The
form dial( ) function performed some
of its tricks by calling the graf__growbox( )

and graf_shrinkbox( ) functions found in

the AES Graphics Manager. (Note that all

the Graphics Manager functions start

with graf.)

If we wish to draw an animated ex-

panding box of our own, we just use the

call:

graf_growbox ( start_x,

start_y, start_w,

start.h, end_x, encl_y,

encl_w, end_h );

Here the first four arguments are the

X coordinate, Y coordinate, width and
height of the starting rectangle and the

second four arguments are the X coor-

dinate, Y coordinate, width and height of

the final rectangle. This function will

return a zero upon failure or a positive

integer if successful.

Its complementary function, the one
that draws an animated shrinking box, is

called in the same way:

graf_shrinkbox ( start_x,

start_y, start_w,

start_h, end_x, end_y,

end_w, end_h );

Our program
In this month's sample program, we

haven't used graf__growbox() or prof

shrinkboxQ, but we have used many of the

other functions available in the Graph-
ics Manager library.

Look at the function called do boxQ.

Near the top you'll see a nested while

loop. The first while is set up to repeat

until we receive acceptable coordinates

for the box the user wants to draw. The
inner while loop forces the program to

wait for a press of the left mouse button.

We continually poll the mouse's state un-

til we detect that the button has been
pressed. The function call we use to

check the mouse's state is:

graf_mkstate ( &nouse_x,

&iiiouse_y, &(nouse_but,

&key_state );

Here ^mouse x, (sfmouse y, ^mouse
—but and ^key state are the addresses

of the integers that will receive the

mouse's current X coordinate, the

mouse's current Y coordinate, the
mouse's current button state, and the

state of the keyboard's Shift, Control and
Alternate keys. The integer mouse but

will contain a 1 if the left button was
pressed, a 2 if the right button was
pressed and a 3 if both were pressed. The
integer state will contain a 1 if the

right Shift was pressed, a 2 if the left Shift

was pressed, a 4 if the Control key was
pressed, and an 8 if the Alternate key was
pressed. For multiple key presses, we
would just add the appropriate values

together (You remember how to handle
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bit settings, right?)

When we detect that the left mouse but-

ton has been pressed, we get the mouse's

coordinates and use them as the coor-

dinates for the upper left corner of the

box. The next step, then, is to allow the

user to drag the mouse to outline the box

that he wants. We do this with the call:

graf_rubberbox ( box_x,

box_y, iiiin_w, inin_h,

&box_w, &box_h );

Here box x and box y are the coor-

dinates of the box's upper left corner,

min w and min h are the box's mini-

mum allowable size in pixels, and

&box_w and &'box h are the addresses

of integers where the final selected width

and height of the box will be stored.

After our call to graf_rubberbox(), we'll

have all the information we need to draw

the box the user selected. But before we
actually draw the box, we must check to

make sure that the box will fit inside our

boundary. In the statement that checks

this condition, you'll notice that we're us-

ing the values stored in work outfO] and
work outfl]. The work out[ ] array is

one of our GEM global arrays, and its ele-

ments were filled in when we initialized

the application program. Element 0 of
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this array contains the width of our device

(in this case, the device is the screen, so

it is measured in pixels), and element 1

contains the height of our device.

Once we've drawn the box, we enter

another nested while loop. The outer loop

checks for a program-exit condition, and

the inner loop again polls the mouse. If

the right mouse button is pressed, we exit

the program. If the left mouse button is

pressed, we have to check the location of

the mouse, so that we know whether the

user wants to move the box or size it.

If the user is holding down the mouse
button while on the box's sizing button,

we need to call graf_rubberbox() again to

let the user choose the new size of the

box. There are two complications. The
first is something we've already handled

before, and that is that we can't allow the

size of the new box to exceed the bound-

ary that we've set up.

The second problem arises when the

user chooses to make the box smaller. In

this case it isn't good enough to just

redraw the box at its new size because

we'll be leaving on the screen parts of the

old box. To erase the leftovers, we first

have to calculate their size and then

redraw them in the background color. Of
course, we could simplify matters by eras-

ing the entire old box before we draw the

new one, but that would make the pro-

gram less pleasing to the eye. The entire

resizing process is handled in our func-

tion size box().

If the user has pressed the left mouse
button while within the box (but not on
the box's sizing button), we have to allow

the user to move the box to a new loca-

tion. Our function move boxQ illustrates

how to do this.

We can get the new location of a box

with the call:

graf_dragbox ( box_w,

box_h, &box_x, &box_y,

bound.x, bound_y, bound_w,

bomd_h, &end_x, &end_y );

Where the integers box w and box h

are the box's width and height; isfbox x

and &box y are the addresses of integers

where the box's new X and Y coordinates

will be stored; the integers bound x,

bound y, bound w and bound,^ are the

coordinates, width and height of the

boundary within which the box must re-

main; and (^end x and (sfend_y are the

addresses of integers where the box's new
X and Y coordinates will be stored.

Once we get the coordinates of the new
box, all we have to do is erase the old box

and draw the new one.

Some leftovers
There are a couple of functions in the

Graphics Manager library that we haven't

looked at yet. One of them is a function

that allows you to draw an animated box

moving from one location to another. The
call looks like this:

graf_niovbox ( box_w,

box_h, old_x, old_y,

new_x, new_y );

Here, the integers box_w and box^^
are the width and height of the box, the

integers old x and old y are the current

X and Y coordinates of the box, and the

integers new_x and new_y are the final

coordinates of the box. Note the spelling

of the function call; it's different than the

spelling in the Megamax manual. If you

try to call the function using the manu-
al's spelling, your program will not link

properly because the linker won't be able

to find the label. Anyway, this function is

really of limited use; I can't think of any

place where I've seen it in action.

Finally, the two remaining functions,

graf__slidebox() and graf_watchbox() are

used with object trees. The first is the

function that allows sliders, such as those

found in windows, to work; and the se-

cond allows us to track the mouse in and
out of a particular rectangle while the

mouse button is held down. These func-

tions would be useful should we ever want

to write our own custom dialog box

(form do()) routines.

This completes our tour of the AES
Graphics Manager library (though we may
get back to graf_^lidebox() and
graf_watchbox() at some time in the fu-

ture). You should now have an even clear-

er idea of how some of GEM's routines

work, and you should be able to construct

many handy GEM-like routines with the

information you've learned.
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/KMMXKKKMMKKKMKKKXKXKKMKXKKKXMKKMKIOCKKMXMXKKXKKMKKMKKKMKM /
C-nanship, Listing 1 »/

/» ST-Log »25 »/
/* Developed with Meganax C */
/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx/
ttinclude <obdefs.h>
itinclude <gendefs.h>

ttdefine TRUE 1
ttdefine FALSE 0
Jtdefine SOLID i
«define PfilTERN 2
ttdefine LEFT 1
Jtdefine RIGHT 2 '

/* GEM arrays «/
int uork_in[ll], work_out [57] , contrl[12], intin[128],

\ ptsin[128], intout[128], ptsout[128];

int handle, /* Application handle. */
dun; /» Dunny storage. */

C-Manship
Listing 1 C

/XXXXXXXXXXKKXKKKXXKMXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXX
* Main progran

.

XXXKXXXWXMXKWXKMXXXXMMXltMXXMKKXXXKXKXXXXKXXKKKKXXXXXXM/
nam ()

appl_init C}

;

open_vwork C)

<

do_box (]

i

v_clsvwk ( handle ];
appl_exit (]

;

/» Init application. »/
/* Open virtual workstation. »/
/* Go do our thing. »/
/« Close virtual workstation.*/
/» Back to the desktop. »/

/xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
* do_box C)
«
» Calls screen setup function and handles the nouse,
» calling the appropriate box functions based on the
* Mouse's coordinates and button state.
XKXXXXXKXKKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXX /
do_box
{

C}

int nouse_x,
nouse_y,
nouse_but,
box_x,
box_y,
box_width,
box_height,
exit,
coords_ok;

/» Mouse X coordinate. */
/* Mouse V coordinate. »/
/» Mouse button state. »/
/» Selected box X coord. »/
/» Selected box V coord. */
/* Selected width of box. */
/» Selected height of box. */
/» Progran exit flag. */
/» Proper coordinates flag.»/

setup_scrn ()

;

coords_ok = FALSE;
graf-nouse C ARROM, OL ]

;

/* Wait for box coordinates within the boundary. */
while ( !coDrds_ok ] C

/» Poll for l^ft button press. */
nouse_but = Oi
while C nouse-but != LEFT )

graf_nkstate ( &nouse_x, «nouse_y, &nouse_but, &dun J;

/» Get coordinates for the box. »/
box_x = nDuse_x;
box_u = nouse.y;
graf_rubberbox C box_x, box_y, 20, 20, &box_width, «box_height 3;

/» Allow only a box whose size fits within the */
/* boundary to be drawn. »/
if t box_x > 20 «& box_x + box_width < work_out 10] -21 S«

box_y > 20 && box_u + box_height < work_out [1] -21 ) C
draw_box ( box_x, box_y, box_width, box_height );
coords_ok - TRUE;

)

>

exit - FALSE;
while C lexit } {

nouse-but = 0;

/* Wait for press of left or right nouse button. */
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while ( nouse_but != LEFT && Mouse_but != RIGHT )

graf_nkstate C &Mouse_x, &nouse_u, &nouse_but, &dun )

;

if C nouse_but == LEFT )

/* If the nouse was on the sizing button, */
/* allow the user to resize the box. */
if C chose_size t nouse_x, nouse_y, box_x, box-y,

box_width, box-height ] ]

size-box ( box_x, box_u, &box_width, &box_height );

/* If the Mouse was anywhere else in the »/
/* box, allow the user to nowe the box. */
else if C chose_nove ( nouse_x, nouse_9, box_x, box_u,

box_width, box-height ] )

nove_box C &box_x, &box-g, box_width, box_height );

if C nouse.but == RIGHT J

exit = true;
}

}

/KXXMXKXMMKKXKXMKKKXXXKXXXKKKWKKKXKKXXXXXXMXXKKKKKXXKKK
* draw_box C]

»
K Draws a shaded box with a button in the lower right
» corner. The input is the X and V coordinates of
* the box's upper left corner and its width and height.
XKMXXKXKKXXKKXXXXXXXXXMXXXKXXKXKXKMKWXXXXXXXXXXXXKKXXK/

draw-box C x, y,
int X, y, w, hi
{

int pxy[4!l;

w, h )

graf-nouse C M_OFF, QL J

;

/* Draw the nain body of the box. */
vsf_interior t handle, PATTERN );
vsf_style t handle, 5 3;
vsf_color C handle, BLACK ]J
pxyCO] = xi
pxyCl] = y;
pxy[2] = X + w - IJ
pxy[3] = y + h - 1;
u_bar ( handle, pxy };

/* Draw the box's sizing button.
vsf_interior C handle, SOLID 1:
pxyCOl = X + w - 10;
pxyCl] = y + h - 10;
v_bar ( handle, pxy 1;

graf-nouse C M-ON, OL };

/XXXKKXXKKXXXXMXKKXXXMKKKKXXXXKXXKKXXWXXXMMKMKKXMXXKKMX
* size_box ()

M
* Resizes a box. The input is the X and V coordinates
* of the box and pointers to its width and height. The
« function returns the new width and height by way '

* of the pointers, thus replacing the old values of
* the width and height.
XXXXKXXXKKKXXXXXXXXKXKXXKXKXXXKXMMXXXXXXXXXXXXKKXXXKXX/
size-box C x, y, w, h ]

int X, y, *w, »h;
{

int old-w, old_h;
int pxy[4];

old-W = *w;
old-h = »h;

/* Get the new box size. */
graf-rubberbox C x, y, 20, 20, w, h 1

;

/* Don't allow the new box to exceed the boundary. */
if C X + i«w > work-out [01-20

| y + *h > work-Out [11 -20 ) {

*w = old-w;
«h = old-h;

)

/* If the size is okay, draw the box. */
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else {

draw_box ( x, y, *h 3

;

/* Erase the leftover portions Cif »/
/* anyJ of the old box. »/
graf_nouse C M_OFF, OL )

;

wsf_interior ( handle, SOLID );
wsf_color t handle, WHITE );
if ( «w < old_u ] {

pxu[0] = X + *w;
pxyCl] = y;
PXUC2] = X + old_w - 1;
pxy[3] = y + old_h - 1;
v_bar ( handle, pxy li

}

if ( »h < old_h ) {
pxy[01 = x;
pxyCl] = y + »h;
pxui:2] = X + old_w - 1;
pxy[3] = y + old_h - 1;
v_bar C handle, pxy };

}

graf-nouse C M_ON, OL ]

;

}

}

/XKXKKKMKXKXXXXWMKKXXXKXKMKXXXKKXKXXXXMXXKKXWKKXWKKXXXM
* nove.box ()
w
* Repositions a box. The input is a pointer to the
« box's X coord., a pointer to the box's V coord., and
* the box's width and height. The new X and V
* coordinates are returned fron the function by way of
» the pointers, thus replacing the old X and V values.
XKMKXWMXWXXWXMXKXXXXXKXXKXXXKMXKKKXXKKXXXKXXMMXXXKXXKX /'

noue-box C x, y, w, hi
int «x, *y, w, h;
{

int old_x, old-y;
int pxy [41;

old_x = *x;
old_y = *y;
graf_Mouse t FLflT_HAHD, OL );

/» Get new location for the box. */
graf-dragbox C w, h, «x, *y, 21, 21,

work-out EO] -41, work_out [1] -41, x, y )

;

/* Erase the old box. */
graf-nouse { M-OFF, 6L )

;

vsf-color ( handle, WHITE };
vsf-interior C handle, SOLID );
pxy [01
pxy [1]
pxy [21
pxy [3]

= old-x;
= old_y;
= old_x +
= old-g +

v-bar C handle.

w - 1;
h - l;

pxy )

;

Draw the new box. »/
draw.box C *x, »y, w, h J

;

graf-nouse ( H-ON, OL };
graf-nouse C ARROW, OL }

;

/KXXXXKKKXXXXXXXXKKKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXKXKXXXXKKKXX
* chose-size C]
«
* Returns a boolean value based on whether the nouse
* button was pressed while over the box's sizing
* button. The input is the X and V coordinates of
* the nouse, the X and V coordinates of the box, and
* the width and height of the box.
XXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXMKXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
chose-size ( nx, ny, bx, by, bw, bh )

int nx, ny, bx, by, bw, bh;
{

if t nx>bx+bw-16 && nx<bx+bw && nu>by+bh-10 && nu<by+bh 3
return ( TRUE );

else
return t FfiLSE 3;

)
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MOVING?
DON'T MISS

A SINGLE ISSUE
Let us know your new ad-

dress right away. Attach

an old mailing label in the

space provided below and

print your new address

where indicated.

Check the appropriate t)oxes below;

New subscription. Please allow 4 to 8 weeks lor your

first copy to be mailed.

Renewal subscription. Please include a current ad-

dress label to insure prompt and proper extension.

1 year—$2a00. This rale limited to the U.S. and its pos-

Payment enclosed. Bill me.

RO. BOX 16927, N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91615
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ST-U.S.E.
THE USED PROGRAM

EXCHANGE FOR YOUR ST

Trade Your Old Programs for

Exciting New Titles

Buy Quality ST Programs at a

Fraction of the Original price.

Over 250 Titles currently in stock

New Arrivals Daily

NOW SELLING NEW SOFTWARE

Call or write today for a free price

list and membership info.

ST-USE
314 Main Street

Great Barrington, MA 01230

(413) 528-4728 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Eastern Time
MasterCharge and VISA Accepted

/KMXKMXMKKXKMKXKKKKXKKKKKKKKKXKICKMMMKKMKKKKXKKXKKKXKKKK
» chose_nove C)

*
* Returns a boolean value based on whether the nouse
» button was pressed while over an area of the box
* other than the sizing button. The input is the X

» and V coordinates of the nouse, the X and V

* coordinates of the box, and the width and height of

* the box.
XXXXXXXXXXXXMXXXXXXKXXKXXMXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXX/
chose_riowe ( nx, ny, bx, by, bw, bh )

int nx, ny, bx, by, bw, bh;

if ( nx>bx &X nx<bx+bw && nu>bu ny<by+bh )

return C TRUE )

;

else
return ( FALSE J

;

}

/XXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
» setup-scrn C)

*
» Prepares the screen by clearing the workstation and
» drawing a border.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXX/
setup_scrn C3

C

int pxy [16]

;

graf_Mouse C M_OFF, OL 3

;

*//« Erase the screen
v_c Irwk ( handle )

;

/* Draw the border.
pxytOl = 20;
pxylll = 20;
pxy[2] = work_out[0] - 20;
pxy[3] = 20;
pxy[4] = work_out[0] - 20;
pxy[5] = work_out[13 - 20;
pxy[6] = 20;
pxyC?] = work_out[l] - 20;
pxylSl = 20;
pxy[9] = 20;
v_pline C handle, 5, pxy );

graf-nouse C M_0N, OL );

/XKXXXXKKXXXXXXMKKXXXXKMKXXXXXXKXMKXXXXXXXXXKKXXMXKXXX
* open_wwork CJ

* Opens a virtual workstation.
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXMKMKXXXXXKKKXKKXXXKKKXXKXXXXXKXXWWX/
open_vwork C)

int i

;

/* Get graphics handle, initialize the GEM arrays and open */
/* a virtual workstation. */

handle = graf_handle C Sdun, &dun, &dun, &dun)

;

for C i=0; i<10; work_in£i++] =15;
work_in[10] = 2;
v_opnvwk C work-in, &handle, work_out );

CIRCLE #111 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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I25OO-L So. Fairvlew, Santa Ana, CA. 92704 (714) 549-214

NOW THREE SERIES OF HARD DRIVES !

System HD+ Series Home / Office Series Studio Series

THE "TANK"

The System HD+ has been
recognized as extremely
tough and reliable by
hundreds of Atari ST
users. It is built to
exacting standards and
scrupulously tested. Astra
Systems is so confident of
the quality of this unit we
offer a limited one year
warranty.

Originally offered as a 20
Megabyte hard drive with

built-in 3 1/2" floppy, it now
is also available in 30 and
40 Megabyte units with
floppy.

Supplied with formatting,
partitioning software, and
backup program.
The floppy used in this unit

is a precision drive with
direct drive motor, and can
be formatted with high
density format programs.

THE EXPANDER

Internally expandable hard
drives come either with or

without precision 3 1/2"

floppy drives.

Four AC outlets with full

three line surge
suppression are installed

at the rear of the unit.

One of these controls the
CPU and the others are
available for monitor,
printer, etc. Two push
button switches on the
front control the CPU
independently of other
peripherals. EMI and RFI
filtration is included.

Twenty, thirty, and forty
megabyte units
expandable to 120 megs.
All necessary hardware is

already installed in original

unit so addition of
upgrade kits is fast and
easy.

HI

\S 1 k \

, ••V --ijI

RM 60/120

The RM 60 rack mount
hard drive for the MIDI
musician fits both
permanent and portable
racks.

Expandable from 60 to 120

Megabytes internally with

the addition of the ^60
kit. Or purchase it

complete in the model RM
60/120.

Astra hard drives for the
Atari MIDI musician have
become the standard for

the industry, and are
being used by top
professional groups
worldwide. Our power
supply is equipped for 120
and 240 volt operation by
merely moving one wire.
This makes performing in

UK and Europe easier and
safer.

MAKE YOUR ATARI SING I

Astra BBS now on-line in PC Pursuit area ! (714) 546-5956

L r REBlsDEA
CIRCLE #112 m READER SERVICE CARD.



DATABASE
DELPHI

by Andy Eddy

While the rest of this issue is devoted to good buys

around the holiday. 111 take some time to look at one

of the best buys in shareware. Reintroducing a familiar

name, Darek Mihocka (found on DELPHI as DAREKM)

has brought out an entirely new ST Xformer.

Moie Than Meets the Eye

If you've been living in a cave for the

last couple of years, you'll need some

background. In 1986, Mihocka, an enter-

prising programmer from Canada, had

the inkling to emulate the Atari 8-bit com-

puters on the ST. Seeing that many of the

ST owners cut their teeth on the 8-bit

computers, this seemed like an enticing

and unique proposition that would add

to the number of computers that the ST

could already mock, computers that in-

clude the IBM PC (via Avant Garde's PC-

ditto program), the Macintosh (through

Data Pacific's Magic Sac cartridge) and

CP/M (with Atari's own software

emulator).

To make a long story short, after a

struggle, Atari allowed Darek to use their

8-bit operating-system code in the Xform-

er, provided he put the program into the

public domain for others to see and pos-

sibly improve on. His initial effort ap-

peared in the September 1987 issue of

STLog.
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That first program was bulky, requiring

the user to keep track of multiple files

(such as those containing the character set

and operating system) to run the emula-

tor. But, thankfully, Mihocka has used his

time since then to slim down and consoli-

date all of the elements into one single

program, one that is far easier to run. Fur-

ther adding to the good news, he also has

sped up the routines immensely, creating

an emulator that is now closer to 50% the

speed of an 8-bit machine and more com-

patible to boot. (Sorry for the pun, gang).

Mihocka is also selling advertising

(remember, I said he was enterprising) for

display from his constantly enhanced pro-

gram. Strangely enough, this ensures that

he will be bringing out new versions of

the Xformer—he hopes for updates each

month. For this reason, it's likely that the

latest update will be found in the ST SIG
databases. Any versions of ST Xformer can

be easily found by typing "SEA XFOR-
MER" (short for "SEARCH XFORMER")
from the DBASES:App > prompt of the

applications database. This will scan all

the keywords for "XFORMER." You'll see

something like this: [Figure 1]

This is certainly one of the more in-

teresting shareware stories around, and the

$20 that Mihocka is asking is only a pit-

tance compared to the efforts that went
into this epic. To make the future even

more shocking, Mihocka claims to be get-

ting closer to emulating the Apple II and
Commodore 64 computers, also. Formal-

ly, he requires the go-ahead from the

respective companies, which is looking

unlikely at this writing. He has contacted

both companies with no positive results.

Keep your eyes on the databases for up-

to-date information.

Thanks For the Member-les

If you want to discover more about the

people whose company you share on
DELPHI, you have a number of ways to

get basics and background on them. Most

likely, the first thing you'll want to do is

find out the user's name with the Entry

Log. When you first join DELPHI, you
have the option of picking any name as

your online persona. My original user-

name was KIDX, which identified my own
company. Kid X Enterprises. Others are

similarly informative, such as REGENT
WARE (Frank Cohen, Regent Software's

president) and NEIL HARRIS (Neil Har-

ris of Atari). Some will catch your eye for

their humorous touch—MAX__fi£D/?OOM
gets my vote for the funniest ID, but FAT
ONE was at one time a laugh producer.

To find out the person's real name (or

at least, how they registered with the SIG
when they joined), you can type "/ENT
username," where "username" is the ID

you are looking for Typing "ENT
ANALOGS" brings up my name and the

time I was last on: [Figure 2]

The Entry Log also lets you expand
your requests somewhat. Anything you
type after the "/ENT" will be tested against

all IDs in the SIG membership. For in-

stance, typing "/ENT ANALOG" brings up
all IDs beginning with ANALOG.

Lastly, the "/ENT" command is fairly

global, meaning that you can type the

command in at most any prompt to get

the information you want. Keep in mind
that the Entry Log is SIG-specific, so if you

go to another SIG, the membership list

will be different.

To take this member-information
gathering further, you should take a trip

to the Member Directory. This is where

a SIG member can post an expanded pro-

file. The profile can be as simple as

providing a name and location, or it may
include as much as a list of computers
used, pet's names, occupations and more.

It is up to the user to post what they want

others to know, but the Member Directo-

ry offers a great way to get to know your

fellow SIG attendees and let them know
you.

If you haven't yet put a profile of your-

self together, take the time to go to the

Member Directory and compose one.

From the Atari ST prompt, type "MEM"
to get to there, then type "lAM" to access

your description. If you haven't put one
up yet, DELPHI will ask you for basic in-

formation. After that, you can select key-

words that fit other aspects, by choosing

preselected words or adding your own. As
you can see, the Member Directory menu
is very simple: [Figure 3]

This process makes it easier for all the

faceless people on DELPHI to become a

little closer and makes the whole system

more neighborly. Take a few minutes to

start or update your profile, so others will

know you better.

Can We Talk?

Lastly, the best way to get to know
others and learn about current events in

the Atari world is to join in on the week-

ly ST SIG real-time conference. Held ev-

ery Tuesday, at 10 p.m. (EST), it lets users

actually talk back and forth to each other.

From the Atari ST prompt, type "CO" (for

"CONFERENCE"), then "JOI WEEK" (to

join the group called "Weekly Atari ST
Meeting"). Hope to see you there.

Well, I'm off to get in some Christmas

shopping. Till next month, C U
online. . . .

FIGURE
NO. 1

DBASES:App> sea xformer

Starting a new search.
XFORMER: 2 found.
DIRECTORY, READ, WIDEN, and NARROW will now operate on the
selected items.

DBASE!j:App> rea
Name: ST XFORMER II 6502 EMULATOR
Type : PROGRAM
Date: 30-JUN-1988 20:39 by DAREKM
Size: 166016 Count: 60

All new 6502 emulator. 100% faster and lOO^% more compatible.
This ARC file includes the emulator, file transfer utilities,
Atari DOS 2.5, sample files, lots of documentation, and then'
somel Requires 1 Meg of memory. Color monitor is suggested.

Keywords: HOME, XFORMER, EMULATOR, ATARI, 8BIT, COLOR

ACTION>

FIGURE
NO. 2

FonuM> /ent analogz

Andy Eddy (ANALOG2) last on at 20-JUL-1900 23:14:26.

1 FIGURE Atari ST>What do you want to do? mem

1 NO. 3 MEMBER Directory Menu

:

I -Am
WhO-I3
List-Keywords
Browse
Search
Help
Exit
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GAME
LOW RESOLUTION

ThetaTen is an adventure simulation that features action, strategy and a tiiree-

dimensional playfield perspective. Originally a mining planet operated by the Intergalactic

Federation, ThetaTen was abandoned centuries ago when its ore was depleted. Now
a new rare compound has been discovered deep below the planet's surface.

There is one minor problem to be solved before mining on ThetaTen can resume. A
droid colony of Saucerbots of unknown origin has taken over the abandoned mine shafts.

The Federation is seeking volunteer pilots to man the Disrupter ships and smite the

Saucerbots from the mine caverns. Of course, the mission will be extremely dangerous
and most likely suicidal. But bounties of untold wealth await any who can survive, if only

for a short time.

There are many different variables and options which will come into play dur-

ing your mission. Following is a list of the major play factors on ThetaTen. Some-
times the information will be repeated so that you can get a good sense of how the

variables interact ~
;r 7—, i—r-. with each other.by David Bohike

Disrupter ships
At the beginning of each mission, you will be given three Disrupter ships. For each

$10,000 you earn, an additional ship will be awarded. The main portion of the video dis-

play is the front window of your ship. To the left, digital gauges will indicate the mine
level you are at, the number of hits on Saucerbots you have achieved, the number of

ships you have and your current earnings. To the right of your window screen are two
variable meters which will register the amount of energy remaining in your ship and the

amount of gold you have collected.

On the bottom left of your ship's display is a specially designed radar scanner, and
the bottom right corner contains a mine map selector. A color-coded key to help you
interpret the radar and map is on the bottom center line of the display. Your location

on the map and radar will be shown in white, the Saucerbots' positions in yellow, the

Saucerbots' home base in red, and the Energy Pod fix In green.

The ship's steering arrows are located on the bottom center panel of the display. To

move forward in the caves, just position the mouse cursor over the arrow that is point-

ing upwards. For turning left or right, move the cursor over the left or right arrow. There

are two keys labeled "W" and "M" to the left and hght of the arrow panel. The keys

are used for the Warp drive and a cave Map option and can be engaged by placing

the cursor over them and pressing the right mouse key You can pause or exit the pro-

gram by pressing both mouse buttons at the same time.

Mine size
Before play begins, an alert box will give you the option of selecting from three differ-

ent mine dimensions. Each mine size is a different adventure with its own distinct strate-

gies. A 12' X 12' mine is fairly crowded and hence will stimulate a lot of action. The 20'

X 20' maze requires more move and location strategy to find the Energy Pod and home
base. In the 28' x 28' shaft there will be plenty of room to explore, and it is almost al-

ways necessary to use the Map option to find the home base; and you will sometimes
need the Warp option to get within striking distance.

Although play may seem abrupt in the various caves at times, a high score Is achiev-

able in all three with a little luck and a lot of cunning. Each new mine level is randomly

generated when you destroy the Saucerbots' home base.
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Disrupter
Each of your ships contains a wave disrupter beam with which you can destroy the

Saucerbots and their home base. The disrupter uses 300 units of energy and can be

fired by pressing the left mouse button. The beam is most effective at close distances;

in fact, your chances of a hit decrease by about ten percent for each cave room be-

tween you and the Saucerbots. For each successful hit, you will be awarded 100 points

times the cave level.

Home base
The Saucerbots seem to operate around a central home base on each cave level.

Their home base is a triangular- shaped power source that must be destroyed before

you can advance down to the next cave level. Its destruction can by achieved by a hit

from your disrupter, and this should be the primary focus of your operations.

Saucerbots
It is believed the Saucerbots got their name from the fact that they are shaped like

a flying saucer, and they patrol each cave level in a droid robotic pattern. The Saucer-

bots themselves cannot fire upon you, but instead will attempt to ram your Disrupter

ship. This in itself will not destroy your ship, but it will drain excessive amounts of ener-

gy from your engines. When your energy level is depleted, your ship will be destroyed.

The Saucerbots have a cloaking device which will at times make them invisible on

your window screen, but your radar and map will always have an accurate fix of their

location. They always become invisible when they move from room to room within the

mine, but occasionally reappear to use their sensor devices..Even though you may not

be able to see the Saucerbots on your screen, your disrupter can still destroy them.

So you will need to watch both your radar and window screen to locate them. The Sau-

cerbots will viciously attempt to defend their home base, and their numbers will increase

as you advance down to deeper mine levels.
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Energy
When play begins—and each time you lose a ship and use one of your remaining

ships—you will have three thousand units of energy. The only way you can lose a ship

is by depleting your energy, the level for which is indicated by the green energy bar

on the top right of the display. This bar can display a maximum of three thousand ener-

gy units even though at times you may have more.

Extra energy units can be obtained by trading any gold bars you have accumulated.

The trade is only possible when you are in a cave room that has the Energy Pods dis-

played. To execute the trade, just press the right mouse button. Each gold piece traded

is worth one hundred energy units. The location of the Energy Pods is reflected on the

Radar and on the Map option by a green bogey reflection. Once you trade your gold

for energy, a new Energy pod will be placed randomly in the mine.

Energy is constantly being used to maintain your ship's functions; plus additional energy

is needed to fire the Disrupter beam, to use the enhanced Map option, to engage the

Warp move, and by your shields when you are hit by a Saucerbot.

Gold
Gold bars are strewn throughout the various rooms of the mine caverns. You will col-

lect some money for picl<ing up the gold, but it is more important for you to accumulate
the bars as they can later be traded for energy. When you enter a room that has a gold

bar, press the right mouse button to pick it up. The amount of gold you have is displayed

by a gold bar meter on the top right of the display. A maximum of 50 gold pieces can

be shown on the meter, though you could possibly have more in your possession.

The number of gold pieces on each cave level is limited, so it is imperative that you
locate and destroy the home base as soon as possible so you can advance to the next

mine level. The only way you can obtain additional energy for your ship is by trading

the gold in the mine room that has the energy pod.

Radar
At times the Saucerbots can move with blinding speed. To l<eep track of any near

your location you will have to keep a constant eye on the Radar. This instrument can

sense the location of the Saucerbots, their home base and the energy pods within a
five-room radius. The radar screen is always oriented in the direction you are facing and
your location is the center of the screen.

Since the radar can determine positions through the mine walls, it is possible that

an object may be just a couple of rooms away from your position; but you might have
to transverse all the way around the mine shafts to reach it. Your main window screen

can show objects up to ten rooms in front of you when you are facing a long mine cor-

ridor; so the Saucerbots and home base could be visible there first.

Map
You have two different types of maps at your disposal, and both of them are always

oriented with North to the top. The standard map that is always displayed shows only

a rectangle the relative size of the mine with a small white dot on the inside to indicate

your current position in the mine. When you lose a ship or use the Warp move, your

last old location and your new mine location will be shown on the map.

If you become lost in the shafts or if you need an accurate fix on the home base and
energy pods, you can right click the mouse when the cursor is over the M key to obtain

an enhanced version of the map. This extra map will show the locations of all the mine
shafts on your level and all the objects in the mine except for the gold. Using this ad-

vanced map will cost you 500 energy units, and you will need to study it quickly as it

will be displayed for only about five seconds.

Radon prints
In addition to your radar and maps, another aid in navigation is your ship's engines.

Whenever you enter a mine room, the exhaust from your ship will leave a radon print

on the cave floor. Your main window screen will show these prints, and you can utilize

them to know if you are going in circles or when you are entering new rooms.
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Warp engines
At times you will become encircled by the Saucerbots and need a quick exit; or you

may be in a larger mine and miles from the action and want a timely move. These are

ideal occasions to engage your Warp engines by clicking the right mouse button when
the cursor is on the IV panel button. There is some danger, though, since the Warp drive

has not been perfected; and your destination will be a random location. The use of the

engines costs 300 energy units.

Monies
Success in your mission will be reflected by the amount of money you earn. This sum

is increased each time you pick up gold, hit a Saucerbot or destroy a home base. Each

of these values increase as you progress deeper with successive mine levels. Also, when
you destroy a home base, your earnings are increased by the amount of energy you

have remaining. This can be a large sum, so if you have the patience and nerve you

can collect gold and trade it for energy instead of hitting the home base early in each level.

There are many different scoring strategies on ThetaTen you can attempt. But instead

of rambling over them, I think you'll enjoy the adventure more by discovering them
yourself!

David Bohlke teaches high school math and

computer programming, and also coaches foot-

ball and basketball. He lives with his wife and

two children in thefifth home he has built. Since

1978 he's had about 70 articles and programs

published. ,

Theta 10—Listing 1

DOSIC

T f Vh 1 nc f d1 nIT nD105l*rJ\/U
Alert 1, "ThetaTen . . , |requires low resolution- | exit to desktop .", 1, "OK",

X

End
Endif
^Initial
GMakeput
QNewgane

GMoverobot
GRadar
QPlayernove
If Sc>=Bn
GBonus

Endif
If En<e
BS="Ship LOST - Energy depleted"
GLoDsel if

e

Endif
If Lv<l
GNewgane

Endif
Goto Hainplayloop

Bn=Bn+ioeee
Deftext 6,0,0,6
Text 100,120," BOHUS SHIP "

Lv=Lu+l
GPrints
For 1=1 To 100

Setcolor 0, Randon(7), Randont?}, Randon(7)
Uave 8,1,9,5000,2

Next I

Setcolor 0,2,2,2
Return

MI=0
Sc=0
Ht=0
Lw=3
Gd=0
En=3OO0
Bn=lO000
A$="Click on Mine|size for next [Adventure ...

"

Alert 2, AS, 1, "12 120 128' ,Ms
Nc=Ms»8+4
Nr=Nc
ONewlevel
Defnouse MousS
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Return
Procedure Looselife !

Lw=Lv-l
QPr ints
Do
Px=Randon (Ncl
Py=Randon(Nr}
Exit If (MCPx,Py)=8 Or Int CM CPx, Py] /lO) =2)

Loop
Sl$=""
SxCl)=8
Defline 1,4,0,1
For 1=1 To 90

Sound 1,4,8,4,0
Have 8,1,10,14444,8
Deftext 8,8,8,4
Text 80,128,8$
Color RandontlS)
Line 160, 65, 71+Randon C170} , Randon C128]

Next I

Mave 8,8
Defline 1,1,8,8
GMove
If Lv>0
En=3088

Endif
Return
Procedure Playernove ! ,

En=En-0.5«Ml
Zl=l
Shown
Pause 5
Color 8
Plot 268+Px,148+Pu
Mouse A, B, Z
If Z=l And Len(Sl$}>10
QFire

Endif
If Z=2 And A>225 And A<24S And B>148 And B<178
GMap

Endif
If 2=2 And A>75 And A<95 And B>140 And B<17e
Setcolor 8,7,7,8
Deftext 6,8,8,6
Text 100, 120," MARP Move"
Do

Px=Randon (Nr)
Py^Randon (He)
Exit If M(Px,Pu)=0 Or Int CM CPx, Py) ) =2

Loop
Pd=Randon (4)
S1S=""
Sx(l)=0
En=Int(En-3O0)
QMove
Setcolor 0,2,2,2

Endif
If Z=3
Alert 2, "ThetaTen", 2, "ExitlCont", A
If A=l
End

Endif
Defnouse Mous$

Endif
If Z=2 And MCPx,Py]>8 And Int (M CPx, Py) /lO) <>2 Ipickup gold
Gd=Gd+l
M(Px,Py)=M(Px,Py)-18
Defline 1,12
Color 6
If Gd<50
Line 299, 110, 299, 110-Gd»2

Else
Line 299,110,299,10

Endif
For 1=1 To 10

Sound 1, 12,ttlMlO, 1
Next I

Put 90, 18, SIS
Sc = Int(Sc + 5JtMlJ
QPrints
Sound 1, 0, 8, 0

Endif
If Z=2 And Px=Ex And Py=Ey ! get energy
En=En+Gd»10O
Deftext 6,0,0,4
AS=" Gold trade worth "+Str$ (Gd»100) +" "

Text 90, 128, AS
Uave 8,1,8,16666,100
Gd=0
©Prints
Do
Ex=Randon (Nc)
Ey=Randon (Nr)
Exit If MfEx, Ey)=0 Or Int CM CEx, Ey) /lO) =2

And Abs(Px-Cx}>4 And ftbs(Py-Cy)>4
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An incredible simulation

Cardiac Anest!
with binderand manual, $69.

See discounted package price.

Cardiac Arrest! is a unique product. In this mathematically-

based simulator, you interpret the history, on-screen EKG, lab

data, and vital signs, then give treatment orders in plain

English. While many computer users enjoy Cardiac Arrest! as

a diallenging medical adventure game, ifs a sophisticated

product used world-wide for ACLS (Advanced Cardiac Life

Support) education. IBM, Apple II +/c/e, Alari ST, Atari XUE.

Antic 'imptesuve and amazmgly complete'

ST Wodd: "both highty eduathnal and fan to play"

We support our products. Updates willbe available to users for

$6 each whenACLS recommendations change. Oursoftware is

NOT copy-protected.

Cardiac Arrest! $69

ACLS Protocols $29

EKG Teaching $29

CardioQuiz $19

Blood Gases $24

QuizPlus $29

Demo $7

Askabout the four-diskACLS Piickage (includes Canliac Arrest!)

for $109. Order direct!

Mad Scientist Software
2063 N. 820 W., Pleasant Grove, UT 84062

Visa/MC ofden caU 801-785-3028
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umber Maze is a game that combines mathe-

matical problems with maze-solving skills to

make the rote learning of addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplication and division more fun. Number Maze's

difficulty can be adjusted to make it an easy game

for a young child, but it can be made difficult enough

so that an adult can become lost in the maze.





A Partial List of Features

Fully interactive 2 dimensional & TRUE 3 dimensional
eapahilities

Multiple M) views can be opened and modified at any time
A user can work in any combination of views with all views
instantly updating at all times

Automatic generation of ANY orthograpfiic view including user
defined auxiliary views

Hntities can be selectively hidden in any view allowing easy
generation of true orthographically sound views
Extremely user friendly

f-ull GEM interface, pull down menus, mouse or keyboard
commands, dialog boxes and more.

256 Layers can be activated invidually or in groups

9 zoom modes allow magnification's of up to l,(K)0,()00 times

The ability to overlay other programmes from within

DynaCADD

Dimensioning

Auto Dimensioning includes;

Mechanical and Architectural formats

Full 2D and 3D dimensioning is supported
Baseline, chaining, angular and linear dimensioning is

supported

Automatic tolerancing in any of three different styles

Text orientation using any one of the three different systems
(uni-directional, angled or aligned)

Commands ;

Sophisticated command nesting allows the following partial list

;

ofcommands to be accessed at any time:
I

Zoom in or out
j

Zoom a window '

Scroll or "Pan" the page
Center the page on a point

j

Multiple 3 Dimensional dynamic rotations at any angular 1

increment i

Rotate any 3 Dimensional view to a predefined co-ordinate
'

plane

Zoom a 3 Dimensional view in or out ...

Fonts I

Full featured Vector Font Editor
j

Automatic proportional spacing can be activated or deactivated
'

with the click of a mouse
Up to 16 extremely high resolution fonts can be active in any i

drawing with no need for repeated disk access
j

Insertion

Insert POINTS. LINES, CIRCLES, ARCS. FILLETS,
ELLIPSES. ELLEPTICAL ARCS, TEXT, BOX, POLYGON,
POLYFIGURE and SUBFIGURES using a wide variety of
modifiers

Atari and Mega ST arc trademark.s of Atari Corp. DynaCADD** is a trademark of Ditek International. Other computer and software names arc trade names and/or trade marks of
their respective manufacturers. All specifications are subject to change without notice.



aNew Breed
Introducing DynaCADD "..a Professional CADD Solution

at a Fraction of the Cost

DynaCADD is a 2D and true 3D Computer
Aided Design and Drafting software solution

that will turn your personal computer into a

sophisticated and powerful CADD work station.

With electrical, mechanical, architectural or

civil applications DynaCADD provides a total

design and drafting solution. DynaCADD
revises, designs and details drawings in 2D or

true 3D, reads and writes the indu.stry standard
,

DXF file formats and provides compatibilitvA

with the new Desktop Publishing solutiot>f \ ^
Calamus. DynaCADD proves itself invafa^bf^

from conception to output by offering an i
f

alternative solution to expensive, difficult to use

2D and 3D CADD systems. DynaCADD brings

mainframe CADD capabilities to the CADD
Professional at a fraction of the cost.

SPECIAL OFFER!!
For a limited time only

Save up to $150.00

off our introductory price of U.S. $695.00

Trade in your existing Atari ST CAD package and

receive up to $150.00 in credit against the purchase

of DynaCADD

Call us for details

Information Commands
DynaCADD gives you the ability to;

Measure distances, angles and perimeters

Verify location and style

List database extents, drawing parameters. .

.

Entity Transformation

Translation between 2D or 3D positions, circular

arrays, mirror, linear arrays, stretch, sweep, rescale,

project, revolve, trim and divide

3 Dimensional entity transformation of any view into 2
Dimensional entities

Select entities for transformation & editing using;

Digitize, Windows, Windows Out, View Windows
or Last...

By entity color

By entity layer

By chaining with direction and much more

Plotter Output ^
Both HPGL and DM/PL and compatible plotters are

supported

Plots can be generated at a constant 1:1 ratio or a

drawing can be automatically scaled to any degree
Plotting extents can be defined using:

The drawing page
The current extents

A definable plotting window
The database extents

Plotter and printer output can be directed through the
serial port, parallel port or to a disk file (ie; i/o

redirection)

Printer Output

Laser Printers, draft and final mode
Epson and compatible printers are supported, both 8
and 24 pin

All drivers allow;

Quickplots, Final drafts utilizing the printers highest

graphics mode, multi sheet prints, scaled and constant
ratio prints

Data Transfer

DynaCADD reads and writes both DXF Entity and
DXF Drawing Files

DEF File Format is included to insure upward
compatibility to all versions on all micro computers
DynaCADD allows compatibility with the new
Desktop Publishing solution, Calamus

System Requirements:
Atari KWOST or Mega series, nilniniuni 1 M[^yte of memory.
I MByte liisk drive and a MoniKhnmie Mt)nilor

CIRCLE #113 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

To order and for more information please contact:

ISD Marketing, Inc. 2651 John Street, Unit #3, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 2W5
Tel; (416)479 1880 Fax: (416)479-1882

nos

Commitment to the
Future
A mtidiilar design structure

provides the basis for continued
upward growth of the DynaCADD
solution. A strong commitment
to research and development and
a world wide support mechanism
combined with a young exper-
ienced dynamic programming
team, are your insurance that the

DynaCADD package w ill remain
on the leading edge ol CADD
technology. Upgrade modules
currenlly under development
include surface design and image
design, both with ihe same easv

to use graphic interface of the

DynaCADD base module



Typing it in

Number Maze was written using TBI's

Modula-2 programming language. You

will require that software package to type

the game from the supplied listings. If you

don't have Modula-2, you may acquire the

program by purchasing this month's disk

version or by downloading it from the ST

user's group on DELPHI.
Listing 1 is the Modula-2 source code

for Number Maze. It should be typed in

and compiled according to the instruc-

tions that came with your Modula-2 com-

piler. Listing 2 is an ST BASIC program

that will create Number Maze's resource

file You must have the resource file in the

same directory as the main program if the

game is to run properly.

Load ST BASIC, type in Listing 2, and

then save it to disk. Now use ST-Check

found elsewhere in this issue to check

your typing for errors. Once you have an

error-free version of Listing 2, run it from

ST BASIC and Number Maze's resource

file, NUMBER.RSC, will be written to your

disk.

About Number Maze
The goal of the game is to find the path

from the highlighted number in the top

row to the highlighted number in a bot-

tom row. The maze is made up of ten rows

with ten columns of numbers. These

numbers are calculated such that the so-

lution to a particular problem will form

a pathway through the maze.

To move around in the maze, you must

solve problems using certain mathemati-

cal operations on specially selected num-

bers. In the lower right corner there are

the numbers that will be used for the

problems with plus and minus signs next

to them, as well as multiplication and di-

vision signs. These numbers are used with

the proper operation to find the path.

From each number you can move to

another number by performing the

proper operation. You keep doing this

until you finally reach the bottom high-

lighted number.

This may sound complicated but it is

not. Let's say that the flashing number is

25 and the "plus" numbers are 3 and 7,

Then if there is a 28 or 32 either up'^^
down or left and right, y^^S!* ])oint to

it with the moijs^ji^l^ess the left but-

ton. You wiMlRra beep, and |he chos-

en number^^^fcsh. The niAber and
operation that is usec^feswove^ the next

square may be picked randomly by the

computer at the beginning ot the

44
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or you may wish to set the game's options

yourself.

Since this is an educational game, it is

set up to allow different levels of difficulty.

There are two standard games. The first

game uses only addition and subtraction

for the operations, while the second uses

multiplication and division operations as

well. These games have a condition called

"backwards." If you move to a number by

adding two to it, then you can reverse

back to that number by subtracting two

from it. The same thing is true when you

use multiplication and division. Being al-

lowed to move backwards makes the solv-

ing of the maze easier, because if you

make a mistake, you can move back and

try again. In the standard games, the com-

puter will randomly pick the numbers

you have to use to move through the maze.

If you do not wish to play a standard

game, you can choose how the game will

be set up. All of the choices are made by

using dialog boxes. The choices allow yo

to include multiplication and division

operations. You can also choose the nui

ber to use in the operations, as well as

whether to allow backwards movement
or not.

To move between lines of a dialog box,

use the tab or the up and down arrow

keys. When you have typed in your

choices, click the OK button. Once all the

game options are set, the game will begin.

When the game starts, there will be a

flashing number on the screen. This num-
ber is the base and another number

—

either to the side, or above or below—is

the proper move. Move the cursor to your

choice and click the left mouse button. If

your choice was correct, you'll hear a

beep. If not, you'll hear a "burp," and

you'll have to choose again.

There is no scoring in this game. In the

upper-right corner there is a clock that

shows you how long you have been play-

ing. On the bottom of the screen there are

two buttons that can be clicked. The
RESTART button will restart the clock

and give you the same maze again. The
QUIT button will allow you to quit the

game. After you click on the QUIT box,

a dialog box will ask you if you wish to

see the maze's solution. You can also

ise to play another game If you reach

of the maze, the screen will spar-

several seconds.

ber Maze teaches mathematics in

risk-free environment. It is a non-

competitive game for the whole family

since its difficulty can be adjusted.

It combines maze-solving skills with fast

arithmetic skills to act as a drill that is lots

of fun.

Sol Guber is a chemical engineer whofell in love with computing in school. He has been program-

mingfor more years than we can remember, and as a result, he is the proudfather ofa computer-

literate daughter, Rebecca.
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EDUCATION
Number Maze
Listing 1

Moduia-2

MODULE Nunbernaze;

FROM AESAppIications IMPORT Appl Initial ise, ApplExit:
FROM AESGraphics IMPORT Graf Handle, GrafMouse, GrafMouseKeyboardState;
FROM UDIControls IMPORT ClearWorkstation, SetCI ipping, OpenUirtualWorkstationJ
FROM RandonNunbers IMPORT Randon:
FROM UDIOutputs IMPORT GraphicText, DrawRoundedBox, PoIyLineJ
FROM UDIAttribs IMPORT SetLineCoIour, SetGraphicTextCoIour, SetMritingMode;
FROM XBIOS IMPORT SetCoIour, GetResolution;
FROM Renaze IMPORT start, end, w, rl, u, h;
FROM BIOS IMPORT TinerCal ibration;
FROM H2Conversions IMPORT Convertlnteger;
FROM GEMUDIbase IMPORT PxgArrauTupe, UDIMork InType, UDIMorkOutType;
FROM HInit IMPORT fnunber, factor, Doit, DoAboutDialog;
FROM TextIO IMPORT UriteLn, Read, UriteStr ing;
FROM GEMDOS IMPORT GetTine:
FROM Sounder IMPORT SoundOn, SoundOff, Sound;
FROM AESForns IMPORT FornAIert;

CONST width=16;
height=14J
wcell=28;hcell=12;

UAR End, Sol, Over, Quit : BOOLEAN;
i, handle, Bx, By, oldspot, spot, k : INTEGER;
nunbers : ARRAV CO.. 600] OF INTEGER;
oldsec, starttine, nowtine, nin, sec : CARDINAL;
a: ARRAVE6. .4] OF CHAR;
ch : char;
xg ! PxyArrayType;
ki: CARDINAL;
c: ARRAV[e..5] OF CARDINAL;
uorkin : UDIMorklnType;
workout :UDIUorkOut Type;

PROCEDURE PauzCk : INTEGER];
UAR kl,j : INTEGER:
BEGIN

FOR j := 8 TO
FOR kl :=

END;
END Pauz;

k DO
e TO 200 DO END;

PROCEDURE Beep;
BEGIN

SoundtO, 245, 18, 8, 0); Pauz(480); Sound CO, 0, 8, 8, 8)

;

END Beep;

PROCEDURE Makenaze;
UAR i,j,k : INTEGER;
BEGIN
ClearMorkstation (handle!

;

SetCIippingChandle, 8, xy) ; DEC Cend, width+D ;

FOR i:=8 TO height«(width+l) DO nunbers Cil : =8; END;
i :=start; j : =INTEGER CRandon C98) ) +1; nunbers Ci] : = i

;

UHILE iOend DO
IF v[i]=2 THEN INC(i,width+l);
ELSIF wti]=4 THEN DEC (i, width+1)

;

ELSIF v[i]=3 THEN INC(i);
ELSIF v[i]=l THEN DECCiJ;

END;
j : =Getnunber t j )

;

nunbers [i] : =j

;

end;
FOR i:=8 TO height»(width+lJ D8

IF nunbersEi] = 8 THEN
nunbers [i] : =INTEGER (Randon (98) 1 +1;

END;
end;

END Makenaze;

PROCEDURE Getnunber(j: INTEGER) : INTEGER;
UAR k, jl : INTEGER;
BEGIN

REPEAT jl:=e;
k := INTEGER CRandon (LONGCARD(fnunber+l)))

;

IF k<4 THEN j 1 : =j +f actor Ck)

;

ELSIF k<6 THEN j 1 : =j»f actor Ck]

;

cu^l^^^ *j """^ factor [k])=8 THEN jl := j DIU factor Ck] ; END;
END I

UNTIL ((jl>8) AND (jl<188));
RETURN(jl);

END Getnunber;

PROCEDURE Putit (spot, nun : INTEGER);
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UAR a : ARRAV [8.. 4] OF CHAR;
i,j : INTEGER;

BEGIN
i:=spot MOD Cwidth+11 ;

j : = spot DIU (uidth+l);
IF i=e THEN return;end;
Convertlnteger (nun, 3, a}

;

GraphicText (handle, (wcel I*i) -15, j»hcell+8, a)

END Putit;

PROCEDURE Makescreen;
UAR i : INTEGER;
BEGIN

i :=SetGraphicTextColour (handle, 2] ;HakegriaJ
FOR i:= width+1 TO height«(uidth+l) DO

Putit (i, nunbersCill

;

end;
END Makescreen;

PROCEDURE Makegrid;
UAR i,j : INTEGER;
BEGIN

i := SetLineCoIour(handIe, 4]

;

xgio] :=ii;xaci] !=i8;xa[2] :=29i;xa[3] ;=ie;
FOR i:=l TO 14 DO

Polyline (handle, 2, xy]

;

INC (xyEll, heel n ; INC (xy [31 , heel 1)

;

END;
xy[8] :=ll;xy[l] :=ie;xy[2] :=ll;xy[3] :=1G5;
FOR i:=l TO 11 DO

Polyline (handle, 2, xy)

:

INC(xy [8],wcell);lNC(xy[2],wceII]

;

end;
END Makegrid;

PROCEDURE Recolor(spot: INTEGER);
UAR i : INTEGER:
BEGIN

GrafMouse(256, Nil);
i :=SetGraphicTextCoIour (handle, 5) ;

Putit(spot, nunbers (spot) )

;

i :=SetGraphicTextColour (handle, 2)

;

GrafMouse(257, Nil)

;

END Recolor;

PROCEDURE Makeboxes:
UAR

i : INTEGER:
BEGIN

i := SetlineCoIour (handle, 3)

;

i := SetGraphicTextColour (handle, 4)

;

xylOl :=2e;xy[l] :=182;xy[2] :=80:xy [3] :=19G;
DrauRoundedBox(handle, xy) ;

GraphicText (handle, 38, 191, "QUIT")

:

xyLO] :=188;xy [2] :=188;
DrauRoundedBox (handle, xy)

:

GraphicText (handle, 112, 191, "RESTART")

:

END Makeboxes; ,

PROCEDURE Settiner;
BEGIN

GrafMouse(256, Nil);
GetTine (nowtine)

:

sec:=nowtine MOD 188;
IF secOoldsec THEN oldsec!=sec:
i := SetGraphicTextColour (handle, 8)

;

GraphicText(handle, 288, 8, a)

;

IF a[4]<>"8" THEN INC(a[4],2);
EISE at4] :="e";
IF a[3]<>"5" THEN INC(a[3]);
EISE a[3] :="0":
IF a[l]<>"9" THEN INC(a[l)):

EISE aCl] :="0"; INC(a[0]) ;

end:
end:

end:
i := SetGraphicTextColour (handle, 5)

;

GraphicText (handle, 288, 8, a)

;

END;
GrafMouse (257, Nil)

i

END Settiner;

procedure Si:
BEGIN

GrafMouse (256, Nil)

:

ClearUorkstation(handle)

:
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Hakescreen;
Recolor (start) ;Reco lor (end)

;

Makef actors; Makeboxes;GrafMouse(257, NIL)

;

GetTine (starttine)

;

a:="00:00"; oldsec : =starttine MOD 100;
Graph ic Text (handle, 280, 8, a)

;

oIdspot:=start;
END Si;

PROCEDURE Start;
BEGIN

Doit; rl;
Makenaze;Sl;

END Start;

PROCEDURE Hakefactors;
UAR af: ARRAV CO . . 7) , [8 . . 1] OF CHAR;

i : INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR i:=0 TO 7 DO
Convertlnteger (factor (i), 1, af (iJ)

;

END;
GraphicText (handle, 228, 188, "+) ; GraphicText (handle, 230, 180, af [0] )

;

GraphicText hand e, 240, 188, "+") ; GraphicText (handle 250 180 af [1GraphicText(handle, 265, 180,af (21);
Graphic Text (handle, 285, 180, af (31);
IF fnunber>4 THEN
GraphicText Chandle, 220, 198, "»")

; GraphicText (handle, 230, 190, af [4J)

;

GraphicText (handle, 240, 190, *") ; GraphicText (handle 250 190 af [5GraphicText hand e, 265, 190, "/") ; GraphicText (handle 275 190 If 6J)GraphicText (handle, 285, 198, /") ; GraphicText (handle; 295! 190 af (71)

i

END Makefactors;

PROCEDURE GoodnoveO: BOOLEAN;
UAR i: INTEGER;
BEGIN

IF By> 188 THEN
IF Bx>218 THEN RETURN (FALSE);
ELSIF Bx>iee THEN Over : =TRUE; RETURN (TRUE);
ELSE Quit:=TRUE;RETURN TRUE;
END;

END;

f?'*3;^iJ°**^^^'*^'' wcell) + (width+l)»((Bu-ll) DIU hcell)+width+l;
^%nS^?^=S''?;;"i*'^S''*'=" "BS(spot-oldspot)=widthtl) THENrUK 1 • -D TO 3 DO

|Jjj.^"""'>ers[spot]-nuMbers[oldspot])=factorri] THEN RETURN (TRUE);

END;
IF fnuMber>4 THEN

FOR i:=4 TO 5 DO

Im.v'JI""''?''^^^''"*^ factor[in=nunbers[oldspot])
AND ((nunbersCspot) MOD f actor [i] ) =0) THEN
RETURN (TRUE);
end;

END;
FOR i:=G TO 7 DO

^^pF"""''«''stsPO*3*factor[in=nunbers[oldspot] THEN RETURN (TRUE);

END;
END;

END;
RETURN (FALSE);

END Goodnove;

PROCEDURE Solution; -

UAR i : INTEGER;
BEGIN

GrafMouse (256, NIL)

;

ClearUDrkstation(handle)

;

SetCl ipping (handle, 8, xy)

;

Makescreen;Makegrid;Makef actors:
Recolor(start) ;Recolor (end)

;

i :=start;
UHILE iOend DO

IF v[i]=2 THEN INC(i,width+l);
ELSIF v[i]=4 THEN DEC (i, width+1)

;

ELSIF v[i]=3 THEN IHC(i);
ELSIF vCi]=l THEN DEC(i);

END;
Recolor (i) ; Flicker (i) ; Flicker (i); Beep;

END;
GrafMouse(257, NIL);

END Solution;

(to page 70)
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by Bob Retelle

The Wizard has charged you with the quest to recover his

Firestaffand restore order and balance to the world. You've

carefully chosen your party of four mortal champions, armed

them and trained them. Now it's time to enter the dungeon and

face whatever may lie in wait for you on the path to your destiny!

Last month we gave a brief overview ofDungeon Master, some

tips on choosing a party of champions and hints on feeding

them and training them in the skills they'll need to survive in

the dungeon. We also presented some basic puzzle-solving hints.

This month, we'll go over using magic, as well as some of the

techniques you'll need to use in dealing with the hordes of nasty

creatures that are just waiting for a tasty meal of champions

for breakfast.

We might as well start with the number one rule for encoun-

ters with monsters: Stay awayfrom their mouths! Whether the mon-

ster attacks with a sword, with razor sharp teeth or bloodcurdling

shrieks, the rule is the same. Except for a few monsters who can

attack from a distance with fireballs and magic, they can't hurt

you if they can't hit you! Even the most chivalrous of champi-

ons should not be above whacking the Dragon from behind,

especially when the alternative is being roasted alive by his bad

breath.

Of course, your success in following this rule depends a great

deal on how fast the monsters are and how much room you have

to maneuver when you encounter them. Some creatures just

seem to sit there and let you hack at them, while others are so

fast that it will require good reflexes to get in a shot or two of

your own. Even the slowest monsters will hit you though, so this

brings us to the corollary to the number one rule: Don'tjust stand

still and hack away! If you just go "toe to toe" with a creature,

no matter how slow it is, you'll take a lot of unnecessary damage

to your players. While it may not kill them, this damage must

be repaired at the expense of time and magic. The time need-

ed to heal an injured champion will also use up some of your

finite food supply so try to avoid getting anyone needlessly hurt.

There are two ways of dealing with monsters that are espe-

cially successful. The first is what's become known as the

"Dungeon Master Two-Step." This will only work in an area that's

at least two by two spaces, not in a narrow corridor. Essentially

what you do is move sideways and turn quickly to face the

creature from its side. You hack away until it turns around to

face you again, and then you repeat the maneuver.

Most of the monsters in the dungeon can be handled this

way, from the Purple Worms to the Dragon. It requires a little

practice to get the rhythm right, and you should use the key-

board cursor arrow keys to do the moving. The keyboard is faster

than trying to click on the movement arrows on the screen with

the mouse, and it also allows you to get your weapon ready with

the mouse while you're turning to face the monster with the

keys. Most importantly, this method keeps you out of the danger

area in front of the monster's mouth.

The other fighting method is what might be called the "Stra-

tegic Retreat." This is especially effective with the slower mon-

sters, like the "Rockpiles" or "Rock Squids," as some call them,

and has the advantage of working in narrow corridors. Before

trying this, be sure that you have a fairly long, clear corridor

behind you. You definitely don't want to back up into another

monster or a dead end! Facing the creature from one move away,

ready your weapon with the mouse. Then using the cursor keys

on the keyboard, quickly move forward, hit the monster, and

then move back away before the monster can hit you.

Eventually the monster will move forward toward you, so you'll

need to retreat a step from it. Repeat the attack, moving up,

hitting, and moving back, backing down the corridor until the

creature is killed. You may end up backtracking a bit using this

method, but again, it keeps you away from the monster's mouth

for the most part, while still letting you attack. You'll probably

still take some hits from the creature, but they'll be far fewer

than if you just stood there hacking away at each other

With any fighting method, and with most of the monsters

you'll encounter, you should try to make the most of the op-

portunities you'll have to hit the monsters at a distance In other

words, throw whatever you might have handy at them! The more

throwing or shooting experience your champions get, the more

they'll advance in ninja levels, which determines their skills with

these "range weapons." This is why it's very important to have

everyone in the party, but especially the two in the back, thrc>w

whatever they can, whenever they can for practice.

While it might seem to slow things down, it's good to set one

of the champions in back to be leader and have them throw

old Scrolls, burnt out torches, items of clothing or anything else

that's handy, out in front of the party as they move down the

A
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corridors. Their ninja levels will advance fairly quickly, which

will help greatly during encounters with monsters. As the one
doing the throwing tires, and as their stamina begins to drop,

you can trade off the throwing duties with another character

by making them the leader.

In the beginning of the game, while your magic users' skills

are still fairly undeveloped, you can have the front two cham-

pions ready their swords or axes, while the rear two have throw-

ing stars or daggers ready to throw. Even arrows can be thrown

and will inflict damage on the monsters. Every bit of damage
you can cause before the monster gets into range to hit you

means just thatmuch lesschance of your party being injured.You

can throw boots and shields, and even screamer slices at the

creatures. In fact, it's rather satisfying to kill a Screamer by throw-

ing screamer slices at it!

Once a battle is over, be sure to go around and collect your

thrown weapons. Sometimes you may throw a weapon at a crea-

ture, and it will stick in it, so that when the creature is finally

killed, that weapon
will fall to the floor

there Don't overlook a

grey throwing star on
the grey floor!

That brings up
another hint: Listen

carefully when a mon-
ster is killed. You may
hear the telltale clink

of an object hitting

the floor. Some crea-

tures may be carrying

things that you might

find useful, like coins

or keys. Don't over-

look the slightest

detail!

Ironically, killing

the Rock Monsters

will provide you with

small rocks that you

can use as weapons,

either throwing them by hand, or as ammunition for the sling

that you will find. The correct way to use a weapon like a sling

or a bow, which requires a separate supply of ammunition, is

to hold the weapon in the Champion's "action" hand, and hold

a rock or an arrow in the other hand. The rest of your ammu-
nition should be put in the "quiver" on that character's inven-

tory screen, and the weapon will be reloaded automatically as

it is fired. There shouldn't be any other items in the quiver be-

cause they may interfere with the automatic reloading.

This brings up two important facts. The first is that a cham-

pion can only fire five shots before you have to manually

reload the quiver, and secondly, that character can't hold any-

thing else, like a torch, in his hands while he is using this kind

of weapon.

Sometimes during a fight, especially if you are doing a lot

of maneuvering around a monster, you may find a weapon that

you had thrown before. Don't hesitate to grab it and throw it

again. Every little bit helps, or in this case, hurts!

There will come a time when your magic users' skills have

advanced to the point where their fireball and lightning spells

are more effective than throwing stones at the monsters, so don't

be afraid to discard a weapon when its usefulness seems to be

diminishing. Throwing rocks or daggers at Mummies or Scream-

ers on the first few levels can be quite effective, but will hardly

be noticed by the Giant Rats or Scorpions several levels down.
As you progress, you'll find weapons that are much more effec-

tive than the ones you are carrying. Replace the throwing stars

and sling with crossbows and speedbows as you encounter them.

Try to keep your character's loads as light as possible by car-

rying only the most effective weapons. With only a few ex-

ceptions, the weapons in Dungeon Master don't wear out or

get broken, so you don't have to worry about carrying spares.

When you find an item in the dungeon, take the time to exa-

mine it carefully. Some things may have offensive or defensive

properties which may not be immediately obvious. By holding

an object in a character's action hand, you'll be able to see from

the Action menu whether that object has any of these proper-

ties. A blank space in the position that normally shows the play-

er's weapon means the item is useless as a weapon. A loaf of

bread for example, wouldn't do you much good in a fight, but

something which does

have useful properties

will show up as an

icon in the Action

menu. By clicking on
this icon, you'll be

able to see what pow-

ers the item has.

If you do find spe-

cial weapons or magi-

cal items, be careful

not to waste them, as

these kinds of things

usually have a limited

number of uses, and
they may come in han-

dy later on when the

monsters begin to get

really nasty!

You should be

aware that every time

you swing a weapon,

or cast a spell, it will

take a certain amount of time for your characters to recover

from the effort. As they improve their skills with weapons, more

options will become available to them; for example, they can

swing, chop or melee with some weapons. Swinging a sword

is not as effective as chopping, while the almost uncontrolled

attack of a melee is even more effective against a monster.

However, it takes a lot longer to recover from a melee attack,

during which time that character can't do anything at all. You'll

find that it may be better to simply chop at the monsters

repeatedly.

Watch the number that shows how many points of damage
your attack is doing to the monster, and use that to help you

decide whether or not to use the highest level attack. Also be

aware that the effect of an attack is determined not only by the

type of weapon, but by the strength and dexterity of your charac-

ter. This is another reason to keep practicing for ninja levels,

as they help increase your dexterity.

Another thing to watch is the time it takes to recover from

casting a magical spell. If one of your party casts a fireball spell

for example, he'll have to rest for a while before he can take

up a weapon and join in the fight. For that reason, it may be

best to have only the back two champions casting magical spells,
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while the front two have their weapons at the ready. There's
nothing worse than having your people getting hit by monsters
while they're powerless to do anything to defend themselves.

One thing in the dungeon which may not look like a weapon,
but which can be immensely useful is the typical, ordinary

door. Not only are the doors useful to hide behind while your
characters regain their health and magical mana, but they can
also be closed on a monster's head (or whatever), causing them
damage. Most of the monsters are fast enough, and smart
enough, to move out from under the doors after being hit once
or twice, but the added damage may be enough to make a differ-

ence in killing them. Most of them will also come back for more,
so you can stand next to an open door and keep closing it on
the monster while you hit it with your weapons and magic. This
works extremely well against the slow moving Rockpile Mon-
sters, which can't move out from under the door very quickly
Unfortunately, killing a creature with a door doesn't advance
any of your character's skills, but on the other hand, it just might
keep them alive.

Be careful when
you're using a door as

a weapon if you're

also hacking away
with an axe or a

sword. If the door
closes just as you're

swinging the weapon
in your hand, you may
shatter the door, and
suddenly come face to

face with the monster
behind it!

Some monsters may
not be stopped by a

door and cannot be
hit with your normal
weapons. These "Non-
material Beings" need
to be handled either

with magic or with

special weapons.
You'll find a scroll which gives a spell to weaken them, which
may be enough to kill them by itself Also, the "dispell" func-
tion of some wands and staffs can be used against them effec-

tively.

Probably the most effective weapon though, is the Vorpal
blade. This unusual-looking sword can be found on the Riddle
room level. There are two of these weapons, but one of them
is hidden extremely well. It is in a hidden corridor which is

opened with a wall switch, but the switch itself is hidden by
something that is so ordinary looking that by this time you've
probably stopped investigating them. The Vorpal blade is not
very effective when used against a normal monster, but don't
make the mistake of discarding it. You'll need at least one of
them later on.

Because of its magical properties, using the Vorpal blade will
give you wizard level experience too. In some areas, further down
in the dungeon, you may find it helpful to hold normal weapons
in your front two champions' action hands and keep the Vor-
pal blades in their other hands so that you can make a fast

change of weapons without having to go to each character's in-

ventory screen. The game speeds up when it doesn't have to
display the animated graphics of the normal view, and the mon-

BLUE GOONS

sters can hit you several times while you're choosing a differ-
ent weapon. You can also have the champions in the back row
hold weapons for the other characters in their ready hands.
When fighting particularly nasty monsters deep in the dun-

geon, another tactic is to keep healing potions in the charac-
ter's free hands. That way you can quickly grab one on the main
screen, hit the function key which corresponds to the player
who's in trouble, and have them gulp the potion down, while
still in a fight. Again, going to the inventory screen will give
the monsters a chance to get in a few extra hits, so be careful
how you use this technique. It's good to try to quickly retreat
a few steps before you switch screens to give you a little extra
time.

One important thing to remember is that you don't have to
kill every monster in the dungeon to win the game. There are
a few creatures which have items that you can use, but in most
cases it won't matter if you duck down a flight of stairs without
standing and fighting every last monster on a level. In fact, there

are places in the dun-
geon where the best

course of action is to

simply lighten your
load and run past the

monsters until you get

to a more defensible

position and can rest

and heal your party

Of course, not all

fighting is done with

material weapons. A
low-level, beginning
wizard may not be
able to do much with

his magical powers
other than keeping
the corridors well-lit,

but with practice will

come the power to do
more spectacular
things. Throwing fire

and lightning at mon-
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sters is a ht more effective than throwing daggers and arrows.
Your fighters' strength and agility with weapons will serve you
well in the beginning of the game, but it's your characters' wiz-
ardly abilities which will get you through most of the end of
the game. This is why perhaps the most important training for
your champions is in these magical abilities.

Each of the champions has a certain maximum amount of
magical mana power. This maximum can be increased

through the practicing of magic spells. Every time you cast a
spell, whether or not it is successful, you are given credit for
trying. When you achieve the next wizard or priest level, your
mana maximum goes up If you don't keep your characters busy
casting spells though, even when it doesn't appear to be neces-
sary they won't advance to the levels where they can do some
real damage to the monsters when it's needed.

If you notice that a character's mana has reached its maxi-
mum, have them cast a light spell, even if it's light already Not
only will this extend the amount of time that the dungeon stays
lit, but it will give them a small amount of experience toward
their next wizard level. It will reduce their total mana too, al-

lowing them to accumulate more There's nothing quite so waste-
ful of magic as not using it! A wizard or priest who walks around

.
(to page 92)
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STMAS
ST HOLK)AY GIFT GUIDE

b y

Arthur
Leyenberger

It's
that time of the year agata.

Time for sugar-plum fairies, chest-

nuts roasting on an open Are,

dreaming of a white Christmas,

sleigh bells ding-ding-dingaling-

Ing, and, of course, holiday wish-

lists. It's also the time of year

when ST-Log puts together a

mega-page, star-studded, no-

holds-baned holiday gift-giving guide. If you

have read the last few episodes you know

that each year there are more and more

products for the Atari ST computer and its

owner. This year is no different as there is

a plethora of new products for the ST, as well

as plenty of solid performers from previous

years.

Of course, not every ST-related product ever

made can be mentioned, and space prohibits

even mentioning all of the good products I

use or know about. My apologies in advance

if I leave out your fevorite one However, this

list of products represents the best of the best

of products that will enhance your ST com-

puthig.

lb save you the hassle of visitmg every

computer store in town and then having to

actually tell someone what you wotild like

for a gift (how tacky), here is a compilation

of goodies for the Atari user. Some of the

products I will mention by name, having ac-

tually tested each one of them. Other items

will be mentioned hi general with perhaps

a couple of suggested brand names. A list

of the manufacturers and their addresses can

be found at the end of the article.

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVI:

Bubble Ghost • From Accolade '35

Fli^t Simulator n • By SubLOGIC '50

Sundogi Frozen Le^cy • From FTL Systems .... '40

Time Bandit . From Michtton '40

CVBITS: 0

Hii«>y (0)
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SPECIAL
Games

It may sound surprising but some of
the best games are also educational as

well. One of the best games that falls into

this category is Right Simulator II by Sub-
LOGIC. This is the most complete flight

simulation program for the ST and sells

for $50. FS II is an excellent simulation
of flying a single-engine plane. The flight

manuals that accompany the game are the
most extensive I have seen for a home
computer. Not only will you learn how to

fly with this program but you will also

have fun doing it. SubLOGIC also has
about a dozen scenery disks for the pro-

gram that provide regional airports, land-

marks and other information that makes
flying the ST more fun.

There are a few games for the ST that,

although they have been around for

awhile, still represent some of the best
ones available. One of the best games for

the Atari ST computer and one that real-

ly takes advantage of the stunning graph-
ics capability of the machine is The Pawn
from Firebird. This $45 game is a graph-
ic text adventure that is immensely play-

able due to its plot, humor and visual

impact.

Another excellent game is Time Bandit
from Michtron. It costs $40 and is super
It is an arcade, text adventure and shoot-

'em-up game all rolled into one. It re-

mains one of the best ST games to date.

Sundog: Frozen Legacy from FTL Systems
is still another great ST game. As a
science-fiction adventure game with fan-

tastic color graphic screens, this $40 pro-
gram would please any ST user. If you are
an adventure game fan, you'll love Sun-
dog because of its very complete world
and interesting story line. Any three of
these games—Pawn, Time Bandit and
Sundog—would make excellent gifts.

One of my all time favorites is Mind-
scape's Balance ofPower. This game allows
computer users to make superpower de-
cisions as they play the role of either the
President of the United States or Gener-
al Secretary of the Soviet Union. The play-

er's two-fold goal is to complete eight
years in office without initiating a nuclear
conflict and to accumulate more prestige
points than the opposing superpower In
order to win world prestige, diplomatic
tools such as military aid, covert destabili-

zation, treaties, military advisors and
troops are available to influence friendly
and unfriendly nations.

Written by onetime Atari game design-
er Chris Crawford, Balance of Power has
received critical acclaim from the press
and thousands of Macintosh and IBM PC

users. You will recall that Crawford's earli-

er work for the 8-bit Atari computer,
Eastern Front, was also a tour de force in
its time. Balance of Power retails for $50.
Infocom ranks as the undisputed lead-

er in text adventure games. Their entire
catalog is available for the ST, in many
categories such as science fiction, fanta-

sy and adventure Each title is labeled with
one of the following grades: introducto-
ry, standard, advanced and expert. The
grades are based on the difficulty level of
the game, although all titles require some
degree of puzzle solving and are written
in the spirit of fun.

My long-time favorite Infocom text ad-
venture has been Planetfall because it con-
tains a combination of adventure, science
fiction and humor Station/all is a sequel
that is equally as challenging and fun. A
good choice for the novice text adven-
turer is Seastalker. It offers a good
challenge and like all Infocom games, is

a quality product.

Although it's difficult to select only a
few favorites from among all of the excel-

lent Infocom titles, another title I like is

Trinity. As a cross between The Twilight

Zone and Alice in Wonderland, this adven-
ture leads you into an alternate universe
where magic and physics coexist and ev-

ery atomic explosion that has ever oc-

curred is inexplicably connected. The
chilling climax of the story takes place in

the New Mexican desert on July 16, 1945,
where you'll arrive minutes before the
most fateful experiment of all time: the
world's first atomic explosion, code-
named Trinity.

Every ST owner should have at least

one Infocom game in their software
library. List prices of these text adventures
range from $40 to $60 each, and there are
literally dozens to choose from.
There are several more recent games

that also get high marks. One of the most
popular games for the ST is Dungeon
Master by FTL Software. It is a graphics
adventure that combines superior action,

a sense of mystery, even apprehension as

you battle your opponents in the quest to

retrieve the Firestaff and defeat Lord
Chaos.

Space doesn't permit a thorough detail-

ing of the game and storyline, but take it

from me and thousands of satisfied ad-
venturers; this is one of the top games cur-

rently available for the ST. By the way, if

adventure gaming is not your bag, give
this game a look anyway. You may be sur-

prised at how such a well-implemented
example of the genre might pique your
interest. Dungeon Master retails for $40
and would make a fine gift.

Epyx has a neat game which is sure to
capture your interest. It is called Tower Top-

pier and sells for $40. In Tower Toppler,
eight dark and deadly towers have risen
from the ocean depths on the planet
Nebulus. Players must destroy them by set-

ting off destruction mechanisms at the
top of each tower Unfortunately for the
player, these towers are well guarded by
deadly rolling boulders, flying phantoms,
flashing blockades and other obstacles.

Players can fire snowball guns to freeze
or destroy enemies or ride special eleva-

tors to detour the long and hazardous
climb, and extra points can be gained by
catching fish between the towers. The
graphics and 3-D effects in this game are
excellent.

A new Accolade title is Bubble Ghost

($35), a clever and imaginative game in
which you direct a bubble-blowing ghost
through 36 hazardous chambers. The go-
ing gets tense as the fragile bubble comes
dangerously close to walls, burning can-
dles, knives, pins and an assortment of
other obstacles. Fans located throughout
the chambers generate turbulence and
monsters occasionally try to sabotage your
ghostly efforts.

Lords of Conquest by Electronic Arts has
taken computer users by storm. It is avail-

able on a variety of machines and the ST
version sells for $20. Lords of Conquest
can be compared to the board game, Risk.
It is a classic strategy game in which the
action takes place on a world map. Up to
four players can play at once, and each op-
ponent chooses home territories, then
tries to protect his holdings while con-
quering territories belonging to other
players.

Application software
Word processing is the most frequent-

ly used application program on any com-
puter It's no different with the ST, and
there are several excellent word-
processing programs to choose from. No
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one would disagree that the most sophisti-

cated word processor for the ST is Word-

Perfect by WordPerfect Corp. This $400

program provides all of the normal func-

tions one would expect, such as block

move, search/replace, headers/footers,

column printing (two kinds), spelling

checks, a thesaurus and, golly, the list is

almost endless.

In addition to the normal functions, a

power writer would be in word heaven us-

ing WordPerfect. Such advanced features

as automatic backups, paragraph number-

ing, outlining, automatic hyphenation,

multiple undo levels, multiple on-screen

windows (up to four) footnoting/end-

noting, indexing and table of contents

generation are available. If the price

scares you, WordPerfect can typically be

bought for about $225, and if you are a

student (and can prove it) a special price

of $100 exists.

The only down side to WordPerfect is

the amount of time required to fully use

its power. Plan to spend a good deal of

time with the 600 pages of documenta-

tion and the excellent tutorial sections.

All in all, if you need the power, Word-

Perfect is the best word processor current-

ly available for the ST.

If your word-processing needs are a Hi-

de more modest, a couple of other pro-

grams are more than adequate. Word

Writer by Timeworks is another good

word processor. It too is a GEM-based pro-

gram that offers multiple windows, head-

ers, footers and on-screen display of text

styles. Word Writer also offers a thesau-

rus and spelling checker. The spelling

checker provides multiple personal dic-

tionaries and can check an entire docu-

ment or individual words as you type.

Word Writer sells for $80 and is easy to

learn, thanks to the drop-down menus

with equivalent key commands. In addi-

tion to being a stand-alone word proces-

sor, Word Writer interfaces with other

Timeworks products such as Data Mamger,

their database program, and Swificak, their

spreadsheet program. Text files from 1st

Ward can be imported and printer drivers

' ' • © H T SIM"'-

are provided for a variety of printers.

The third word processor of choice is

Regent Word 2 by Regent Software. This

word processor is a fairly simple GEM-

based program which allows only one

document window to be open at a time.

The program automatically reformats text

as you type, offers a spelling checker and

has a built-in word counter.

Regent Word 2 also supports double-

column printing (it was the first to do so).

It also has a multiple margin command
that lets you easily create indents and out-

dents. Regent Word 2 sells for $80.

Desktop publishing is a natural appli-

cation for the ST, given its 68000 proces-

sor and plenty of memory. By combining

word processing, page layout and draw-

ing into one program, you can easily de-

sign, compose and paste up the contents

of a printed page for forms, newsletters,

charts, eiic. You normally see exactly what

you will get on the screen before it is

printed. One of the two examples of this

Bisk File [reiii-Lnoal lim Stale Fornil Edit
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type of program is Publishing Partner from

SoftLogik Corp.

With Publishing Partner, you can cre-

ate up to a 99-page document on a

1040ST and about 27 pages on a 520ST.

Type fonts can be as small as 6 points or

as large as 144 points in half-poir.t incre-

ments. Multiple columns are easily creat-

ed and text can be entered either directly

or imported from an ASCII file. The pro-

gram can output to Epson, Postscript and

GDOS supported printers.

Publishing Partner is a full GEM appli-

cation that lets you load any NEOChrome

or DEGAS picture and enlarge or reduce

them for exact fit. Further, a section of a

„ E PAWN

picture can be copied and then pasted

anywhere in your document. Several

drawing tools such as circles, boxes, lines,

etc can be used from within the program.

Different line types and line widths can

be specified and any of 48 different fill

patterns can be used. Publishing Partner

sells for $80.

Publishing Partner Professional ($200),

also from SoftLogik, can be thought of as

a next generation ST desktop publishing

program. The program supports variable

zoom ratios, so that you can focus your

work on any part of the page. Fonts can

be scaled using a measure of either picas

or inches, there is a built-in spelling

checker and text can be rotated in one-

degree increments. The program can load

files from Easy Draw, DEGAS Elite or any

other image-file format.

The other popular desktop publishing

program is Desktop Publisher ST by Time-

works. It is a full-featured desktop publish-

ing program for the ST computer which

includes fully integrated word processing,

page layout, typesetting and graphics

functions all in one package. The pro-

gram is easy to use and quite powerful.

Some of the major features of the pro-

gram include a full GEM interface with

pull-down menus, icons, scroll bars and

dialog boxes, flexible page layout to let

you overlap, reposition and resize your

text, columns and graphics, built-in fonts

that range in sizes from 7 to 72 points and

high-quality output to a dot matrix or

laser printer.

Text can be imported from 1st Word

Plus, Word Writer ST or any ASCII file so

the program can work with existing word
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DISKYOP PUBLISHIR ST • BY TimeWOlkS $130

processors. Graphic files can be import-

ed from DEGAS, NEOChrome and Easy

A N D I T

Draw file formats. Further, you can view,

edit and layout pages in actual, double or

half -size windows. Publisher ST sells for

$130. It may not be the most powerful

program of its type, but is clearly the eas-

iest to use.

Timeworks also has a complete line of

desktop-publishing accessory packages
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that work with Publisher ST. These pack-
ages include three graphics and illustra-

tion packs, two font packages and one
package with design and layout ideas for

all types of business, school and personal

l^tisormtCtmiiim/SDltwiire

Timeworks Desktop

PUBLISHER

documents. Each accessory package sells

for $40 and is supported by the Time-
works full-time customer technical sup-
port team to registered users.

One of the most popular database pro-
grams for the ST is Regent Base II, a GEM-
based product from Regent Software. Its

predecessor, Regent Base, was popular no
doubt due to the program's dual identi-

ty: it was both an easy-to-use, mouse-
driven database program and a feature-

laden relational database pro-
gram/language.

However, Regent Base II is designed for

the power user. It competes head on, and
quite well, with PC database programs
such as dBASE III and as such, offers the
ST user a database-programming lan-

guage with power and flexibility With
that degree of power comes a certain
amount of work necessary to operate the
program. A user must design and use a

^ . * « ® ^ E *•

form, then do some programming in
order to create a database, as there is no
menu-driven way to access records. Re-
gent Base II sells for $150.

dBMAN from Versasoft Corp. ($250) is

definitely in the major leagues of data-
base management software. At one time
a version was marketed by Atari but the
confusion has ended and the latest ver-

sion comes from Versasoft itself One of

the main virtues of dBMAN is its com-
patibility with dBASE III and dBASE III

Plus, both topflight PC database pro-
grams. As with the MS-DOS products,
dBMAN is not for the casual user. But if

you need a high-powered database pro-
gram, look no further.

Spreadsheets are another category of
application software for the ST. And there
are a couple of spreadsheet programs
which should be on anybody's holiday list.

E-Z Calc from Computer Palace is a good
and easy- to- use spreadsheet program that
lists for $70. It is G^:M-based and requires
less memory than other similar programs
so there is more room for your formulas
and data.

Some of its features include: a
300-column by 999-row worksheet matrix,
a built-in 10-key calculator, on-line help
windows, a built-in sort routine, the abil-

ity to have up to 10 function-key macros,
a split-screen capability a notepad and
graphing. The graphing is especially nice
because it can be performed immediate-
ly from the worksheet just by selecting a
drop-down menu command.
Another spreadsheet, Swiftcalc by Time-

works, can be used by itself or interfaced
with the their Data Manager ST and Word
Writer ST programs. Swiftcalc features a
maximum worksheet size of 8200 rows
and 256 columns, the ability to print the
spreadsheet normally or sideways, a selec-

tion of graphic formats such as pie charts,

vertical bar charts, scatter diagrams and
line diagrams, built-in mathematical as
well as financial functions and full sup-
port of the GEM interface. In addition,
on-line help and sample spreadsheets are
provided. Swiftcalc has excellent
documentation and sells for

Graphics
DEGAS Elite is one of the best values in

ST graphics software. The program allows
you to paint in any of the three ST graph-

e Y D U

ics modes and save your files to disk. In
fact, the file format used by DEGAS Elite
has become one of the ST standards that
is used by other programs.
DEGAS Elite (see page 57) contains a

multitude of features, These include: the
use of eight multiple work screens, the
ability to cut and paste all or parts of
these screens to each other or to disk, the
ability to create and use clip art, block

operations such as stretch, rotate, horizon-
tal or vertical skewing and distortion. Of
course, the neat features involve color ani-

mation. Complete control of the direc-
tion, speed, colors and other aspects of
the animation is at the user's command.
DEGAS Elite retails for $80 and is dis-

tributed by Electronic Arts.

If you use any of the ST graphics pro-
grams such as DEGAS or NEOchrome,
you may be interested in an animation
program that makes your artwork come
to life. Called Make It Move, this $50 pro-
gram from Michtron is really more of an
easy-to-use slide sequencing and manipu-
lation program than an animation pro-
gram. Nonetheless, it is great for such
tasks as creating video titles, making
presentations and putting a polish on
your collection of ST graphic images.
The program is mouse driven and

doesn't require any special programming
skills. Features include screen wipes in

any of four directions, fades, and quick
cuts, each with user specified durations.
Further, objects may be zoomed, panned,
hidden and moved.

Printmaster Plus from Unison World is

another graphics program that allows you
to be creative. With it, you can easily cre-

ate calendars, fliers, stationery, banners,
invitations, signs and greeting cards with
many types of printers. The program is

easy to use because it is menu-based, and
it allows you to preview your design be-

fore you print it and permits you to save
your graphic to disk. In addition, it will

work with add-on font and graphic disks.

Printmaster Plus lists for $40.

Still another excellent graphics program
is Art and Film Director by Epyx. This $80
package includes Art Director, a full-

featured paint program that uses all of the
power of the Atari ST to create dazzling
works of art. Menus and icons appear on-

, E R

screen which allow you to choose from a
variety of shapes, lines and colors ft-om the
palette and perform such actions as
stretch, bend, bulge, spin and rescale,

which can be used to enhance the pictures.

Film Director then uses true eel anima-
fion to transform artwork into stunning
graphical presentations. It's easy to auto-
mate many of the repetitious steps re-

quired by traditional types of animation.
The program also includes a library of
music and sound effects to create just the
right ambience.
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Utility programs
There are hundreds of products made

for the Atari ST computer. But some of

them are the kind that will be used over

and over. They have value and staying

power. One category of software that is al-

ways useful is utility programs. Here are

some suggestions for these types of

products.

Eidersoft is a British company that has

recently begun to market ST programs in

the United States. Their products are top-

notch, and two that are particularly use-

ful are Flash-Bak and Flash-Cache. These

two programs are packaged together and

provide hard-disk backup and disk-

caching functions. Based upon my own

experience, Flash-Bak is the fastest hard-

disk backup program for the ST. The pro-

gram is GEM-based, can use two floppy

drives alternately for backup and allows

the user complete control over all aspects

of operation such as verification, encryp-

tion, data compression, etc Further, Flash-

Bak can selectively backup files by all,

several or single partitions, files used that

session, date stamp and wild card match.

Flash-Cache is the RAM cache utility

that holds a part of the most recently ac-

cessed part of the hard disk in RAM. This

has the practical effect of speeding up

disk intensive operations such as program

loading/saving, program compilation and

data manipulation. Caches can be any size

to suit your system. Flash-Cache performs

one very important extra function which

is to allow the "folder heap" (the area of

MicroEMACS, Tempus is from one and a

half to five times faster for the same oper-

ations.

Other features of Tempus include

medium- and high-resolution support,

mouse or keyboard operation, up to four

files on screen at once, auto indentation

for structured programming, online help

memory where folder information is

stored) to be enlarged, thereby avoiding

the infamous Atari TOS "40-folder syn-

drome." Flash-Bak and Flash-Cache

together retail for $80 and are well worth

the price if you have a hard-disk drive.

Tempus is another fine product from

Eidersoft. It is a GEM-based text editor for

programmers rather than a true word

processor. It offers just about every fea-

ture you would expect in a top-of the-line,

quality product plus a few more The most

outstanding feature of this product is its

speed—which happens to be blindingly

fast. Compared to a word processor like

1st Word, Tempus is from four to ten times

faster in loading files, scrolling the docu-

ment from top to bottom and searching

and replacing on a single character. Com-

pared to another text editor such as

riMPUs • moM Eidersoft $50

menus, 20 programmable function keys

and much more. A particularly useful fea-

ture for programmers is the editor's abil-

ity to automatically create a string cross

reference list, with line and column refer-

ences. Once the search string is specified,

the table is created and subsequent clicks

on the right mouse button instantly

move the cursor to the next string match

in the document. Tempus retails for $50

and is by far the best text editor current-

ly available for the ST.

If you use an ST computer to write, you

cGAS ELITb

expanded. For example, if you type your

name a lot, you can use the expansion fea-

ture to define your initials to mean your

entire name. Then whenever you type

your initials, your entire name is typed.

The writing analysis tools consist of statis-

tics such as character, syllable, word and

sentence count and two types of reada-

bility indices that indicate how many

years of schooling are required for the

average reader to understand what you

have written.

Many manufacturers of computer soft-

ware copy-protect their products to pre-

vent people from making copies and

giving them away or reselling them. Un-

der the copyright law, you have a right to

make copies to use in the event your origi-

nal disk no longer functions. Note that

this is the only right to copy afforded to

you under the law. Making copies of disks,

for any purpose, is strictly illegal and a

Federal offense.

The ST backup program I consistently

use is Central Point Software's Copy 11 ST.

The program is designed for making ar-

chival copies only for your oum personal

use and can work with one or two disk

drives, either single or double sided. In

addition, Copy II ST provides a fast sec-

tor copier and a bit copier utility for mak-

ing "carbon copies" of disks. It is easy to

use, completely mouse driven and sells for

$40.

Michtron has two utility programs that

need a good spelling checker program.

The best stand-alone spelling checker cur-

rently available for the Atari ST is Thun-

der! Originally from Batteries Included

and now distributed by Electronic Arts,

Thunder! is a serious desktop accessory

that really is three programs in one: a

real time, 50,000-word spelling checker, a

word expander and corrector and a writ-

ing analysis tool.

For $40 you get two versions of the

spelling checker: one to be used as a desk-

top accessory, available anytime from wi-

thin a true GEM program; and another

that is a stand-alone program that can be

used with any file. It can be used to check

files created by non-GEM programs, as

well as checking an entire file that was

created by a GEM program.

The word expansion feature allows you

to define ahead of time how specific

strings of letters or characters should be

O E N T WORD
are worth considering to either give or

receive. One of their titles is a utility

called Cornerman—a. multiple desk acces-

sory. It gives you 10 separate functions un-

der one accessory name, including a

complete ASCII reference table, with

decimal, hexadecimal, character and

mnemonic information for all 256 ASCII

codes, a 16-digit calculator containing bi-

nary, octal, decimal and hex modes, three

summing memories, printing tape dis-

play, a notepad with full editing, word

wrap and automatic date and time stamp,

a phone dialer with auto-dial capability,

a phone log which automatically transfers

information from the dialer, a fifteen puz-

zle game, two clocks, one digital and one

analog, a complete setup module for cus-

tomizing dialer, RS-232, clock, calculator

and window position parameters, a print

utility, and a DOS window for use with

Michtron's DOS Shell. All this for a list
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price of $50.

The other Michtron program is called
ALT. This is a $30 program that allows you
to redefine your keyboard and convert
whole strings of tedious typing into sin-

gle keystrokes. Actually, the key combina-
tions Alt-A through Alt-Z and Alt O

through Alt-9 can be replaced by often
used text phrases, program commands or
any other string up to 60 characters.

If you have been waiting for the quin-
tessential desktop accessory cartridge for
the ST, DeskCart! from Quantum
Microsystems Inc. (QMI) may end your

UTID BY Electronic Arts $80

search. Desk-Cart! contains a battery
backed up real-time clock and a plethora
of desktop accessories on one cartridge,
all of which consumes a meager 75K of
precious RAM.
The 14 accessory programs include a

calendar good to the year 2040, an ap-

CLIPART !
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Over 100 high resolution
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ProCopy
You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is ttie key!

Protects against ttie accidental loss of
expensive software
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pointment book with alarm, a notebook

which is really a mini-word processor that

allows you to create, edit and save multi-

ple 12-page notebook files, a card file that

allows nine lines of data, a very good cal-

culator, a typewriter that allows you to use

the ST to address envelopes or print other

short, quick pieces, an address book, a

VT-52 terminal emulator, keyboard mac-

ros, a RAMdisk of any size on any drive,

disk utility functions, print spooler, con-

trol panel similar in function to the STs

control panel, a screen dump and

memory test. Desk-Cart! retails for $100.

There is one other type of utility pro-

gram that may be of interest for the ad-

vanced user: programs that simulate a

multitasking operating system (which the

ST does not have) by allowing you to run

two programs at once in the memory of

the computer.Juggler/fii^ler II ($50) from

Michtron permits you to load up to seven

GEM-based or TOS programs into the ST,

each into a specific section of memory.

Once the programs are loaded, you can

"switch" from one to another.

Another similar but more feature-laden

program is Revolver ($50) from Intersect

Software. Revolver can also switch be-

tween various applications that reside in

the ST's memory Revolver can also switch

between GEM or TOS programs and can

operate in any screen-resolution mode.

The program offers a host of disk utili-

ties and other functions as well.

I O R B * O f
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find detailed information on GEM with

examples written in C and in which the

68000 assembly language is presented. An

overview of such topics as VDI, AES,

« R O = *

Another Abacus book is called ST BAS-

IC to C. This is an ideal book if you al-

ready know and can program in BASIC

but want to learn how to program in C.

C O *•
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More goodies

Books and magazine subscriptions also

make excellent gifts. Probably the most

prolific ST book publisher is Abacus

Books. Most of their titles sell for under

$20. Here are a couple of their most use-

ful titles.

ST Internals is a well-organized, useful

compilation of technical ST information.

A clear description is given for such ST

"parts" as the mouse, keyboard, 68000

processor, custom chips, I/O ports

(RS-232, parallel, cartridge, DMA, floppy

disk, MIDI and video) and operating sys-

tem. In addition, this volume contains in-

formation about GEMDOS, the operating

system and graphics, as well as the BIOS

(BASIC Input/Output System).

Another Abacus book is S^T GEM
Programmer's Reference, volume three in the

Abacus series of ST books. Here you'll

GDOS and GIOS is included. In addition,

material on programming in GEM, with

explanations of using the editor, C com-

piler, assembler and linker of the develop-

ment system are provided.

Abacus also has a book called Atari ST

Graphics and Sound. This book teaches you

how to create graphics and use the built-

in sound facilities of the Atari ST. Exam-

ples are written in BASIC, C, Logo and

Modula-2 so there is something for every

type of programmer.

ST Tricks and Tips covers such topics as

using GEM from BASIC, combining

BASIC and machine language, creating a

RAMdisk and print spooler, automatically

starting TOS applications and much

more. If you would like to learn more

about programming your Atari ST com-

puter, this and the other two new Abacus

books can help you. All three books have

sample programs and various tips for the

new or expert programmer.

This book compares BASIC programs

and their C equivalents so that you can

make the transition easily and rapidly.

There are a number of books that are

quite good from other publishers as well.

One of the largest ST software companies,

Michtron, has several excellent titles that

you may want on your ST library shelf.

One book, called GFA BASIC Programmer's

Reference Guide, Vol. 1 ($30), is written by

George Miller and contains valuable in-

formation for any GFA BASIC program-

mer or would-be programmer. G¥k

BASIC is fast becoming the BASIC lan-

guage of choice for the ST and this book

explains the language in detail and pro-

vides more information than is available

in the manual.

Designing the User Interface: Strategies for

Effective Human-Computer Interaction is a

serious work that discusses the do's and

don'ts of designing a good user interface

for programs. Although it is a text book.
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the author, Ben Shneiderman, does an ex-

cellent job of presenting the topic in a

readable and knowledgeable fashion.

Designing the User Interface sells for $40 and
is published by Addison-Wesley.

If you want to participate in the world
of Atari ST computing, one of the best

ways to do so is through the DELPHI
telecommunications service. DELPHI is a

full-service, on-line communication and
information network. The Atari User's

Group on DELPHI consists of two for-

ums. There is an 8-bit forum which is run

by our sister publication, ANALOG Com-
puting. The ST Forum is run by the edi-

tors and staff of ST-Log.

The two forums provide a host of ser-

vices and features. You can send and
receive messages from and to other Atari

8-bit and ST users worldwide in the Fo-

rum. The database areas include thou-

sands of free programs that can be

downloaded, including the programs

presented each month in ANALOG Com-
puting and ST-Log. The conference fea-

ture allows you to meet "face to face"

electronically with other Atari users. In-

formation on how to sign up for DELPHI
can be found in this magazine in the

"Database DELPHI" column.

Best of all, access charges average as low

S ^
as ten cents per minute from most parts

of the country, and there is no extra

charge for high-speed 1200- or 2400-baud
access.

Another popular information service

is CompuServe. A good way to start using

this service is by means of the CompuServe

Starter Kit. For about $40 you receive five

free hours of connect time and a

thorough manual. Of course you will

need a modem and there are several good
ones to choose from.

One of the best modems around for

the price is the Atari SX2I2. It is a

1200-baud modem that easily lets your ST
communicate via telephone line with
other computers. The SX212 has auto-dial

and auto-answer features as well. The
Atari SX2I2 can be purchased for under
$100.

Another excellent modem choice, al-

beit slightly more expensive, is the Supra
2400. This is a fully Hayes-compatible

2400-baud modem that features auto-dial

and auto-answer capabilities. Configura-

tions are set via commands from the key-

board instead of by using DIP switches.

The Supra 2400 has a list price of $180.

You will also need a terminal program
for your ST, and there are a couple worth

recommending. One of the best is Inter-

one of the best sources of information

about using your ST and have very

knowledgeable people who are always

willing to help out the other guy
One of the best user group publica-
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iNTiRLiNK • BY Intersect Software

link by Intersect Software. This program
offers an enhanced type-ahead buffer that

allows you to create and edit text on the

screen before it is sent. In addition, you
can capture your entire online session,

(Autolog) and the process of saving that

information occurs automatically.

Interlink has too many features to

describe here in detail. It offers setup di-

N ^ G E R ST

tions in the country is published by the

Washington Area Atari Computer En-

thusiasts (WAACE). Called Current Notes,

this tome continues to amaze me every

month in both its size and content. The
newsletter has a glossy cover and is as

professional-looking and written as any-

one has a right to expect from a semi-pro

publication. A ten-issue subscription costs

W o
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alogs for signing on to information ser-

vices, a keystroke capture and recording
feature (macros), the ability to temporar-

ily hop out of the program to execute

other commands or to look at files, a

99-line history, background downloading
and much more.

One of my favorite ST terminal pro-

grams is ST-Talk from Quantum
Microsystems Inc. (QMI). This non-GEM-
based program works flawlessly and is a

real bargain at only $1& If you want to be
able to access information services or
bulletin boards and easily upload and
download files, STIalk is an inexpensive

alternative.

Generic gifts

There are many generic gifts that are

useful to an ST computer user One of the

best gifts you could give or receive is a

membership to an Atari User Group.
There are many fine groups around the

country, and their memberships typical-

ly cost about $20. These groups have
monthly meetings, publish newsletters

and often have libraries of public domain
software In addition, user groups provide

$20 and can be obtained by sending a

check payable to: Editor, Current Notes, 122

North Johnson Road, Sterling, Virginia

22170. Whether you read it for the con-

tent or want to see an example of a high

quality user group publication. Current

Notes won't disappoint you.

Regardless of which Atari ST computer
you own, there is always the question of
what to do with your mouse when it's not
being used. One solution is to get a Mouse
Pocket from Kensington Microware This

$10 gizmo keeps your mouse handy and
out of the way until needed. It attaches

easily to the side of your desk or moni-
tor with the supplied adhesive strips and
is as attractive as it is useful. Kensington
also makes a mouse cleaning kit that in-

cludes enough supplies to clean your
favorite mouse for a year. The $25 kit also

includes the mouse pocket.

Another useful item that improves your
mousing around a is a mouse pad. These
pads are typically inexpensive, increase

mouse traction and come in a variety of
colors to suit any decor. American Covers
is just one company that makes this type

of product. They call it the Mouse Mat,
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and it sells for under $10.

As you use your Atari ST, you begin to

accumulate disks. Unless you conscious-

ly decide how to organize all of it, you will

soon find yourself drowning in a sea of

magnetized plastic There are a number
of companies that sell 3-1/2-inch disk

holders. They typically cost anywhere

from 16 to $30.

I personally like the Flip 'N File (Innova-

tive Concepts) flip-up tray. It lists for

$19.95 and is useful for keeping your com-

puter work area tidy. There are other

companies that also make the same type

of product. Just be sure that the one you

buy will not spill disks when it is full and
that it is easy to grab any particular disk.

There are a handful of other items that

would be welcomed by any Atari ST user.

Disks, printer paper and ribbons or even

a printer or monitor stand would all be

useful. If you need colored ribbons, Gemi-

ni has red, green, blue, brown and pur-

ple ribbons to fit a variety of dot-matrix

printers. These ribbons sell for $8 each

and are available for Epson, Okidata and

Prowriter printers. (The Panasonic

printer ribbon is $10.) These colored rib-

bons are especially useful with graphics

programs such as Print Master from Uni-

son World.

One problem with using an ST has to

a s ^ *
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do with the fact that the ST (or any com-

puter for that matter) can transmit its out-

put faster than a printer can accept it.

The result is that the computer is tied up
for as long as it takes the printer to print

the output.

You can remedy this problem by using

a printer buffer This device simply con-

nects between the ST and your printer. It

allows the computer to get back to work

while the buffer continues to transmit

data to the printer as fast as it can take

it. One such buffer is made by Practical

Peripherals and is called the Microbvffer.

It comes in either 32K or 64K versions

and works as advertised. The buffer sells

for a street price of about $150 to $200.

There might be better ways to spend

$300, but there is no better color moni-

tor than the Atari SC1224. And, if you

happen to have both a monochrome and

color monitors for your ST, you will cer-

tainly need Monitor Master by Practical So-

lutions, which allows you to connect a

monochrome, RGB and composite moni-

tor to your ST with a separate RCA au-

dio out jack. Although the composite

signal is only available on STs with a RF
modulator, the audio is available on all

machines. Monitor Master sells for $55.

Practical Solution has another nifty

product called Mouse Master. If you have a

I040ST, you know that it is difficult to get

at the joystick ports underneath the com-

puter in order to attach a mouse or

joystick. That's where Mouse Master comes

in. It plugs into the joystick ports beneath

the computer and allows you to easily

hook up the mouse or joysticks. You can

also leave both a mouse and joystick at-

tached and switch from one to another. I

use a 520ST upgraded to one megabyte

and still use the Mouse Master because it

is so convenient. Mouse Master requires

no separate power supply and sells for $40.

Your computer and peripheral equip-

ment are at the mercy of the power com-

pany and Mother Nature. The power

company sometimes supplies voltage that

is either too high or too low. Temporary

power surges or spikes can seriously

damage your hardware as can undervol-

tage which might occur during a brown-

out. Lightning storms can also com-
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promise your equipment. Although tele-

phone and power lines are designed to

prevent lightning from traveling along the

wires and into your home, it occasionally

can happen.

To get 'protection from these potential

catastrophes, you need a surge suppress-

er, which is a device that is inserted be-

tween the AC outlet and your computer.

By limiting extra-high or extra-low voltages,

it protects your computer's electronic com-

ponents from being fried. These products

come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but

one company that offers not only a com-

plete line of products but ones that have

been tested to work as advertised is

Panamax.

Panamax makes a variety of different

products that include p)ower-line condition-

ing, telephone-line protection, multiple out-

let strips and brownout (undervoltage)

protection. Some models have on/off

switches, circuit breakers, alarms and other

features to help you manage your power

protection needs. Panamax's models range

in price from $69 to $149.

For the ST user who has everything

One of the major upgrades an ST user

can make to his or her system is to buy

a hard disk. There are currently two hard

disks available for the ST that I can

recommend. One is a 20-megabyte unit

from Supra that retails for $699 and is

available from either the factory or retail-

ers. All Supra ST hard disks connect to

the ST's DMA port and come with a boot

program.

Another noteworthy hard disk is made
by ICD. Designed to fit under your mon-
itor, the ICD F20-A ST hard disk pro-

vides 20 megabytes of storage and in-

novative features like a built-in clock with

battery backup, adjustable legs for posi-

tioning the monitor and providing cable

clearance, and the ability to daisy-chain

additional DMA devices. The F20-A ST
retails for $700 and ICD offers other

models with capacities up to 50

megabytes.

Here's an unusual but useful product:

the X-IO system. It is used to remotely

turn AC devices on and off, either direct-

ly or via a timer. Assorted modules con-

trol such things as lights, appliances and

other electrical devices by means of com-

mands sent through the AC wiring in

your house. The X-IO System is used with

a product called the X-10 Powerhouse

which is connected to your Atari ST com-

puter, programmed to control your var-

ious lamps and such and left working

even after disconnecting it from the

computer.

The X-10 Powerhouse is a computer

peripheral that is attached to the RS-232

port of the ST. The unit is self-powered

and, once programmed, can be discon-

nected from the computer thus freeing

that port for other uses. It is available

from DAK for about $20. (Order the IBM
version #4410 and throw the disk away.)

You will also need Michtron's program,

Echo, to go with the Powerhouse. It costs

$40, was created especially for the Power-

house and ST computer and allows you

to use the X-10 system to change the sta-

tus of up to 256 electrical devices at up

to 128 different times of the week. Echo

is a GEM application so all inputs are en-

tered via the mouse, and any desktop ac-

cessories are always available.

Lamp and appliance modules sell for
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$10 to $15 and are available from Sears,

Radio Shack, mail order and electronics

specialty stores. In addition, replacement

wall switches and outlets that look and
work like ordinary fixtures, are available

for under $15. The X-10 Powerhouse,

Echo and a couple of lamp or appliance
modules make a neat package for the ST.

Digital Vision was the first to develop
and market a video digitizer for the 8-bit

Ataris. Digital Vision has a video digitiz-

er for the ST, called Computereyes, which
includes both hardware and software and
supports all of the graphic capabilities

of the ST. The hardware interfaces easi-

ly to any source of standard NTSC color

or black and white composite video.

These sources include video cameras,

VCRs, video laser discs and other com-
puters. All capture and display functions

are mouse controlled under GEM, and
images may be captured in either

monochrome or full color.

The Computereyes software performs
automatic calibration of brightness, con-

trast and color balance. Once the image
has been captured, brightness, color con-

tent and contrast can be easily adjusted

^ V t «

to suit your needs. Further, the images
saved by Computereyes are compatible
with NEOchrome, DEGAS, DEGAS Elite

and other graphic programs. Com-
putereyes ST retails for $250 and is a

quality product.

One of the least expensive and most
rewarding ways to get involved with mu-
sic/computer combination is to obtain an
instrument like the Casio CZ lOl Digital

Synthesizer. This mini-keyboard can now
be obtained at discount houses for un-

der $200. The CZ-lOl is an eight-voice

polyphonic digital synthesizer with 16

factory preset "patches," 16 internal

patch memories and the capability for

another 16 patches on a removeable
RAM cartridge. The supplied patches
range from trumpet, electric piano and
organ voicings to far out sounds that you
have only heard in your imagination.

Because the ST already has MIDI capa-

bility built in, you can easily turn your
computer into a multi-track tape record-

er by buying the right software. Currently

a number of companies make MIDI pro-

grams for the ST. The Music Studio 88
from Audio Light and ST Music Box from

Xlent Software are just two of the cur-

rently available programs. The combina-
tion of the Casio keyboard, the ST
computer and a MIDI program gives you
tremendous musical capability.

What differentiates the various ST
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MUSIC STUDIO as • PROM AudioLight

MIDI software is the extent to which you
can manipulate the music once it has

been stored. Another difference in the

programs is the way the music is stored

initially. Some MIDI programs store the
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musical notes as you play the keyboard.
Other programs require you to enter the

notes individually with the mouse but al-

low you to play back the music through
the MIDI keyboard.

The Orchestrator from Intersect Soft-

ware is a music composition and enter-

tainment system for the ST that

incorporates the full GEM interface for

ease of use. Compositions can be played
back either through the sound chips in

the ST computer or through a MIDI-
compatible instrument like the Casio
CZ-101. Music is entered using the mouse
and standard musical notation rather

than via real-time musical keyboard en-

try. A built-in editor allows you to edit

any of the three ST voices independent-
ly, rearrange compositions via cut and
paste features and save songs as files. The
Orchestrator is more of an entertain-

ment product rather than a MIDI-
instrument controller program and sells

for $50.

Finally, here's a product for the ST user

who wants a printer with the power of
a laser printer at the price of a high-end
dot-matrix: the HP DeskJet. This printer

lists for $1,000 but is available at a street

price of about $700.

What's so amazing about this printer

is that the output is virtually indistin-

guishable from laser printed output. The
printer can support up to 300 dpi (dots

per inch) text just like a good laser

printer. Draft mode is rated at 240 cps

(characters per second), and letter qual-

ity is said to be 120 cps (about two pages
per minute). The actual throughput
speed will depend on the type of output
(text or graphics) and the software that

you are using.

The HP DeskJet can emulate an Epson
printer by means of a $75 ROM car-

tridge. The ink cartridges cost about $20
apiece, and it has the support of Hewlett-
Packard's one-year warranty and toll-free

help lines.

That wraps up this year's

list of gift ideas for the Atari

ST. Remember, it is better to

give than to receive, but if

you must receive, this list of

ST products should provide

plenty of ideas. Also, it

wouldn't hurt to leave tliis

article open in a strategic

place in order to better get

what's on your holiday wish

Ust.B
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Companies MENTIONED IN THIS ARTICLE

:

ABACUS
P.O. Bex 7211
Grand Rapids, Ml 49510
(616) 241-5510

ACCOLADE
550 S. Winchester Blvd.
Suite 200
San Jese, CA 95128
(408) 296-8400

ADDISON-WESLEY
Reading, MA01867
(617) 944-3700

AMERICAN COVERS, INC.

P.O. Bex 1796
Sandy, UT 84091
(801) 566-3100

AUDIO LIGHT, INC.

20 Seuth Santa Craz Ave.
Les Gates, CA 95031
(408) 395-0838

CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE
9700 SW Capital Higiiway
Suite 100
Periland, OR 97219
(503) 244-5782

COMPUSERVE COMMUNICATIONS
5000 Arlingten Center Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43220
(614) 457-0802

COMPUTER PALACE
710 McKinley
Eugene, OR 97402
(800) 452-8013

DELPHI

3 Blacicstone Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
(800) 544-4005
(617) 491-3393 (in MA)

EIDERSOFT USA, INC.

P.O. Box 288
Burgenslewn, PA 15021
(412) 947-3739

ELECTRONIC ARTS
1 820 Gateway Drive
San Mateo, CA 94404
(417) 571-7171

EPYX, INC.

600 Galveston Drive
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 366-0606

FTL SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 112489
San Diego, CA 921 1

1

(619) 453-571

1

GEMINI ENTERPRISES

Dept. L

86 Ridgedaie Ave.
Cedar Knells, NJ 07927
(201) 267-0988

ICD, INC.

1220 Reck Street

Rockford, IL61101
(815) 968-2228

INFOCOM, INC.

1 25 Cambridge Park Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
(BOO) 262-6868

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS, INC.

2284 Ringweed Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131

INTERSECT SOFTWARE
2828 Clark Read, Suite 10
Sarasota, FL 34231
(813) 923-8774

Public Domain Software
Over 575 Disks Available for the ST

$4.00 Each

nn

Christmas Special
Buy 6 Disks get 1 FREE
Buy 10 Disks get 2 FREE
Buy 20 Disks get 5 FREE

Utilities, Games, Magic Sac, MIDI,

Music, Applications, Clip Art,

Educational, Graphics

24 Hour Shipping Telephone Support

Free Catalog Updates

Call or Write for FREE Catalog
(800) 622-7942

Clip Master
10 Screens per disk

$19.95 per disk
FREE Bonus Disk with Purchase

Dealer Inquires Welcome

Disk 1 ; Animals, Ctiristian, Folks, Food, Home, Music, Plants

Disk 2 : Americana, Patriotic, US Map, Outlines of all 50 States

Disk 3 : Arrows, Designs, Kid Stuff, Signs, Symbols, Christmas

Disk 4 : Animals, School, Thanksgiving, Transportation & more

Clip Art for Desktop Publishing Programs
Dungeon Master $26.95
DM Hint Book $9.95
Oids $22.95
Typhoon Thompson $24.95
GFA Basic $39.95
GFA Basic Book $29.95
GFA Reboot Camp $17.95

Publisher ST $89.95

Omnires
Turbo ST
Procopy
Neodesk
Flash
Shadow
Interlink ST
Degas Elite

$25.95
$37.95
$24.95
$19.95
$19.95
$22.95
$29.95
$46.95

Spectrum 512 $49.95
Labelmaster Elite $29.95
Tune Up $32.95
Mouse Master $32.95
Monitor Master $39.95
Helpful Hints (Book) $16.95

Supra 2400 Modem $149.95

Call tor More

ViSA
BRE Software

352 W. Bedford, Suite 104

Fresno, CA 93711

(209) 432-2159 in CA

CircuttMaker is a professional full featured

program that enables you to design, construct and

test an unlimited variety of digital circuits. Using

CircuitMaker, you eliminate the need to purchase

breadboards, integrated circuits, wire and power
supplies. CircuitMaker allows you to design and

test your digital circuits with just a few clicks of

the mouse!

CircuitMaker is designed for the professional as

well as the student that is just learning about digital

logic. CircuitMaker is a must for your electronic

projects!

Iliad
Software Inc.

Only $79.95
P.O. Box 1144

495 West 920 North
Orem, Utah 84057
(801) 226-3270
Office hours 10:00AM-6:00PM MST
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KENSINGTON MICROWARE, LTD.

25 1 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10010
(212} 475-5200

IWICHTRON

576 S. Telegraph
Pontiac, Ml 48053
(313) 334-5700

MIGRAPH, INC.

720 S. 333 SI. (201)
Federal Way, WA 98003
(206) 838-4677

MINDSCAPE
3444 Dundee Rd.
Nerihbreok, IL 60062
(312) 480-7667

PANAMAX
1 50 Milchell Blvd.
San Ralael, CA 94903
(800) 472-5555

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
31245 La Baya Drive
Wesllake Village, CA 91362
(818) 991-8200

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS, INC.

1930 E. Grant Rd.
Tuscan, AZ 85719
(602) 884-9612

QUANTUM MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

P.O. Bex 179
Liverpool, NY 13088
(315) 451-7747

RAINBIRD

3885 Bohannon Drive
Menio Park, CA 94025
(415) 322-0412

REGENT SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 14628
Long Beacii, CA 90803
(213) 439-9664

SOFTLOGIK CORP.

1 1 1 3 1 F South Towne Square
St. Louis, MO 63123
(314) 894-8608

SUBLOGIC
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign, IL 6 1 820
(217) 359-8482

SUPRA CORP.

1 1 33 Commercial Way
Albany, OR 97321
(503) 967-9075

TIMEWORKS
444 Lake Cook Rd.
Deeriield, IL 60015
(312) 948-9200

UNISON WORLD
2 1 50 Shattuck Avenue
Suite 902
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415) 848-6666

WORDPERFECT CORP.

288 West Center St.

Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000

XLENT SOFTWARE
P.O. Bex 5228
Springfield, VA 22150

for ATARI STs and MFGA's
MEMORY upgrades:
Solderless "plug in" installation, 1 year warranty

520ST - expand to 1 , 2.5 or 4 MB on ONE board
- prices start at $129 for the OK version - or go to

1 Megabyte only, socketed, OK $ 79

1040/520STfm - upgrade to 2.5 and 4 MB,

fully socketed 0 K board $149.

For all our memory upgrades: on board CLOCK
module only $30 including software!

For more detailed catalog contact:

1022 Hodgkins, Houston, TX 77032

S (713) 590-2068 and 590-3738

We ship COD or prepaid, sorry, no credit cards!

Shipping/Handling on memory upgrades $ 5

on Hard Drive Kits - $10/no drive - $20/w. dr.

Texas residents add 8% state sales tax.

EXPANDABLE
Hard Drive Kits:
1.10"x 6.8" X 15", full SCSI interface with DMA
through - 150 W PC power supply with fan - room
for up to 5 half ht. drives - mounts on floor, under
desk or on desktop - can supply power to 520ST
and disk drives with optional cable set.

with 40 MB full height 30 ms drive $745

No Drive.. .install your own $385

2. MEGA footprint, 3.8" high, full SCSI/DMA-
through interface, room and power for 3 half height

or 1 each full/half height 5 1/4" drive, with fan.

with 40 MB half height 3.5" - 47 ms drive $695

with 10 MB 5-1/4" drive $395

3. 4.5" wide x 6" high x 13" deep, full SCSI/
DMA-through - ready for 2 half ht. or 1 full height,

with 20 MB 1/2 height $485

No Drive.. .install your own $249

Atari 520ST, \0^OS\. 520STfm and MEGA are trademarks of ATARI Corp
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STPlus»STPlus»STPlus»STPlus
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, Ca. 94701

We all want the ST to grow, so let's BUY MC5rE SOFTWARE so the ST grows!
You'll find that STPlus cares about you and your ST more than anyone else that's why we put
the ST In our name, through thick and thin we'll be here when you need us and we ship fasti

BUSINESS
DBMan 4.0 175.00

Datamanager 56.00
Superbase 104.95

Trimbase 69.95
Phasar 63.95
Zoomracks 2 84.95
Base 2 42.95
The Informer 69.95
WordPerfect 189.95

1st Word Plus 69.95
Word Up! 64.95
Best Accounting 279.95
Equal Plus 139.95

Inventory Mgr. 69.95
Rolobase Plus 63.95
Loglstlx Spread 104.95

Microlawyer 49.95
Payroll Master 69.95
Construction EST. 35.00

Microsoft Write 94.95

Datatrieve 35.00
STOneWrite 48.95
VIP GEM 104.95

DacEasy Payroll 48.00
DacEasy Acctg 52.00
WordWriter ST 56.00
SwiftCalc 56.00

^ EZ Calc by Royal 48.95

Analyze Spread 25.95

Final Word 99.95
PublishingPartner 140.00

T-works Publisfier 89.95

EZData Base 48.95
Chart Pak 35.00
Compute Roots 27.95
Thunder NEWI 28.95
Habawriter 2 48.95

Text Pro 35.00
Becker Text 62.95
Expert Opinion Al 59.95
Time Link

Partner ST
Labelmaster Elite

ST Accounts
The Juggler

Max Pack
Stuff

Flash 1.5

Omni Res
Turbo ST(~blitter)

Signum technical

word processor
SBT DLedger
SBT DPayables
SBT DInvoices
SBT DMenu
Neo Desk
Sales Pro
Mall Manager
Mighty Mail

First Word 1.6

GRAPHICS
Degas Elite 41.95
CAD 3D 2.0 63.95
Cyber Paint 49.00
Quantum 4096 27.95
Adv Art Studio 26.00
Spectaim 512 49.00
EzDraw&Superch 104.95
Canon Scanner 1040.0
GFA Artist lOOOcI 55.95
Drafix 1 139.95
General Symbols 105.00
Elec, or Arch, Sym 105.00
Athena 2 69.95
Circui tMaker 55.95

CUPAR
Warriors(720)

Outdoor(720)
Buildings(720)

Victorian(720)

Elchings(720)

People (720k)

Politics(720k)

Religion(720)

Holidays(720)

Ad Art (720k)

Vehicles(720)

Boats (720k)

Planes (720k
All (9.2 meg)

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

99.95

GAMES
Gunship
Shadowgate
Uninvited

Mouse Quest
Slaygon
Barbarian

Obliterator

Gauntlet

Dark Castle

F-15 Strike Eagle
Star Trek- Rebel U
Questron II

Lock-On
Carrier Command

35.00

35.00

35.00

14.00

27.95
27.95

27.95

35.00

27.95
27.95
27.95
35.00

27.95
32.50

Just like you, we here at STPlus 1 ve the ST and know
its the most power for the price. To reward you loyal

STUSERS startmg with this ad we will give every one
thousandth purchaser a hundred dollars credit, and the
ten thousandth purchaser will get a 10 meg Supra floppy.

Ific ST's poTOer is unrestrained uHt/i one oftHese-lOO me£s=$1100
RULES: Have your customer number or credit card
ready. Purchase as often as you like. We're your
computer supermarket and we're ready to fulfill your
dreams but we're not an information service. We ship
right away and its your part to know what you want.
Don't be cheap, at these prices you can splurgel

We're out there on the front lines making the ST
happen for you. The ST Is our specialty and thanks to

your purchasing power there are about 2000 titles for the
ST. I think STUSERS are the most loyal, and

appreciative, supportive users there are. Remember: your
software dollars make the STTUSER BASE strong.

Passport

Master Tracks
MasterTracks Jr.

Midisoft Studio

Hybrid Arts

Smpte Track
Sync Track
EZ Track Plus

Midiscore

EZ Score Plus

DX-Android
CZ-Android
Gen- Patch
Dr. T s

KCSequencer
KCS 1,6 w/PVG
Mlbl rec studio

Copyist level 1

Copyist level 2
CopyS-Postscript

HARDWAR
20 Meg ICD
20 Meg Supra & clot

30 Meg Supra
60 meg Supra
33 Meg Tulin

51 Meg Tulin

60 Meg BMS RRL
20 Meg SH205
250 Meg
10 Meg Floppy
AST PS LASER
Canon Scanner
IMG Scanner
ComputereyesMon
Supra 2400 modem
Atari SX212 modem

280.00

104.95

69.95

499.95

299.95

48.95

call

104.95

139.95

69.95

104.95

199.95

289.95
56.00

75.95

185.95

299.95

649.95
599.95

749.95

1249.95

699.95

839.95
1039.00

639.95

3250.0
849.95

3350.00
1040.00

90.00
120.00

159.95

79.95

PROGRAhAMIN35.00

48.95 Qf^A Basic

35.00 GFA Book

149.00 GFA Compiler

35.00 Mafk Williams "C

35.00 Laser "C"

27.95 Cambridge Lisp

2100 RAID
27.95 Fast Editor

35.00 Alice Pascal

249 95 OSS Pascal

Fortran 77 GEM
195.00 BCPL
195.00 Module 2 dev

195.00 Assempro
49.95 Fast Basic

27.95 True Basic

69.95

39.95 Arakis Series

35.00 Unicorn Series

14.00 True Basic Stuff

kit

EDUCATIONAL

56.00

35.00

56.00

125.00

159.95

139.95

27.95

35.00

69.95

59.95

139.95

104.95

104.95

48.95
56.95

69.95

Summer 520 STy^O^

SpeciaC

$529 O^ono

$739 Coior

GAf^ES

14.00

27-35
69.95

your An Scanned
$10 per page
75 to 300 dpi

Are you a gamer? How about joining our game of tlte montl-i ciub? $10
title at an extra 5% off & you can return it for 75% credit, Plus youll be eligible each purchase to win as

#1000 or #10,000. Call us and specify adventure or arcade. Get started this month with WIZBALL$9.75

Tanglewood
Test Drive

Chessmastr2000
StarGliderbw&cl

Hunt for Red Oct
Police Quest
Aliants

Alien Fire

Santa Paravia

Lurking Horror

Star Fleet 1

Empire
Liesure Suit Larry

Gridiron

Dungeon Master
Flight Simulator

Trailblazer

••••SPECIALS'—
Jewel of Darknss
Silicon Dreams
Cardiac Arrest

27.95
I Ball (neat,fast) 19.95

35.00 RanaRama(d&d) 29.95

32.95 Warlock'sQuest 29.95

32.95 The Fllntstones 29.95

35.00 Trivial Pursuit 29.95

35.00 The Enforcer «-95
24.95 Seconds Out 29.95

35.00 Scruples(board) 29.95

2100 Livingstone 29-95
27.95 Battle Ships 29.95
39.95 outrun(fast cars) 29.95

39-95 Crazy Cars 29.95
27.95 Tetris (from USSR) 29.95
35.00 Screaming Wings 29.95
27.95 spiotfire 29.95
35.00 Blue War 29.95
27.95 star Quake 29.95

Enduro Racer 29.95
19-95 BMX Simulator 29.95
19-95 Arkanoids 29.95
48.95

gets you the hottest new

ONE NEW NUMBER 800-759-1110 Prices subject to change without notice.

We ship ANYWHERE! $4.00 mln S&H. No 1040's or Megas mall order. Hand delivery only. List plus $100.
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Last month's topic was designing com-

puter game graphics. This time out we're

going to stick to a graphically-oriented

subject (as it were), but the key difference

is that the graphics in question were creat-

ed not for display on a computer, but on
a more common medium: videotape.

At the June '88 CES, Epyx Inc. was

showing off its Art &'Film Director software

package (which should have shipped by

now). A videotape was used to demon-
strate the capabilities of this package: a

10-minute computer-generated "cartoon."

The videotape was created, animated and
directed by yours truly (with added as-

sistance from Randy McClanahan, Mrs.

Andy Morrison and Vincent Reynolds). I

thought it would be valuable to relate the

history here, so those of you interested in

creating computer animation might

benefit from my experience.

Please note that this discussion is not

going to be merely a blow-by-blow

description of animation or video tech-

niques. Rather, I will be outlining the his-

tory of the project (including the project

that spurred it), goals, results and tech-

niques. Hopefully such background will

give you an idea of the process of mak-

ing computer-generated videos.

But first, a little background: Art &
Film Director (AFD from now on when
referring to both programs, or Art or Film

when referring to one or the other) is a

paint and animation software package.

Art is a full-featured, bit-mapped, low-

resolution (16-color) paint program which

allows up to 16 workscreens in memory
at once (if you have one meg or more
RAM), and up to eight distinct palettes

per picture.

Film animates graphics created with

Art (or imported from other formats) and
is the closest thing to a true "eel" anima-

tion system as I've yet seen on a personal

computer The AFD package sold by Epyx
contains both programs (which really do
work best together). Somewhere you may
have read that both Mirrorsoft and Phar-

ma Data Systems (PDS) in Europe sell Art

and Film. As of this writing, they sell older

and less refined versions of the programs,

and they package them separately. The
package sold by Epyx contains updated
and improved models of both programs.

All versions of the software were
produced by Novotrade Software in

Budapest, Hungary.

And, yes, at one time these programs
were to have been sold by Broderbund.
For various reasons that never happened,
and the programs found their home at

Epyx.

Warp One
In August of 1986 1 found myself frustrat-

ed at the complete lack of any good ani-

mation software for the ST. My local ST
dealer informed me that in one of his

catalogs he had seen a listing for an up-

coming ST animation program. He made
a phone call and got in contact with

Stephen Friedman—the American
representative for Novotrade Software

—

and told him that I wrote for ANALOG
Computing/STLog, and that I was interest-

ed in seeing the software. Mr. Friedman
and I chatted, and he agreed to send me

game it was to be. I reasoned that since

it was a known property, it would have ins-

tant identification with users. While the

game concept is too complex to detail

here, suffice it to say at the lowest level it

would be about as complex as Star Raid-

ers, but at the top levels it would make
that game look simple (and easy).

Once I had the idea down (it just fell

together in one sitting), I felt that paper-

work alone would not sell such a game.

Neither would mere mock-up screens.

Nope, I wanted prospective clients to see

what the game would look like.

some demo disks. After that, and a visit

to his office the following October, he
decided to send me advance (pre-

release) copies of the programs, which at

that time were in the process of being up-

dated and improved (by the Hungarians)
for American release (this under
Broderbund)

.

In the course of our discussions, Mr.

Friedman had made it clear that he would
like some of my input on game ideas and
design. As a longtime Star Raiders player

who always wanted more than that game
had to give, I decided to try my hand at

designing the ultimate action space-

combat game Star Raiders was a graphics-

oriented adaptation of the old mainframe
Star Trek game, so I decided to go to the

source. A 3-D Star Trek space combat

Using Art and Film I would create an
animated demo of the game. But no sim-

ple demo was this to be! In the end it

would consist of over a dozen animation
sequences and run several minutes in

length. The demo would begin with a

simulation of the game's titles (Figure 1),
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then show the player's ship in the act of

cruising through space, warping here and
there, fighting Romulan warships, Hmp-
ing to spacedock for repairs, sending a

security team to clear out an invaded

dock, and finally the player's ship being

destroyed by a hostile starship in a heat-

ed exchange of phaser blasts and photon

torpedoes! In effect, it was like watching

someone play (and lose) the game.

The primary view in the game was over

the helm on the Enterprise bridge, looking

at the main viewing screen. There, tacti-

cal projections and visuals would appear.

(Forward, port, starboard and aft views

could be called up, and weapons could be

fired in the selected direction.) The big-

gest challenge visually (besides designing

a screen that was both functional game-

wise and recognizably the USS Enterprise

bridge) vras to create starships and space

docks that looked good. Unlike the ships

in Star Raiders, which you only see from

one view, the ships in this game would be

seen at many angles (front, back, side,

three-quarters) and at varying sizes.

I wanted the ships to look realistic, so

I used CAD-3D to build three-dimensional

models of them. I generated pictures of

each vessel at all necessary angles and

saved these images as DEGAS low-

resolution screens. These pictures were

then converted to Art format, resized,

cleaned up and detailed—adding high-

lights, spotlights, windows, etc. Figure 2

shows an actual shape-table page for the

demo, featuring a Federation starship

(from myriad angles and in myriad sizes),

a spacedock, as well as phaser blasts and
explosions.

For the game, I created Enterprise-

Reliant- (Star Trek 11), and Grissom-type

[Star Trek III) Federation starships, as well

as a spacedock (Star Trek III and TV), an

asteroid base and a Romulan Bird of Prey

(traditional, 1966 model, a la the episode

"Balance of Terror"). Since the demo fea-

tured a dock-and-repair sequence inside a

spacedock, I also built 3-D models of a

shuttle craft and a Work Bee (small con-

struction/repair vehicles seen in the first

movie).

The Work Bees, though their appear-

ance is brief, have the most detailing of

any of the ships in the game. They feature

flashing running lights, and they roll as

they fly towards the Enterprise. In fact,

when one passes slowly by the viewer, you

can read the number on its side and even

see the silhouette of the pilot through the

window! The space-dock sequence also

features another starship in for repairs

and a little space-suited man who waves

to signal that your ship is repaired and
ready to go. (The dock interior. Bee, Reli-

ant class starship and man all appear in

Figure 3.)

Research was not tough, but it did take

time. For various tactical displays I studied

some of the tactical projections used in

the first Trek film and animated nearly

identical ones for the demo. To build the

Grissom-class starship, I had to step frame-

by-frame through a video of Star Trek III,

trying to determine the size, shape and
positions of the various parts of the ship.

I sketched and studied, replaying one shot

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

over and over and over. After an hour

or so of this, I was able to go to CAD-3D
and build the ship. (Ironically, after all this

work it ended up being the one ship not

used in the final demo!)

Additional research was done through

magazines and books, taking note of lo-

gos, designs, etc. I even bought a video-

tape of "Balance of Terror" (after which

the game was named) just to study up on
the Romulans (who were to be the an-

tagonists). The research, I felt, was neces-

sary, because if this was to be a Star Trek

game, it needed to have the flavor of the

show, from the concept all the way

through to the design. (If you're going to

show a Romulan ship, I reasoned, it had
better move, act and look like a Romulan
ship, or the Star Trek fans will know it's

wrong.)

I think this kind of research is ap-

propriate in many kinds of game
design—and in videos too. Sometimes,

the limitations of a subject can at first

seem a burden, but most times I've found

that you can incorporate those limitations

as part of your project and use them to

ground your concept in reality—or at

least the "reality" of the subject you are

working with.

For example, using Romulans instead

of the ubiquitous Klingons at first seemed

a pain. The Romulans, as shown in the

series, lived by very strict codes, and their

motivations were quite different than that

of the Klingons. In a game you could get

away with having Klingons want only

marauding, but Romulans are more cold-

ly calculating. They had to have a strate-

gy that was consistent with their values as

shown in the series. It took me a little

thinking, but in the end I did manage to

find a strategy that worked. In fact, it

made for a much tighter and interesting

concept, because it made strategic sense

from the Romulan point of view.

Animating the game demo was no

Cakewalk. The earliest versions of Film al-

lowed the use of only two screens of shape

data, which caused colossal limitations.

The background for most scenes in the

game was the aforementioned bridge. If

drawn normally, it would have taken one

entire page of shape data, leaving me with

only one other page in which to store all

the images of enemy ships, explosions

and things such as pieces of bridge read-

outs, etc. This would not work, so in the

end I had to create bridge viuilding blocks

(which fit on a singic^cree n), pieces that

I would assemble on ar~Pilm "stage" to

make a full-screen background. Once that

problem was licked, it was time to tackle
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the actual animation.

The ships and weapons were relatively

easy to animate. (In particular, I had great

fun designing and animating the photon
torpedoes.) In addition to phaser beams,

et al., I animated some scenes which took

place on a spacedock (Figure 4), with En-

terprise security guards in battle with in-

vading Romulans. (I know, I know,

Romulans don't take captives, but there

was a good reason for their invasion in

the game.) The arrival and departure of

the security guards gave me an opportu-

nity to simulate the transporter effect. I

managed to make a nice sparkle and dis-

solve (and the reverse) effect that looked

very much like the effect used in the old

TV series.

Unfortunately, these graphic goodies

were amongst the least seen items in the

demo. The bridge scenes were a night-

mare Not only did I have to animate mov-
ing star fields on the viewer (ever try to

simulate warp drive by manipulating in-

dividual stars?), but I also had to constant-

ly update all the visible control panels

and displays. Frame by frame I had to up-

date the tracking system, the astrogator,

chronometer, various ship's status read-

outs, etc After a few days of animating
zooms through space, you get real sick of

animating scores of instruments!

Since the demo was quite complex, I

was forced to videotape the thing in ord-

er to achieve the desired effect. Just play-

ing the animation sequences wasn't

enough. This gave me some (later much-
needed) background in creating and tap-

ing ST animation.

Video woes
One of the most complex parts of the

demo was the title animation. As it was
a Star Trek game—and as a kid I was
something of a Trekker—I was deter-

mined to be true to the concept and de-

tails (hence all my references and
research). In fact, I took this so far as to

make the titles a computerized duplica-

tion of the tides of the old TV show! The
Enterprise would whoosh! out from the dis-

tance, titles and credits appearing in her
wake. (Figure 1 is a composite of two im-

ages some forty frames apart. The title

doesn't actually appear until after the

ship has left the screen.)

This wasn't too hard to do (animation-

wise). The trouble was that I wanted the

old Star Trek theme to play in the back-

ground. (I have a record of the original

music—the game would have had
programmed music.) Therefore, I had to

adjust my animation so that everything

was synchronized to the music. At the

proper points in the music the Enterprise

would zing by, just like on TV. I had to

play the music time and time again, ad-

justing the timing by deleting a frame
here, adding a frame there.

I had thought to just determine the tim-

ing on the music, break this down into

frames-per-second and calculate on which
frame what should appear. Well, I quick-

ly learned that the more things I had mov-
ing on the screen, the slower the

computer ran. Thus, when space was

blank, the frames zinged by at the ap-

The limitations of a

subject can at first

seem a burden,

but most times I've

found that you can

incorporate those

limitations as part

of your project

and use them to

ground your

concept in reality.

pointed speed, but when the Enterprise ap-

peared, it slowed down a little. And the

bigger the ship, the slower the speed. This

eliminated all chance of solving the tim-

ing problem mathematically. Hence I was
forced to play the music again and again

and adjust it all manually.

(A small aside here: As I have
researched and worked with animation in

the intervening 20 months, I have learned

that timing sound to animation is one of
the most imprecise of sciences. Some-
times you will get a sound to start precise-

ly where it should, but discover to your
horror that it seems wrong. According to

the book Disney Animation—The Illusion of
Life (Frank Thomas & OllieJohnson, Ab-
beville Press, 1981) this problem occurs

quite frequently in traditional animation
as well. There seems to be no hard and
fast rule as to how to apply sound. It must
be timed to the specific action being

shown, either right on the frame where
it occurs, or before or after it! Wherever
it works best. This sounds like nonsense
but it is true!)

When it came time to commit all the
animation and graphics to tape, the fun
began. My trusty old 520ST (upgraded to

one meg of RAM) is one of the old sum-
mer of '85 STs that were not equipped
with an RF modulator—meaning I

couldn't get a composite or RF signal out
of the machine to send into a videotape
deck. (At that time, there were no RGB to

composite converter boxes available, and
I didn't want to videotape the screen us-

ing a camera.) This small logistical

problem was solved by borrowing an RF-
equipped 520ST from some friends of
mine and using the RF (TV) output. (This

would work only on this one project be-

cause later versions of AFD allow use of
RAM beyond 512K, and there is no way
a 520 sans memory upgrade could play

any animations created using more than
two screens of shape data.)

The animation was taped by loading

one sequence at a time into Film, play-

ing it while the VCR was recording, paus-

ing the VCR at the end of the sequence,

loading the next one, etc. The VCR in use
was a five-head deck where one of the
heads was an effects head. When the tape
was paused, the machine would back-up
the tape about a half-second so that no
speed change or other video "bumps"
would occur.

All this would normally have made tap-

ing easy However, the warp-drive effect I

had designed had to be created (for tech-

nical reasons) using Art and using a lot

of color value changing (to simulate the
"tunnel-of-light" effect seen in the first

film). So, every time the ship shot into

warp, I had to quit Film, run an Art
slideshow, tape a couple of seconds of this

effect andjump back into Film. And I had
to do this quickly enough so that the

video deck wouldn't hit the end of its

pause timer and unpause itself (easy now,
but at the time I didn't have a hard disk!).

The biggest shock I received was see-

ing for the first time the tremendous
difference between my SC1224 RGB mo-
nitor's image and the same picture dis-

played on my composite monitor! YechJ It

was awful! Colors were completely and ut-

terly wrong. Before committing anything
to tape I had to go back and adjust almost
all of the colors on every animation. The
most unpleasant surprise came in the
spacedock sequence, where medium gray
on the RGB became light gray on the
composite and where the difference be-
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tween dark blue and medium blue was ut-

terly lost! If you intend to tape computer

graphics and animation, I strongly sug-

gest checking everything on a composite

monitor or color TV long before you pre-

pare to go to tape.

Once I had recorded two copies of the

animation, it was time to add the sound.

Film supports some sound and music,

therefore the animations themselves al-

ready included a great many sound effects

(phaser blasts, etc.), and these had been

recorded on the videotape.

The video deck I used could record two

separate soundtracks and allowed audio

to be dubbed over the tracks after the

video was recorded. The sounds in the

animation were recorded on one track

and all overdubbed sounds on the other.

(Overdubbing means recording a "new"

soundtrack onto an existing piece of film

or video.) This permitted special dubbed
sounds to come in without wiping out the

noises in the animation proper An audio

cassette had been prepared, containing

all the necessary sound for dubbing. This

included the Star Trek theme music from

the Trek soundtrack record (The Cage)

and a series of photon torpedo and warp-

drive sound effects culled from a video-

tape oi Star Trek—The Motion Picture.

APL.68000

Dubbing the sound was not easy. It is

surprising how noticeable being a quar-

ter of a second off can be It was especially

difficult to time the warp-drive sound ef-

fect, because it was a thrum and a racing

sound followed by a bang. The bang had

to hit precisely on time with an on-screen

flash. On average it took six tries to get

the sound synched properly.

How useful?
Alas, nothing ever came of that game.

Simon & Schuster (S&S), who have the

software rights to Star Trek, were not in-

terested. Having seen the Star Trek game
they did release for the ST, I only have to

heave a sigh. While it's not a bad game,

it doesn't have much pep, and their draw-

ings of the Enterprise are awful—but I

digress.

How useful is creating a demo like this?

Well, while it did not sell my game con-

cept, it certainly showed the people at

S&S exactly what was being proposed to

them. Even if you do not intend to use

such a video to sell an idea, it can still be

a useful tool in designing software. It gives

you an opportunity to see your designs

on screen, looking as they would if you

were actually to use them. Furthermore,

if you have a number of people working

on the project, it gives all of you a refer-

ence as to what the project might end up
looking like. If nothing else, you'll quick-

ly learn that not everyone will like the

idea as presented, and you can proceed

from there, eliminating serious problems

early on.

I believe this kind of proposal can be

a worthwhile tool for selling a concept.

My mistake was designing a game around

a property that only one company can sell

(S&S alone has rights to produce Star

Trek games for personal computers).

Hopefully one of you developers will

someday (or may have already) use such

an animated demo to sell a software con-

cept. It's an exciting way to present an

idea.

Of course, that's not to forget animat-

ing something like this for its own sake.

Making cartoons is fun too. (More on that

next issue.)

I am still quite proud of that demo.

Whenever I show it people are always ex-

cited and ask "Where can I get that

game?" While it's too bad the game never

sold, I did nonetheless profit from it. I

learned a lot in the process of creating

the demo. First off, and most of all, I

learned how to push the then limited-to-

two-pages-of-shape-data version of Film to

its limits, and many of the techniques I

had to develop out of necessity gave me
an edge in pulling off some complex

tricks with later, more powerful versions

of the program.

Off to see the wizard
Back to the time before S&S passed on

my Star Trek game proposal: Once the

master tape of the Trek game demo was

completed, copies were made, and I un-

dertook a journey to Silicon Valley to

present the demo (and the 16-page

proposal) to Stephen Friedman, who
would then pitch it to S&S. He was expect-

ing me to bring some animations that he

would tape; he did not expect me to show

up with videotapes of a complete and self

contained demo animation!

Anyway, he sent one tape and the

proposal off to S&S, but he also took a

copy of the tape to Broderbund, to show

them what kinds of things people could

do with Art and Film. He was hoping to

push them into getting in gear and set-

ting a real release date for the programs.

Broderbund turned around and hit him
with a question: How much would I

charge to produce a videotape for them

to promote Art and Film?

Next issue, we'll talk about the making

of the Art & Film Director sales video,

and the creation of a cartoon character

by the name of Megabit Mouse^"'.

When not writing articles for STLog,

Maurice Molyneavx designs game graphics, con-

sults for software companies and creates ani-

mated cartoon productions using

microcomputers. Despite a ridiculously French

name, he claims to have been bom in Vicenza,

Italy, and denies vicious rumors that he eats es-

cargot and calamari while computing. He is the

creator and director of the Art and Film Direc-

tor sales videofor Epyx—a 10-minutefully ani-

mated cartoon demonstration created entirely

with ST systems. His DELPHI username is

MAURICEM.

$99
A HIGHLY OPTIMIZED ASSEMBLER
BASED APL INTERPRETER FOR
FAST AND POWERFUL PROGRAMS.
FEATURES A COMPLETE INTER

FACE TO THE ATARI ST ENVIRON
MENT WITH PULL-DOWN MENUS,
DIALOG AND ALERT BOXES, AND
GRAPHICS FACILITIES.

Order direct for $99 * $7 shipping, $10 Canada.

VISA/MC/AMEX + 4% NJ res + 6% sales tax.

SPENCER
ORGANIZATION, INC

P O Box 248 Westwood. N J 07675

(201 1 666-601 1
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The reviews are in

cr6A Best Buy' I'm impressed*
David H. Ahl. Atari Explorer. Nov-Dec 1987

If you've got an Atari, you probably need this
program."

Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1 987

pc-ditto is a winner."
Charlie Young. ST World. July 1 987

This is the product we have been looking for."
Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1 987

This truly incredible software emulator really

works."
Mike Gibbons. Current Notes. September 1 987

NOW! RUN THESE IBM PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST.

Lotus 1-2-3

Enable

Sidekick

Crosstalk IV

EasyCAD
GW Basic

Flight Simulator

Ability

Superkey

Carbon Copy
DAC Easy Accounting

Managing Your Money

Framework
DESQview
Norton Utilities

Chart-Master

BPI Accounting

Silvia Porter's

And Hundreds More!

Symphony
QScA
dBase II, III, III+

Print Shop

Turbo Pascal

pfsProfessional File

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which taps the power of our Atari St to imitate an IBM PC
XT. No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required for 5.25-inch

disks). All your IBM disks will work "out-of-the-box".

pc-ditto features include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

All ST models supported (520, 1040, & Mega)

up to 703K usable memory (1040 & Mega)

not copy-protected — installable on hard disk

imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color graphics adapters

access to hard disk, if hard disk used

optionally boots DOS from hard disk

parallel and serial ports fully supported

supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-sided

formats

supports optional 525-inch 40-track drives

pc-ditto
by

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32225

(904)221-2904

System requirements:

O IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version 3.2 or

above recommended

O optional 525-inch drive is required to use

525-inch disks

O 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-sided

drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

Seepc-d/no today at an Atari deaJernearyou,
or write for free information!

—

I

$89.95

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point Dr.

Jacksonville, Florida 32225 (904) 221-2904

Yes! Please send information on pc-ditto.

Name
Address.

City .State. -Zip.
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NUMBER-MAZE
(from page 41) PROCEDURE Burp;

BEGIN
SoundCe, 685, 16, e, 0} ; PauztSSO}; Sound CB, 0, 0, 0, 0} ;

END Burp;

PROCEDURE Flicker Csp: INTEGER]

;

BEGIN
i : =SetGraphic Text Co lour Chandle, 8]

;

Putit tsp, nunbers [sp] 3 ; Pauz (180)

;

i : =SetGraphicTextCoIour (handle, 5)

;

Putit (sp, nunbers Csp] ] : Pauz (150]

;

END Flicker;

PROCEDURE Sparkle:
UftR i,k, oc,n : INTEGER;
BEGIN

GrafHouse(256, NIL]; .

FOR k:=8 TO 158 DO
oc:=(k MOD 5]+l;
FOR i:=l TO 5 DO

INC(oc]; IF oc>5 THEN oc;=l;END;
n:=SetCoIour (i, c [ocl]

;

END; Pauz(45);
END;
oc:=6;

FOR i:=l TO 5 DO
INC(oc) ; n:=SetColour (i, c [ocl) ; END;

GrafHouse(257, NIL]

:

END Sparkle;

PROCEDURE Moweit (sp : INTEGER); ' ,,
BEGIN
GrafHouse(256,NIL);
Recolor (sp)

;

GrafHouse (257, NIL)

:

END Moveit;

PROCEDURE Nunber;
BEGIN
w:= width; h : =height;
Ower:=FflLSE;Quit:=FftLSE;SoI :=FflLSE;
ClearUorkstation (handle) ; i : rSetUr itingMode (handle, 1)

;

Start; GrafMouse(257, NIL) ; Pauz(3ee0];
i := SoundOnO ;SoundOf f (i) ;

LOOP
Settiner;
GrafMouseKeyboardState (Bx, By, k, i)

:

IF k=l THEN k:=8;
IF GoodnoueO THEN Beep; Pauz (158) ;Moveit Coldspot) ;Noueit (spot)

;

oldspot : =spot;
ELSE Burp;
END;

END;
IF Over THEN Sl;0«er :=FflLSE; END;
IF Quit THEN Quit:=FALSE;

GrafMouse(25G, NIL)

;

i:= DoAboutDialog (9) ; GrafMDuse(257, NIL)

;

IF i=5 THEN Solution; END;
return;end;
Fl icker (oldspot)

;

IF oldspot=end THEN Sparkle; RETURN; END;
end;

END Nunber;

PROCEDURE AA; -
'

BEGIN
i:= AppI Initial ise (]

:

i : =GetResolution ()

;

IF iOO THEN
kl:=FornAlert(2,"[3] [Gane looks better in LOW Res] [QuitlContinuel")

;

IF kl=l THEN RETURN; END;
END;
handle : =Graf Handle (i, i, i, i) ;

FOR i:=e TO 9 DO workin (i) : =1; END;workin [10] : =2;
OpenUirtualUorkstation (workin, handle, uorkout)

;

cll] :=07eH;cI2] :=777H;c[3] :=724H;c[4] :=070H;c[5] ;=758H;
kl:=SetColour (5, 75eH) ; kl : =SetColour (0, 515H)

;

kl:=SetColour (1, 870H) ; kl : rSetColour (3, 724H)

;

kl:=SetColour (4, 857H) ; .

LOOP
Nunber; GrafMouse (256, NIL)

;

ClearNorkstation (handle) ;Mr iteLn;
WriteString ("Do Vou wish to play again?") ;MriteLn;
Read (ch) ; GrafMouse (257, NIL) ;

IF CAP(ch)<>"V" THEN EXIT;END;
END;

END AA;

BEGIN
AA; AppIExit;

END Nunbernaze.



EDUCATION
Number Maze — Listing 2

100 f ilenane$="a:SNUHBER.RSC"
110 fullw 2:clearw 2:gotoxy B,0!print
"creating f ile. .

."

120 option base 8
125 din 3^(16068) :def se3=l:v$=""
130 p=varptrCaX(OI} :bptr=p+l
140 for iX=l to 3892
158 read v$: code>:=val ("&H"+v$)
160 poke p, codexsprint
170 p=p+l
180 next
198 bsaue f ilenaneS, bptr, 3892
200 print "file written":end
1000 data 00,88,85,50,83,64,83,64,03,6
4, 03, 64,08,24, 83,64
1810 data 83, 64, OB, EC, 00, 46, 00, OA, 80,

1

2, 00, 00, 88,88,00, 88
1020 data 00, 00, OC, 14, 53, 6F, 6C, 76, 65,

2

8, 61, 28, 6D,61, 7A, 65
1830 data 20, 75, 73, 69, 6E, 67, 20, 6E, 75,

6

D, 62, 65, 72,73, 88,57
1848 data 72, 69, 74, 74, 65, 6E, 28, 75, 73,

6

9, 6E, 67, 28,54, 44,49
1858 data 28, 4D, 6F, 64, 75, 6C, 61, 2D, 32,

8

8, 4E, 55, 4D, 42, 45, 52
1868 data 28, 4D, 41, 5A, 45, 08, 62, 79, 28,

5

3, 6F, 6C, 20,47,75, 62
1070 data 65, 72, 08, 4F, 4B, 08, 44, 6F, 20,

7

9, 6F, 75, 28, 77, 61, 6E
1888 data 74, 20, 61, 28, 53, 74, 61, 6E, 64,

6

1,72, 64, 28, 47,61, 6D
1098 data 65, 3F, 88, 45, 61, 73, 79, 08, 4D,

6

5,64, 69, 75, 60,68, 4E
1160 data 4F, 86, 52, 65, 76, 65, 72, 73, 69,

6

2,60,65,20,77,69,74
1118 data 68, 28, 52, 61, 6E, 64, 6F, 6D, 20,

6

E, 75, 6D, 62, 65, 72, 73
1120 data 08, 45, 41, 53, 59, 2D, 4E, 6F, 20,

4

D, 55, 4C, 54, 2F, 44, 49
1130 data 56, 88, 4D, 65, 64, 69, 75, 6D, 2D,

4

D 55 4C 54 2F 44 49
1148' data 56, 88, 44, 5F, 20, 79, 6F, 75, 20,

7

7, 61, 6E, 74, 20,4D, 75
1150 data 6C, 74, 69, 78, 6C, 69, 63, 61, 74,

6

9, 6F, 6E, 88,61, 6E, 64
1166 data 28, 44, 69, 76, 69, 73, 69, 6F, 6E,

3

F, 86, 59, 65,73, 80, 4E
1178 data 6F, 88, 44, 6F, 26, 79, 6F, 75, 20,

7

7, 61, 6E, 74,28, 74, 6F
1188 data 26, 62, 65, 20, 61, 62, 6C, 65, 00,

5

4, 6F, 20, 6D,6F,76, 65
1190 data 20,62,61,63,68,77,61,72,64,7
3,3F, 88, 4E,4F, 86,59
1200 data 45, 53, 00, 44, 6F, 20, 79, 6F, 75,

2

0,77, 61, 6E, 74,20, 74
1210 data 68, 65, 20, 43, 6F, 6D, 70, 75, 74,

6

5, 72,00, 74,6F, 20, 70
1220 data 69, 63, 6B, 20, 6E, 75, 6D, 62, 65,

7

2, 73, 20, 66, 6F, 72, 20
1230 data 79, 6F, 75, 3F, 00, 52, 41, 4E, 44,

4

F, 4D, 00, 43, 48, 4F, 4F
1240 data 53, 45, OO, 57, 68, 61, 74, 20, 6E,

7

5, 6D,62, 65, 72,73,20
1250 data 64, 6F, 20, 79, 6F, 75, 20, 77, 61,

6

E, 74,3F, 0O,4F, 4B, 00
1260 data 40, OO, 41, 64, 64, 69, 74, 69, 6F,

6

E, 2D,3E, 5F, 00,39, 00
1270 data 48,00,53,75,62,74,72,61,63,7
4,69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F
1288 data 88, 39, 88, 57, 68, 61, 74, 20, 6E,

7

5, 6D, 62,65, 72,73,20
1290 data 64, 6F, 20, 79, 6F, 75, 20, 77, 61,

6

E, 74,3F,00, 40,00, 41
1300 data 64, 64, 69, 74, 69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E,

5

F, 00,39,00, 40,00,41
1310 data 64, 64, 69, 74, 69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E,

5

F,O0, 39,00,40,00,53
1320 data 75, 62, 74, 72, 61, 63, 74, 69, 6F, 6
E,2D, 3E,5F,OO,39,O0
1330 data 40,00,53,75,62,74,72,61,63,7
4, 69, 6F,6E, 2D,3E,5F
1340 data 00, 39, OO, 4F, 4B, 00, 57, 68, 61, 7
4,20, 6E,75, 6D,62, 65
1350 data 72, 73, 20, 64, 6F, 20, 79, 6F, 75, 2
0.77, 61,6E,74, 3F, 00
1360 data 40, 60, 41, 64, 64, 69, 74, 69, 6F,

6

E, 2D, 3E,5F, 00,39,08
1370 data 40,00,53,75,62,74,72,61,63,7
4.69, 6F, 6E,2D,3E, 5F
1388 data 00, 39, 00, 40, 08, 4D, 75, 6C, 74, 6
9.70, 6C, 69, 63, 61,74
1390 data 69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 00, 39, 80, 4
0,00,44,69, 76,69, 73
1400 data 69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 00, 39, 00, 4
F, 48,00,57, 68, 61, 74
1410 data 20, 6E, 75, 6D, 62, 65, 72, 73, 20, 6
4,6F, 20, 79, 6F, 75, 20
1420 data 77, 61, 6E, 74, 3F, 08, 48, 80, 41,

6

4,64,69,74,69, 6F, 6E
1430 data 2D, 3E, 5F, 00, 39, 00, 40, 00, 41, 6
4,64,69,74,69, 6F, 6E
1440 data 2D, 3E, 5F, 00, 39, OO, 40, OO, 53,

7

5,62,74,72, 61,63, 74
1450 data 69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 00, 39, 00,

4

0,00,53,75,62, 74, 72
1460 data 61, 63, 74, 69, 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F,

0

0,39, 00, 40, 00, 4D, 75
1476 data 6C, 74, 69, 70, 6C, 69, 63, 61, 74,

6

9,6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 00
1480 data 39, 88, 48, 68, 4D, 75, 6C, 74, 69,

7

6,6C, 69, 63,61,74,69
1498 data 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 66, 39, 68, 46,

8

6,44,69,76,69,73,69
1568 data 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 86, 39, 86, 48,

8

8,44,69, 76,59,73, 69
1518 data 6F, 6E, 2D, 3E, 5F, 86, 39, 88, 4F,

4

B,88, 44, 6F, 28, 59, 6F
1528 data 75, 28, 57, 61, 6E, 74, 28, 74, 6F,

2

6,53,65,65,26,88,74
1538 data 58, 65, 28, 53, 6F, 6C, 75, 74, 69,

6

F,5E,3F, 86, 4E,6F,60
1548 data 59, 65, 73, 88, 08, 88, 81, A8, 86,

6

8,81, A2, 88, 88,81, AE
1558 data 68,83,68,05,00,88,11,88,88,8
8, 88, FF, 86, 82,86,6C
1568 data 88, 80, 81,66, 06,66, 81,62,86,6
8, 61, CI, 88, 83, 08, 65
1578 data OO, 00, 11, 80, OO, 00, 00, FF, OO,

8

2,00, OF, 00, 00,01, DD
1580 data 00, OO, 01, DF, OO, 00, 01, EB, 00,

0

3,00, 06,00,00,11,80
1590 data 88, 88, 88, FF, 08, 82, 68, 8C, 88,

6

8,61, ED, 68, 86, 61, EF
1668 data 88, 68, 61, FB, 88, 83, 68, 86, 88, 8
8,11, 80, 88, 66,86, FF
1616 data 88, 62, 86, 8C, 08, 66, 61, FD, 86, 8
e,8i,FF,6e,ee,82,6E
1628 data 68,63,88,66,00,60,11,80,00,0
0,00, FF, 00,02,00, OF
1630 data 00,00,02,10,00,00,82,12,08,8
8,82,21,88,83,00,06
1640 data 00, 08, 11, 80, 00, 00, 00, FF, 00,

0

2, 00, OF, 00, 00,02, 40
1650 data OO, 00, 02, 42, 00, 00, 02, 4E, OO,

O

3,00,06,00,00, 11,88
1568 data 86, 68, 86, FF, 88, 82, 88, 8C, 88,

0

6,82,50,88,86,82,52
1678 data 00,00,02,61,00,03,00,06,00,0
0,11,88,68,68, 00, FF
1580 data 00, 02, OO, OF, 00, 00, 02, 63, 88,

6

6,82,65,66,88,02,77
1690 data 00,03,00,06,00,00,11,80,00,0
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8,80, FF, 00, 82, 68, 12
1700 data 80,08,82,79,80,88,82,78,88,8
8, 82, 87, 88,83, 88,06
1710 data 00, 00, 11, 80, 88, 08, 88, FF, 88,

8

2, 00, OC, 80, 00, 02, A6
1720 data 88, 80, 82, A8, 88, 88, 02, B4, 08, 8

3, 00,06, 88,88, 11,88
1730 data 00, 00, 80, FF, 88, 82, 88, OC, 00, 0

0, 02, B6, 00, 00, 02, B8
1740 data 00, 08, 02,04,00, 03, 08, 06,88,8
8,11,88, 88, 00, 00, FF
1750 data 00, 02, 00, 00, 00,00, 02,06,88,8
0, 02, C8, 00, 00, 02, D7
1760 data 80, 03, 00, 06,00,00, 11,80,00,8
8, 00, FF, 08,02, 00, OF
1770 data 00, 00, 02, D9, OO, 00, 02, DB, OO,

8

0, 02, Ed, 00, 03, 00, 06
1780 data OO, 00, 11, 88, 88, 88, 88, FF, 88, 8

2, 00, OF, 08, 80, 02, EC
1790 data 00, OO, 02, EE, 08, 00, 03, 88, 80,

0

3,00, 06, 88,08,11,80
1800 data 00, 88, 80, FF, 88, 82, 88, 12, 88,

8

8,83,02,00,00,03,84
1818 data 88,88,83,16.88,83,88,86,80,8
8, 11,80,00,00,06, FF
1820 data 00,02,88,12,68,88,83,18,88,8
8,83, lA, 86, 68,03,26
1830 data 00,63,88,86,68,66,11,88,88,6
8, 80, FF, 00, 02, 00, OC
1848 data 88, 68, 63, 28, 68, 66, 83, 2A, 88,

8

6,83,36,86,63,66,86
1858 data 00, 06, 11, 86, 86, 66, 68, FF, 66,

8

2, 88, 8C, FF, FF, 88, 81
1868 data 86,81,68,14,66,88,66,16,68,8
2,11,88,88,68, 80, 80
1876 data 00,24, 00,80,66,68,66,82,68,8
6,88,19,88,88,68,18
1880 data 00,81,31,52,86,61,66,01,88,2
2,86,88, 86, 63, FF, FF
1896 data FF, FF, 60, IC, 68, 68, 66, 08, 66, 8
8,88,24,86,82,68,03
1900 data OO, lA, 00, Ol, 86, 64, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, IC, 00, 00, 08, 00
1910 data 00, 08, 80, 3F, 00, 02, 00, 07, OO,

1

A, 00, 01, 00, 05,FF, FF
1920 data FF, FF, 00, IC, OO, OO, 00, 00, OO,

6

0, 00, 5A, 00, 08, 00, 01
1930 data 00, OB, 00, 81, 86, 86, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, IC, 00,00,08, 00
1940 data 06,68,80, 66,00, 08,80,05, 00,0
COO, 01, 00,61, FF,FF
1950 data FF, FF, 00, lA, 88, 27, 66, 08, 66, 8

8, 00, 73, 60, 08, 00, 09
1960 data 00, 08, 80, 81, FF, FF, 68, 81, 88, 6

7, 80,14, 00,00, 00,10
1970 data 00,02,11,06,68, 88,66,88,66,2
7, 00,OD, 08, 82, FF, FF
1980 data FF, FF, 60, IC, OO, 00, 06, 00, 80, 6

0, 00,76, 00,63,88,01
1990 data 86, IC, 80, 81, 68, 83, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 80, lA, 86, 17, 68, 88
2800 data 68, 88, 80, 93, 86, 62, 66, 6A, 86, 8

8,80,01, 08, 84, FF,FF
2010 data FF, FF, 88, lA, 88, 15, 88, 88, 88, 6

8, 00, 98, 88, 8D, 86, SA
2020 data 00, 08, 00, 61, 86, 85, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, lA, 00, 15, 00, 00
2030 data 00, 00, 00, 9F, 06, 19, 68, 6A, 88,

6

8,80,81, 88,86, FF,FF
2040 data FF, FF, 80, IC, 68, 66, 88, 66, 68,

8

e,00,A2, 00, 02,00, 03
2050 data OO, 22, 00, 01, 08, 87, FF, FF, FF,

F

F,00, 10, 00,00,60,00
2060 data 00,00, 00,01,00,08, 88,65,88,1
0,00,01, 00, 00, FF,FF
2070 data FF, FF, 80, 10, 88, 26, 86, 88, 66,

8

0, 00, D2, 00, 08, 66, 07
2080 data OO, OF, 60, 01, FF, FF, OO, 61, 88,

6

1,66,14,86,60, 06,16
2090 data 00,02,11,86,88,68,86,66,66,2
4,88,60,88,60,00,82
2180 data 86,65, 88,19,88,68,66,18,68,8
1,11,68,68, 83, 00, 01
2110 data 60, IF, 00, OA, 66, 83, FF, FF, FF,

F

F,e6, 10, 86,60,68,66
2126 data 86, 68, 86, E2, 88, 62, 88, 81, 88,

1

A, 86,81, 88,64, FF,FF
2138 data FF, FF, 88, 10, 66, 88, 88, 68, 68,

8

8,88, FD, 68, 88, 88, 83
2148 data 66, 8D, 88, 81, 88, 85, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 68, lA, 68,17, 86,88
2156 data 86,88,81,88,88,64,88,86,88,8
8,86,82, 86, 61, FF, FF
2166 data FF, FF, 68, lA, 86, 35, 88, 66, 68,

8

8,81, 8F, 86, 12, 68, 66
2176 data 66, 88, 86, 82, FF, FF, 86, 61, 86, 6

1,66,14,66, 88, 86,18
2180 data 68,62,11,66,88,80,86,88,68,2
3,88,60,68,68,88,82
2198 data 86,65,66,19,66,80,00,10,00,8
1,11,86,86,61,86,61
2288 data 86, 28, 66, 8A, 86, 63, FF, FF, FF, F

F, 88, 10, 86,60, 00, 00
2216 data 68,86,81,12,66,85,80,61,88,1
6,88,81,86,64, FF,FF
2228 data FF, FF, 66, 10, 68, 60, OO, 86, 88,

8

6,61,29,68,87,68,83
2236 data 88, 12, 66, 81, 86, 85, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 88, lA, 86,15, 80, 00
2240 data 00,00,01,30,68,13,66,86,66,6
8,86, 62, 68, 81, FF, FF
2258 data FF, FF, 88, lA, 88, 37, 88, 66, 68,

6

8,61,3F, 86,65, 88, 66
2268 data 66, 68, 68, 62, FF, FF, 66, 61, 66,

6

1,66,14,68,88,88,16
2278 data 66,82,11,88,86,66,68,88,68,2
3,66,86, 86,60,66,62
2288 data 86,65,86,19,66,60,88,18,66,6
1,11,86, 86,61,68,61
2298 data 66, 28, 66, 69, 66, 83, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 86, 10, 68, 68, 86,86
2366 data 68,86,81,43,88,84,66,81,88,1
8,86,61,88, 84,FF, FF
2316 data FF, FF, 88, 10, 88, 68, 88, 88, 66,

6

8,01, 5C, 08, 84,68,83
2328 data 68, 18, 88, 81, 66, 85, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, e6,lA, 88, 15,68,66
2336 data 66,88,61,75,66,13,68,66,86,6
8,66, 82, 66, 81,FF, FF
2346 data FF, FF, 86, lA, 66, 37, 68, 66, 86,

6

8, 81, 7C, 88, 84,68,66
2350 data 08, 88, 86, 82, FF, FF, 66, 61, 66,

8

1,66,14,86,60,68,16
2366 data 86,82,11,88,68,60,66,66,88,2
4, 00,08, 08, 80,66, 82
2376 data 68,85,86,19,88,68,88,18,88,8
1,11,86,86,61,88,61
2388 data 66, 21, 86, 89, 68, 63, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 88,10, 86,60,00,08
2396 data 86,68,61,83,88,61,86,81,66,1
9,88, 81, 66,64, FF,FF
2468 data FF, FF, 66, lA, 66, 65, 68, 80, 60,

0

6, 81, 9!>, 86,17,68,67
2418 data 88, 68, 88, 81, 68, 85, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, ID, 00, 08,80,86
2428 data 86,66,83,64,66,81,66,83,68,8
8,88, 81,66,61, FF,FF
2430 data FF, FF, OO, ID, OO, 28, 88, 88, 88,

0

8,83,88,88,61,68,65
2448 data 66, 6E, 68, 61, FF, FF, 88, 61, 66, 6
6,88,14,68,88,66,18
2458 data 88,62,11,88,88,86,88,86,88,2
3, 66,80, 86, 62, FF, FF
2468 data FF, FF, 68, 10, 66, 86, 86, 66, 66,

8

6,81,03,68,61,86,81
2478 data 66, 19, 88, 81, 68, 83, FF, FF, FF,

F
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EDUCATION
F, ee, ID, 68, 88, 08, 80
2486 data 86,86,63,90,66,61,86,63,86,8
B, 88, 81, 80, 04, FF, FF
2498 data FF, FF, 88, ID, 80, 88, 80, 88, 68,

6

8, 03,88,88, 81, 88,05
2500 data OO, 08, 00, 81, 00, 05, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 88, ID, 88, 88, 88,86
2518 data 68,88,83,04,68,61,86,67,86,8
E, 66,61,ee,86,FF, FF
2528 data FF, FF, 88, ID, 86, 88, 88, 88, 60,

8

8,83, F6, 06, 61,68,89
2538 data 88, 8E, 88, 81, 86, 86, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 88, lA, 08,25, 88,68
2546 data 88,88,82,23,66,17,88,68,66,8
8,88, 61, FF, FF, 66, 61
2558 data 80,06,00,14,00,00,08,10,00,0
2,11, 00,00,00,88166
25G0 data 08, 25, 80, OB, 00, 02, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 88, IC, 00, 00, 00, 00
2570 data 00,00,02,26,00,01,00,01,00,1
9, 00, 01, 00, 03, FF, FF
2580 data FF, FF, 80, ID, 00, 08, 00, 08, 68,

6

8, 84,80,86,61,88,83
2598 data 68, SB, 88, 61, 00, 84, FF, FF, FF, F
F, 66, ID, 86,68, 68,86
2600 data 00,00,84,28,00,01,00,05,00,0
E, 00, 01, 00, 05, FF, FF
2610 data FF, FF, 00, ID, 80, 88, 00, 00, 00,

0

0,04,44,00,01,00,07
2620 data OO, 11, 80, 01, 00, 06, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, ID, 00, 08, 00,00
2630 data 00,00,04,60,00,81,80,09,00,0
8,00,01,00, 00, FF,FF
2640 data FF, FF, 00, lA, 00, 25, 00, 00, 00, 0
0,02,89,00,14, 00,03
2650 data 00, 08, OO, 01, FF, FF, 00, 01, 00,

0

A, 00,14,00, 00,00,10
2660 data 00,02,11,00,00,00,00,00,00,2
7,00, OC, 00, 02, FF,FF
2670 data FF, FF, OO, IC, 00, 00, 00, OO, 00,

0

0, 02, 8C, 00, 01, 00,01
2680 data OO, 19, OO, 01, 00, 03, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, ID, 00,08, 00,00
2690 data 00,00,04,70,00,01,00,03,00,0
B, 00, 01, 00, 04, FF,FF
2700 data FF, FF, 00, ID, 00, 08, 00, 00, 00,

0

0. 04.98, O0,OF, 00, 03
2710 data 00, 08, OO, 01, 08, 65, FF, FF, FF, F
F,8e, ID, 86,68,66,66
2726 data 66,86,04,64,66,61,08,85,66,0
E, 98, 61,0e,e6,FF,FF
2738 data FF, FF, 08, ID, 66, 08, 06, 68, 68,

6

8,84,08,00,11,00,05
2740 data 00, OE, 00, 01, 00, 07, FF, FF, FF, F
F, 00, ID, 00, 08, 00,00
2750 data OO, 00, 04, EC, 00, 01, 80, 07, 00,

1

1, 00, 01, 00, 08, FF, FF
2760 data FF, FF, 60, ID, 00, 08, 00, OO, 00, 0
0,05,08,00,14,00,07
2770 data OO, 11, 88, 61, 88, 89, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, 10,00, 08, 00, 00
2780 data 00,00,05,24,00,01,00,09,00,0
8,00, 01, 80, OA, FF, FF
2790 data FF, FF, 88, ID, 00, 08, 00, 00, 00,

0

0, 05,40,00,11, 00,09
2800 data 00, OB, 88, 61, 66, 00, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, lA, 00,25,00,00
2810 data 00,00,03,38,00,00,00,06,00,0
8, 00, 01, FF, FF, 00,01
2820 data 00,01,00,14,00,68,00,10,00,8
2,11,00,00, 00,00,00
2830 data 00,23,00,00,08,88,68,62,86,6
5,60,19, 00,00, 00,10
2840 data 00,01,11,00,00,02,00,01,00,1
F,O0,0B,O0, 03, FF, FF
2858 data FF, FF, 00, 10, 00, 00, 00, 00, 00,

0

8,03,38,60,05,00,01
2860 data 00, 13, 00, 01, 00, 04, FF, FF, FF,

F

F, 00, 10, 00, 00, 00, 00
2870 data 00, 80, 03, 4F, 00, 09, 08, 83, 68,

8

D,66,61,60,05,FF,FF • . .
.

1^12 ^l^f ^5' 80' 80' 0
0,03,50,00,11,00,07
2890 data 00, 06, OO, 02, OO, 01, FF, FF, FF, F
F, 00, lA, 00, 37, 00, 00
2900 data 00,86,63,66,86,06,00,07,00,0
6,00,02,00,00,05,50
2910 data 00,00,06,04,00,00,06,04,00,0
0,07,54, 08, 68, 67, E4
2928 data 80,88,88,74,88,68,89,64,86,6
8,69, AC, 68,66, 6A, 54
2936 data 66, 86, 6B, 50
2948 data *

Number Maze
Checksums

166 data 819, 948, 117, 614, 563, 21
8, 418, 427, 14, 189, 4179
196 data 658, 357, 627, 619, 775, 82

4, 828, 816, 781, 826, 7891
1688 data 786, 807, 820, 863, 802, 8

41, 820, 886, 830, 849, 8304
1180 data 811, 805, 800, 818, 843, 8

37, 795, 840, 803, 854, 8206
1280 data 782, 805, 800, 806, 840, 8

53, 792, 832, 806, 857, 8173
1380 data 797, 821, 838, 841, 836, 8

06, 769, 811, 823, 910, 8252
1480 data 827, 824, 818, 849, 779, 8

82, 722, 619, 654, 696, 7670
1580 data 678, 756, 681, 692, 622, 5

04, 629, 564, 622, 624, 6372
1680 data 581, 612, 589, 671, 634, 7

12, 666, 701, 629, 723, 6518
1780 data 786, 669, 584, 615, 538, 6

26, 551, 796, 586, 537, 6662
1886 data 726, 699, 879, 723, 721, 8

82, 718, 745, 689, 784, 7486
1988 data 717, 897, 693, 732, 851, 7

27, 715, 856, 712, 743, 7637
2888 data 674, 581, 487, 878, 729, 7

56, 878, 679, 788, 663, 6945
2186 data 582, 494, 861, 664, 687, 8

55, 693, 721, 665, 583, 6645
2288 data 496, 862, 677, 785, 863, 6

93, 731, 667, 586, 498, 6698
2386 data 865, 696, 733, 865, 694, 7

16, 686, 684, 734, 873, 7546
2488 data 727, 754, 877, 758, 758, 8

78, 689, 497, 881, 685, 7496
2586 data 712, 885, 788, 789, 869, 7

83, 729, 691, 695, 725, 7418
2688 data 888, 729, 747, 884, 758, 7

59, 892, 764, 716, 888, 8881
2788 data 721, 722, 881, 723, 498, 5

33, 713, 718, 876, 737, 7116
2888 data 746, 885, 563, 668, 645, 1

77, 226, 3890
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(from page 39) T H E T A T N
Loop
Put 90, 10, SIS
Defline 1,14
Color 9
Line 300,10,300,110
Defline 1,1

Endif
If A>110 And A<14e And B>15e And B<170 'turn left
En=En-2
Pd=Pd-l
If Pd<l
Pd=4

Endif
GMove

Endif
If A>180 And A<210 And B>150 And B<170 !turn right
En=En-2
Pd=Pd+l
If Pd>4
Pd=l

Endif
GMove

Endif
If A>140 And A<180 And B>13S And B<155 Inove forward
En=En-5
GFixpxpy
D=Pd
CDir

If M(X, VJOl And (XOCx Or VOCu)
Px=X
Pu=V
If M(X, VX15
M(X, V)=MtX. V)+28

Endif
GMove

Endif
Endif
Color 15
Plot 260+Px, 140+Pu
If Px=Ex And Py=Ey {display energy pods
Put 91, 80,EpS

Endif
If Int(MCPx, Py)/10J=l Or MCPx, Py]>25 Idisplay gold
Put 215, 95, GoS

Endif
Return
Procedure Fire !

2h=0
Defline 1, 1, 0, 0
Color 2
For 1=1 To 9

Ellipse I»6+120, 100-IM, tll-IHH.5, 1+2,0,1800
Ellipse 200-1*6,100-1*4, Cll-H»1.5, 1+2, 0, 1800
Uave 8,1,8,5200,0
Exit If Sx(IJ=0
For J=l To Rn

If Sx(n=RxCJ] And SyCI)=RyCJ]
If Randon(9)>I

For K=l To 30
Color RandonC151
Circ le 140+RandDn C40), 90-IN3+Randon C20) ,

2

Uave 8,1,14,32,0
Next K
Sc = IntCSc+10O«MlJ
Ht=Ht+l
BPrints
Rx(J)=Cx
Ry(J)=Cy
M(SxtIl,Sytin=M(SxtI),SyCI))-2
M(Cx, Cy)=MCCx,Cy]+2

Endif
Endif
If SxCnrCx And Sy(I)=Cy

Zh=l
Endif

Next J
Next I

Uave 0,0
If Zh=l

Sc = Int(Sc+Enl
QNeulevel

Endif
Put 98, 10, SIS
En=En-10O

Return
Procedure Move !

E=0
GFixpxpy
D=Pd
Put 70,O,U1S(O)
Un=l
A=110
Sx(Un]=0
Do

GDir
Exit If MtX,V)=l
Sx(Un)=X
Sy(Un)=V
Sx(Un+l)=0

R=V
C=X
A=A-9+Un
If X=Cx And V=Cy

B=A
E=Un

Endif
Inc Un
Exit If Mn>9

Loop
If Un>l
Put lie,10,UlS(Un-l)

Endif
D=Pd-l
If D<1

D=4
Endif
GFixpxpy
GDir
If M(X, VJOl

Put 70,30,D1S
Endif
D=Pd+l
If D>4

D=l
Endif
GFixpxpy
GDir
If M(X,V)<>1
Put 240, 36, DrS

Endif
If E>e
J=C11-E)«3
Color 4
Line 160, B-J, IGO-J, B
Draw To 160+ J, B
Draw To 160, B-J
Deffill 4,2,4
Fill 160,8-1
Fill 160, B-J+1

Endif
A=ie5
For 1=1 To 9

Exit If SxCI)=0
If MCSx(n,SyCI)}>19

Put 156- (9-I)w4+Randon ( C9-I]«4) , A, FpS (I) , 6
Endif
A=A-C10-IJ

Next I

Get 90, 10,230, 130, SIS
Return
Procedure Fixpxpy

X=Px
V=Py
R=Py
C=Px

Return
Procedure Hap !

Z=0
Def text 6, 0, 0, 4
Text 80,128," MAP uses 500 Energy units "

Defline 1,1
For 1=0 To Nc

For J=0 To Nr
Color 0
If M(I,JJ=1
Color 1

Endif
For K=l To Rn

If Rx(K) = I And Ry(K)=J
Color 6

Endif
Next K
Box I»2t257, J«+137, 1*2+258, J»2+138

Next J
Next I

Color 3
Box Ex*2+257, Ey*2+137, Ex*2+258, Ey*2+138
Color 2
Box Cx»2+257, Cy»2+137, Cx»2+258, Cu»2+138
Color 15
Box Px*2+257, Py*2+137, Px»2+258, Py»2+138
Uave 8,1,10,20000,350
Uave 0,0
En=En-5O0
Deffill 8,2,8
Pbox 256,136,315,195
Color 1
Box 260, 140, 260+Nr, 140+Nr

Return
Procedure Radar !

A=30O0
If En<300e
A=En

Endif
Defline 1,14,0,0
Color 3
Line 270, 110, 270, 110-Int tA/'30)

Defline 3,14
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GAME
Color 9
Line 278, ie9-IntC«/3ej, 276, IB
Defline 1,1,0,6
Put 4, 134, Gd$
Setcolor 4, Randonl71, Randon(7] , Randoh(7)
X=Ex

DeffiU 3
CRadarf ix
X=Cx
V=Cs
Deffill 2
QRadarfix
Deffill 6
For 1=1 To Rn

If Rxcn>e
X=Rx(I]
v=RaCi)
GRadarfix

Endif
next 1

Return
Procedure Radarfix

If AbsCK-PxXS And AbsCV-PyXS
A=(X-Px)»S
B=(V-Ph3»6
If Pd=l
Pcirtle 3S«A,165tB,2

Endif
If Pd=2
Pcircle 35tB, 165-A,

2

Endif
If Pd=3
Pcircle 35-A, 1G5-B,

2

Endif
If Pd=4
Pcircle 3S-B, 16StA,

2

Endif
Endif

Return
Procedure Prints !

Deffill 9,2,8
Pbox 18, 3S,ee,4S
Pbox 18,68,68,78
Pbox 18,85,68,95
Pbox 18,118,68,128
Graphnode 2
Def text 3, 8, 8,4
Text 12,17, "THETATEN"
A$="LeveI "tStrSCMU
Text 12, 42, A$
A$="Hits "tStrSCHtl
Text 12, 67, A$
A$="Ships ••+Str$CLwJ
Text 12,92, A$
A«:"S "tStrSCIntCSc))
Text 12, 117, AS
Graphnode 1
Shown

Return
Procedure Newlevel !

GRndnaze
CIs
Inc Ml
Rn=MI+Ns-l
If Rn>Ms»24'3
Rn=Ms»2t3

Endif
SIS:""
Sx(l]=e
For 1=1 To Rn

Rerand:
X=Randon(Nc)
y=Randon(Nr]
If M(X, VJOe

Goto Rerand
Endif
M(X, V)=2
Rx(I)=X
Ry(I)=V
RdCI)=l

Next I

CIS
Put 78,S,UI$(ei
Color 1

Restore Datl
Datl:
Data 5, 5, 65, 25, 9, S, 38, 65, 58, 9, 5, 55, 65, 75, 9, 5, 88, 65, 188, 9, 5, 185, 65, 125, 9Data 255, 5, 315, 125, 9, 8, 138, 78, 199, 8, 258, 138, 319, 199, 8, 75, 186, 245, 199 8
Data 75,148,95, 178, 14,225, 148, 245, 176, 14,166, 135, 728, i75 14
For 1=1 To 12
Read A, B, C, D, E
Box A, B, C,

D

Box Atl, Btl,C-l, D-1
Deffill E,2,8
Fill At2,B+2
Box At3, B+3, C-3, »-3

Next I

aPrints
Graphnode 2
Def text 6, 6, 8,

6

Text 82, 158, "W"
Text 232, 158, "M"
Text 267, 119, "E"
Text 296, 119, "G"
Def text 15,6,8,4 '

Text 82, 193, "Plar"
Deftext 2
Text 112,193, "H-Base"
Deftext 6
Text 156, 193, "Saucers"
Deftext 5
Text 284, 193, "Energy"
Graphnode 1
Def line 1,6,6,1
Color 2
Line 146,168, 118,166
Line 188,166, 216,168
Line 166,155, 166, 148
For 1=1 To Ms»25
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THE t A TEN
Do

XrRandonCNc]
V=RandonCNr)
Exit If M(X, V)=e

Loop
M(X,V)=16

Next I

Do
Px=Randon CNc]
Py=RandDn (Nr]
Exit If M(Px, P!)J=8

Loop
MtPx,Pa)=2e
Do
Ex=RandonCNc3
Ey^Randon CNr)
Exit If H(Ex,Ey]=e '

Loop
Do

CxrRandonCNc)
Cy^Randon (Nr)

AbsCCx-Px]>2 And AbsCCy-Py)>2Exit If MtCx,Cu)=B And CxOEx And
Loop
Pd=l
GMove
Def line 1, 12, 8,

6

Color 6
If Gd<se

Line 299, IIB, 299, 11B-Cd»2
Else

Line 299,116,299, 10
Endif
Def line 1, 1, 6,

8

Color 1
Box 260, 149,2eetNr,14etNr
Deffill 11,2,14
Fill 1,1

Return

Deffill 1,2,4
For 1:1 To 10

Pellipse 10,5, I, 1/2.

S

Get 0,0,20, 10, Fp$Cll-n
Next I

For 1=1 To IB
CIS
J=I«4
Defline 1
Color 2
Deffill 2.2.8
Line J/2, J/2-1-2, J/4, J/2
Draw To J-J/4, J/2
Draw To J/2, J/2-1-2
Fill J/2,J/2-l
Deffill 4,2,5
Ellipse J/2, J/2, J/2, J/e-fl
Fill J/2, J/2+1
Get 8,0,J, J,SbS(I)

Next I

Cls
Color 3
For 1=0 To 3

Rbox I»4, 0, I»4+4, 38
Deffill 2,2,7
Fill 1*4+1,9

Next I

Get 0, 8, IB, 38, Ep$
Cls
Deffill 11,2,8
Prbox 8,8,72,72
For 1=5 To 1 Step -1

Deffill 1+6,2,4
Pcircle 36, 36, 1»8

Next I

Deffill IS
Pcircle 36,36,2
Get 5, S,67,e6,Gd$
Cls
Deffill 6,2,8
Pbox 0, 0, e, IS
Get 8, 0, 6,15,Go$
Cls
Def text 1,0,8,6
Text 28, 180, "ThetaTen - written in GFA BASIC"
Defline 1,1
Color 1
Rbox 78,0,258,138
Deffill 5,2,8
Fill 88,8
Color 8
Line 71, 128,98, 110
Draw To 238,118
Drau To 249,128
Line 98, 110,98,38
Draw To 71,15
Line 90,30,128,1
Line 208,1,238,38
Drau To 249, 15
Line 238,38,238,118
Deffill 8,2,8
Fill 72,180
Fill 248,188
Deffill 18
Fill 98,1
Fill 238,1
Deffill 7
Fill 168,2
Get 70, 8, 250, 138,U1$(0)
A=118
8=118
C=210
D=4e
E=15
For Mn=l To 9

Color 1
Line A, 8, C,

B

Draw To CD
uraw 10 L zz+Hn*£j

t

Draw To A+22-Un«2,

E

Draw To A,

D

Draw To A, B
Color S
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GAME
For J=B-10tHn To B

Line ntl, J, C-1,

J

Next J
Color 1 *
Line fl + 1, B-10+Hn, C-1, B-lOtWn
ft=fltlO-Hn
B=B-18*Wn
C=C-10*Wn
D=D+5-Wn/2
E=E+ia-Hn
Deffill Ur\*7
If Un>S
Deffill 12
Endif
Fill lEe,62
Get 119,10, 210, lie, UI$CMn)

Next Un
For 1=1 To 9
Color 9
Line It7B, 1*38, I+7B, 124-1
Line 248+1, 46-1, 24BH,114H

Next I

Color S
For 1=115 To 125

Line 71, I, 249, I

Next I

Get 70,30, 80,125,015
Get 248, 38, 258, 125, OrS

Return
Procedure Initial 1

Setcolor 8, 2, 2,

2

Setcolor 1, 7, 8,

8

Setcolor 2, 8, S,

B

Setcolor 3, 7, 7,

8

Setcolor 4, 8, 7,

7

Setcolor 5,8,8,6
Setcolor 6, 1, 2,2
Setcolor 7, 8, 8,5
Setcolor 8, 8, 8,

4

Setcolor 9,8,8,3
Setcolor 18,0,8,2
Setcolor 11,4,8,4
Setcolor 12,1,8,1
Setcolor 13,7,7,7
Setcolor 14, 8, 8,

8

Setcolor IS, 8, 8,

8

Din MC28,28J,RxC9),R«C9),RdC9J,FpS(18J,WlStl8),SbStl8),SxC12),SMC12)

BS=""
Restore Dat2
For 1=1 To 16

Read A
CS=C$+nki$(A]
B$=BStHki$C2e47-Al

Next I

Dat2:
Data 8, 112, 136, 292, 372, 292, 136, 112, 8, 8, 8, 942, 298, 298, 382, 8
Hous$=Hki$(ll)tMki$(5l+Mki$(l]+Hki$(S14ni<i$(6)tB$'»C$
Defnouse Mous$
Shown

Return
Procedure Moverobot •

Zc=8
Do

Inc Zc
Exit If Zc>Rn Or Randon (MUHs] =1
Inc Rn
If Rn>Rn
Rn=l

Endif
OMoverob

Loop
Return
Procedure Houerob

Sound 1, 12, Rnt3, 2, a
R=R>l(Rn]
C=Rx(Rn)
D=Rd(Rn)
X=C
V=R
OTestevod
Gosub Dir '

If M(X,V)<>1
Goto Move

Endif
D=RdCRn)
X=C
V=R
BDir
If M(X,V)<>1
Goto Hove

Endif
X=C
V=R '

Inc Rn
GTestevod
Dec Rn
BDir
If MIX,VJ<>1
Goto Hove

Endif
Retry!
X=C
V=H
GTestevod
QDir
If MtX,VJ<>l

Goto Move
Endif
Goto Retry
Move:
M (Rx (Rnl , Rii (Rn] ] =M CRx CRn) , Ry (Rn) ] -2
For 1=1 To 18

Exit If Sx(n=8
If Rx(Rn)=SxCI]

Put 90,10, SIS
Endif

Next I

Rx(Rn)=X
RyCRn)=V
Rd(Rn]=D

And R!iCRn]=Sy(I)
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MtX, VJ=MtX,V)t2
If X=Px And V=Ph

If En<4eo+iee«Mi
BS="Ship LOST - hit bs Saucerbot"
OLoosel if

e

Else
Setcolor 8,7,7,7
Deftext 1,8,0,4
Text 75, 128, "Hit by Saucerbot-Shields held"
Have 8,1, 1, 58888, 100
Setcolor 8,2,2,2
En=Int tEn-488-ie8«t1ll
Rx(Rnl=Cx
R>l(Rnl=Cy
GMove

Endif
Endif
For 1=1 To 9

Exit If SxtH=e
If X=Sx(I] And V=Sy(n
Put 160-18+ HRandonC CIO- n«2], 80-1*3, Sb$[18-I), 6

Endif
Next I

Sound 1, 0, 8, 0, 8
Return
Procedure Testevod !

If EvenCRnl
Inc D
If D>4
D=l

Endif
Endif
If OddCRnl

Dec D
If D<1
D=4

Endif
Endif

Return
Procedure Rndnaze !

Zl=2
Arrayfill MC],8
For R=e To Mr

M(0, R)=l
M(llc,R)=l

Next R
For C=e To Nc

M(C, 8)=1
MtC, NrJ=l

Next C
R=Nr/2
C=Randon(Nc/2-4J«2t2
R=Randon (Nr/2-4J«t2
Gosub M98e
K=8
T=(Nc/2-l)«CNr/2-l)-l
Uhile K<T

0M938
Inc K
Color RandonClS)
Circle 75+Randon (178] , 5+Randon (1281 , 3
Sound 1,18, C+R, 4, 8

Uend
Sound 1,8,8,8,8
Zl=l

Return
Procedure H930
M931!
C=Randon(Nc/2)«2
R=Randon(Nr/'2)»2
M932!
D=Randon(4]+l
If I1(C,R]<>2
Goto M931

Endif
X=C
V=R
Inc D
If D>4

D=l
Endif
QDir
If MtX, VJOl
Goto M932

Endif
A=(V+R]/2
B=(X*C)/2
n(B, A)=l
M(C, R]=i
GM95e

Return
Procedure M95B

For D=l To 4
X=C
V=R
GDir
If MIX, vi=e
M(X,V)=2

Endif
Next D

Return
Procedure M988

M(C, R)=l
GM958

Return
Procedure Dir

If D=l
V=R-Z1

Endif
If D=2
X=C+Z1

Endif
If D=3
V=RtZl

Endif
If D=4
X=C-Z1

Endif
Return

END
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Darek Mihocka

Megamax, Inc.

Box 851521
Richardson, TX 75085-1521
(214) 987-4931
$199.95

By now, almost everyone reading this lias seen Megamax's full-

page advertisements in various Atari magazines: "The Fastest C Lan-

guage available for your ST! Compile and Link the Sieve Benchmark

in only five secondsl" Laser C, the long-awaited Megamax C, ver-

sion 2, is finally available, and it is quite something: An improved

GEM shell, a more efficient compiler, a faster linker, a debugger,

a real MAKE utility, excellent documentation, no more 32K limita-

tions in the compiler, and more!

Although still very similar to Megamax C, Laser C is a much more

complete development package that is easy to use and is among

the best I've seen on the ST, although it is not without its share

of problems. In this review Laser C version 1.01 is benchmarked and

compared with its predecessor, Megamax C, and a few points are

compared with Alcyon C and Mark Williams C, although this is in

no way a complete product comparison.

Laser C comes on three single-sided disks and with a 600-page

manual which is quite extensive. Along with documentation for the

compiler, linker and editor, the manual has full documentation for

all BIOS, XBIOS, GEMDOS, and GEM calls, and even includes a full

chapter on "Line-A" calls. For most functions a sample source code

is provided, which is a tremendous benefit to both new program-

mers and experienced developers who may need to occasionally

refresh their memory on how to call certain routines. Sample GEM

programs are provided, and even the object code file format is

described in the manual.

Loser C shell and editor
To satisfy both those people that prefer to use GEM and those

that insist on using a command-line interface. Laser C operates equal-

ly as well in both environments. The shell uses custom windows

and file selectors, and includes a built-in command-line interface,

although Laser C can be used without the shell by using any public-

domain or commercial command-line interface.

The Laser C graphics shell can virtually replace the ST's desktop,

providing a built-in editor, dynamic disk cache, disk commands and

a command-line interpreter. Compiling, linking, and testing of soft-

ware can all be done from within the shell.

The disk cache is quite an asset. Depending on how it is con-

figured, it can be set to cache both reads and writes, or reads only

It is dynamically allocated by the shell, so as the text buffers grow,

the cache reduces its size and flushes out the least recently used

files if necessary. Even on a hard disk, it noticeably improves the

performance of disk operations, with hit rates usually above 80%.

The caching eliminates the need to set up a RAMdisk for develop-

ment, as many people do with Megamax C and other compilers.

The only problem 1 experienced with the cache was not being able

to turn it off. When the cache gets too full, it tends to slow down,

especially when running a program that allocates more memory than

is currently available. Time is lost as it reshuffles memory, and the

only remedy for now seems to be to periodically flush out the cache.

One nice side effect of the cache is that I was able to compile

and run the sample source code files supplied on the Laser C disks

while they still had write protection turned on. The cache detects

if the floppy is removed and prompts you to reinsert it to flush the

cache.

One can install other applications into the shell environment. For

example, I prefer to use Tempos as my text editor, so after installing

Tempus, to edit a file I simply go up to the menu bar and click on

the menu entry "TEMPUS.PRG" instead of "Open." The shell has

special menu entries for the compiler, linker, and make utility, and

these too can be configured so that, for example, the old Megamax

compiler can be used from this shell.

The shell maintains a configuration file so that each time it is

loaded, environment variables like search paths, installed applica-

tions and editor parameters are also loaded. Similarly, the linker main-

tains link files for multiple module links.

The file selectors in Laser C are an extension of the standard

GEM file selector. They override any other custom file selectors

that may be loaded and offer the ability to access any of the

possible 16 drives (A: through P:) and have five predefined file

masks available. Multiple files can be selected for disk operations,

and folders are entered by double clicking, which is similar to the

way the GEM desktop windows operate.

The built-in command-line interface is actually another editor win-

dow. All text output from the compiler and other utilities is redirected

to this window, so that TOS programs can execute without leaving

the window-based shell. Since it is an editor window, all text out-

put is captured, allowing one to easily review past compilations. Com-

mands can be executed from this window by placing the cursor on

a line of text within this buffer and pressing the Enter key

The editor, which is an integral part of the shell, can edit up to

four text files at once (in addition to the output window), limited

in size only by available memory It is similar in appearance to the

older Megamax C editor, although it seems to scroll faster and has
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some new features. Although I use another editor, I still find it han-

dy to have this editor available to make minor changes to files after,

say, a compile error.

One feature I particularly like is the ability of the editor to match

opening and closing braces and parentheses. For example, in a com-
plex expression with many levels of parentheses, by double clicking

on an opening parenthesis, the editor will locate the matching clos-

ing parenthesis.

There is an auto-save option in the editor to automatically save

the text buffers at periodic times. The option will also save the text

buffers before running a compiled file, so that in the event of a crash,

the code is safely saved to disk.

One bug I found in the editor was in the Shift Left and Shift Right

commands, which take a selected block of text and indent it (or un-

indent it) one tab stop. 1 found that if the block is too large (about

100 lines or more), the editor will hang up or crash. This bug is sup-

posed to be fixed according to a README file, but obviously they

didn't test it enough.

The compiler
The Laser C compiler is similar to the Megamax C compiler. It

still supports in-line assembly code, and offers several improvements.

Still being a one pass compiler, it is about the same speed as the

Megamax C compiler.

The major change is the elimination of the 32K restrictions found

in Megamax C. Both the data and code can now be unlimited in

size because PC-relative code is no longer generated. All references

to labels and data objects are made using absolute 32-bit address-

ing modes. This of course increases code size slightly and also in-

creases execution time, but makes Laser C more compatible with

the rest of the world and is a necessary price to pay for the ability

to write large applications without having to code around 32K limi-

tations.

Up until now, Megamax C users have sometimes had to go to

great lengths to convert pieces of Alcyon C and DRI assembler code

to compile on Megamax C. With Laser C the code can be taken

almost verbatim, so that it is no longer necessary to label code as

"Megamax C compatible" as is even done sometimes in ST-Log.

Megamax owners may wonder how much of a speed degrada-

tion absolute addressing will cause to existing code. For example,

probably one of the most common instructions in C is of the form

X = Y, where X and Y are integers. Under Megamax C, this com-
piles into one instruction, move.w Y(A4), X(A4), which is six bytes

long and takes 20 clock cycles to execute. Under Laser C (and most

other compilers), the code generated is (and ignore the underscores),

move.w _Y.I, X.I which is 10 bytes long and takes 28 cycles to

execute, 40% longer. This is probably a worst case example, since

code is not made up only of these instructions. More on this later on.

Table 1 summarizes some benchmark results I obtained using six

different setups repeated on two different 1040STs:

—Alcyon C 1.0 with the new ALN linker

-Mark Williams C 2.1

—Megamax C 1.1 on a hard drive

—Megamax C 1.1 on a 400K RAM disk

—Laser C 1.01 on a hard disk with an empty disk cache

—Laser C 1.01 with a full disk cache

Due to the size of the files required for Alcyon, I could not do

a benchmark of Alcyon C on a RAMdisk. Based on its very poor

results on the hard disk, it probably would not compete with Laser

C on a RAMdisk either.

TABLE 1: Benchmark Results

As advertised. Laser C will compile and link the Sieve in five se-

conds. However, what Megamax fails to mention in their ad is that

executable code size and execution times are larger and longer com-
pared to the original compiler. The slower execution speed can be
attributed to the absolute code generation. The larger file size is

due to what appears to be a larger run-time library, which contains

faster, more accurate floating point routines.

Listing 1 is the code for the Sieve benchmark and is provided for

your reference.

After modifying the sieve to not use register variables, I got exe-

cution times of 4.00, 4.31 and 4.89 seconds for Megamax C, Laser

C and Mark Williams C, respectively

In other tests I tried with much larger source code files, the ac-

tual code size stayed roughly the same or increased slightly with

Laser C. Although Megamax C usually produces the tightest code,

in large programs that require the use of overlays, it generates a

lot of extra code in the form of jump tables (to allow it to move
between code segments). Larger programs also tend to have more
global variables and thus more initialization data. Megamax gener-

ates an extra code segment containing an initialization code which
executes at run time. Laser C does away with both these extra code

problems, which helps to minimize the extra size of its code.

Since Laser C now frees up registers A4 and A5, four address

register variables are now available instead of the two in Mega-
max. Any C function can have a total of eight register variables, four

data and four address.

Most Megamax code can be converted over quickly by just remov-

ing overlay statements and removing references to A4, A5, and PC
from in-line assembler code. Register A6 is still used as the stack

frame-pointer and interrupt routines no longer need to go through

the hassle of restoring A4.

Laser C automatically optimizes branch statements at compile time,

generating a short two-byte branch whenever possible. Megamax
C required a separate pass through the object code to do this.

TABLE 1

Alcyon(HD) MWC(RAM) MM(HD) MM(RAM) Laser(HO) (cache)

SIEVE.C

Compile 0:22 0:05 0:08 0:02 0:06 0:03

Link 0:09 N/A 0:12 0:07 0:07 0:02

Total 0:31 N/A 0:20 0:09 0:13 0:05

Size 12517 12415 5997 5997 11241 11241

Time 2.45 2.89 2.37 2.37 2.45 2.45

APSKEL.C

Compile 0:55 N/A 0:08 0:07 0:10 0:07

Link 0:10 N/A 0:13 0:08 0:07 0:02

Total 1:05 N/A 0:21 0:15 0:17 0:09

Size 11424 N/A 5618 5618 8569 8569
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A pleasant surprise was that Laser C compiles switch/case in-

structions in one of three ways: using jump tables, a binary search

or a linear search. The parameters that determine which method

is to be used can be adjusted by setting the -s switch when com-

piling, but simply put, the default configuration works like this: If

there are less than 10 case statements for a given switch, and their

values are fairly close together, a jump table is generated. Other-

wise, if there are more than 12 case statements, a binary search

method is used; otherwise, the familiar linear search is used. This

means that the programmer doesn't need to worry about the num-

ber of case statements he uses and doesn't have to try to code around

them by using elaborate if/then/else combinations. Laser C will do

it automatically based on the conditions of each switch.

A few minor omissions from Megamax C are now finally includ-

ed in Laser C. These include support for void and unsigned long types.

Much to my disappointment, though, a few bugs in the in-line as-

sembler were carried over, such as the MOVEP and DC.B code gener-

ation bugs, although at the time this review was being written, an

update with these and most of the other outstanding bugs fixed was

available.

Code generation differences
Since the Sieve benchmark is only one of thousands of programs

I could have compiled and benchmarked, I decided a better test of

the compiler would be to actually look at the code produced by Mega-

max C and Mark Williams C and compare it to Laser C's code. Com-

paring to Megamax C code would show where the compiler has

been optimized, and comparing to Mark Williams C code would show

how different compiler writers implement their code. I used the ob-

ject files generated by each compiler for the Sieve program and dis-

assembled them.

A problem I encountered on the ST is that all instructions exe-

cute in a multiple of four clock cycles. Thus, even though the offi-

cial Motorola publications on the 68000 may list a certain instruction

as taking 10 cycles to execute, it really takes 12. To verify this, I

used the program shown in Listing 2 to time individual instructions.

The formula works for my monochrome ST; it may need adjusting

on other systems, even monochrome ones, since not all STs seem

to run at quite the same speed.

While testing the various instructions produced by the three com-

pilers, I found one piece of code that stuck out, and that is in the

way the various compilers adjust the stack pointer after a function

call.

The fastest and shortest method to increment the stack pointer

by values less than or equal to 8 is to use ADDQ.L#nn,A7. When

nn is larger than 8 though, the obvious choice is to use ADDA.L#

nn, A7 which takes 12 clock cycles, and is the method used by Mark

Williams C. Laser C, on the other hand, uses the faster LEA nn(A7),

A7 which takes only eight cycles.

Other than that obvious difference, the code generated by the com-

pilers looked very similar, even when it came to register variable

usage. All three compilers generate totally different code to access

elements of an array, but after timing each of the three code seg-

ments, I found they all take 28 cycles each.

I only found one line of Laser C code that disturbed me. Right

after one of the floating point operations in the Sieve program, the

stack pointer needs to be incremented by 10. Laser C generates an

ADDQ.L#8,A7 followed immediately by an ADDQ.L#2,A7. This is just

plain brain-dead code! Hopefully these occur few and far between.

The only factor 1 can see that might cause the poorer speed shown

by the Mark Williams C code is that it structures for loops differ-

ently, in terms of where the comparisons and branches are placed.

The rest of the code was the same.

In general, none of the compilers produce bad code, but none of

them stand out as being superior, like Turbo C and Microsoft C 5.1

do in the IBM PC world.

A File Edit Options

BUTTON

STRING

EDITl.

EDIT!

TEXT

LI

iBOXTEXf

E:\LfiSER,RSC

heganax Laser Shell

Copyright (C) 1588 by Keganax Inc.

OK

riit
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The linker

The linker comes with a wide selection of command-line switches,

and the linker now produces standard DRI object files. One option

I found interesting (although hardly practical to most people) is the

ability to relocate the code to an absolute position and link time.

Most programs on the ST are relocatable and are bound to a specific

address only at run-time. This feature is probably most useful to

someone writing code for the cartridge slot, which will then be

burned into ROMs.

The linker also has the usual options of producing map files and

including a symbol table in the executable file.

The first thing that struck me when using the linker is how fast

it is. Compared to the Megamax linker, it is about four times faster,

if not more. Programs that used to take a minute to link on a hard

drive now take about 10 or 15 seconds. This rivals the speed of Atari's

ALN linker. The documentation hints at the fact that the library con-

tains an index which the linker uses at link time. This is similar to

the external index files used by ALN.

When linking a desk accessory or an application that makes use

of floating point, it is not necessary to do anything extra. No extra

libraries need to be linked in, and no weird .L files (that Megamax
C uses) are required.

Documentation and utilities
Several UNIX-like utilities are included with Laser C. These in-

clude MAKE, LS, CAT RM, CP and EGREP. The disassembler provid-

ed will disassemble any Laser C or DRI-compatible object file. The

disassembler will include label names if symbols are present in the

file, but only the first bytes of each instruction are in hex.

All of the utilities are documented in the manual, some in great

detail, some not. For example, 10 pages are spent talking about the

MAKE utility, and examples of simple and complex make files are

given. Unlike the bare-bones make function of the Megamax shell,

this MAKE utility is full-blown UNIX-type make. One limitation I found

is that the Laser C shell only allows for 10 targets to be displayed

in the drop-down menu, although the make file can have as many
more targets. For more targets, the command line must be used.

Anyone familiar with using MAKE on an MS-DOS or UNIX environ-

ment will feel right at home using it.

Another 10 pages are devoted to the resource construction pro-

gram included with Laser C. This I feel, is far too inadequate for

anyone not already familiar with using a resource editor. Although

the manual gives many examples of GEM routines, I think it fails

to explain the importance of resources, and no sample resource files

(other than Laser C's resource file) are provided on the disk.

The resource editor is a plain vanilla type. It has most of the bas-

ic functions found in ail resource editors, and lacks nice features

like the ability to produce C-compilable source code of the resource

(like Atari's RSC 2.0\, or the ability to test resources (like Kuma's

K-Resource]. However, considering that some other compilers don't

even come with a resource editor, it is certainly a welcome part

of the package.

The first 100 pages of the manual cover 14 chapters, from the

shell and editor, to the linker, to all the utilities. I think this leaves

many topics insufficiently covered for the first-time user, although

it is more than adequate for the experienced developer.

As I already mentioned, the rest of the documentation is loadedl

It contains dozens of sample programs, dealing with everything from

creating and displaying a window to using the timer interrupts. It's

a good 500 pages of well-written BIOS, GEM and VDI documenta-
tion. The Line-A documentation is as detailed as other descriptions

I've seen, and of course comes with lots of sample code.

In comparing the Laser C manual with that of Mark Williams C,

which is almost identical in content and appearance, I found the

Laser C manual to be easier to get around in, since the functions

are grouped types, like GEM, VDI, BIOS, etc. In the Mark Williams

C manual all functions are mixed in alphabetically, but lots of sam-
ple code is also provided.

File Edit Execute Hake Options Search HindoNs Info

E:\OO0.C

^include <stdio,h>

nainO

{

printf(")!d,^05d\n",

Bconout(2);

}

E!\SPEED,C

(include <osbind,h>

/» instruction(s) to te

»define TEST \

lea 0x123456781, DQ

long Jfptr;

E:\IMftGE,C

STDID

Is -1 \negaiiax

< \neganax\ - 27 file(s), 1 subdirts) >

04-18-88 23104:26 23015 flR.TTP

04-18-88 Z3;04:23 3147 CflT.TTP

04-18-88 23;04!30 8073 CCTTP
04-18-83 23:04132 96437 CCOH.TTP

04-18-88 23:04:36 11663 CP.TTP

04-18-88 23:03:46 30330 DIS.TTP

04-18-88 23:03:43 S644 DUHP.TTP

04-18-88 23:03:48 3003 ECHO.TTP

•include <stdio,h>

^include <osbind,h>

j^include <linea,h>

nainO

{

int appLid;

long nb;

long nbScr;

int h;

int *pw;

long ISize;

register int wCrap,

int wx, wy;

register char *pchR

register char ch;

register char *pch|

lineaport *lap; 0-
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Bugs and debugging

Laser C comes with a "debugger." I use the quotes because I

wasn't impressed with it. For two years I've been using MonST and

recently Tempelmon, an excellent public-domain 68000 debugger/mo-

nitor program. Although not a symbolic debugger, with Tempelmon

it is a snap to track down almost any crashing bug, and it works

well with Megamax C.

One problem with Laser C is that it refuses to boot up with Tem-

pelmon resident, and even worse, any programs compiled by Laser

C that call the printff ) function won't boot either. To make matters

worse, the folks at Megamax claim to have developed Laser C us-

ing Tempelmon as their debugger.

The problem appears to be an illegal use of the Fdatime( ) call

on Laser C's part, and the Megamax people have been notified of this.

Getting back to Laser C's debugger, it consists of a compiler and

linker switches which cause them to generate extra debugging code

and a symbol file. The debugger, which is about 30K of code, is linked

in with the program being compiled. When it is executed, the debug-

ger is entered. At this point you can set break points, run the pro-

gram, dump variables, and do all of the usual debugger things at

the symbol level.

However, I find the debugger to be more of a kludge than a power-

ful debugging tool. A couple of dozen well-placed printf( ) statements

in a program can be just as useful. Perhaps I'm spoiled, but having

used Tempelmon and the source level debugging in Microsoft's Quick

C, I find this debugger to be very limited.

The verdict
Laser C is available to Megamax C owners as a $20 upgrade—

which is a steal! Even if you choose to stick with the old Megamax

compiler (if an existing piece of Megamax code is tight and fast,

don't mess with it!|, the updated documentation will be beneficial

and the new shell environment is simply fantastic. And you'll still

get the same great phone support and update policy as with Mega-

max C.

For small programs, it is much easier and faster to develop under

the Laser C environment than the Megamax environment. If code

size or speed is really critical, the finished product can always be

compiled with Megamax, since Laser C upgraders don't lose the

right to use their old compiler. A nice feature would be for Laser

C to have a compiler switch to compile using the old PC relative

code, but such is not the case, and so both compilers should be

kept handy

As before, Megamax inc. doesn't require you to pay them a licens-

ing fee or even put up any sort of copyright notice in your software

for the use of their run-time library

Laser C is not perfect. It has the few annoying bugs and it still

produces the odd "brain-dead" code here and there, although over-

all it appears to produce as good or better code than Mark Wil-

liams C or Alcyon C. At the time I was writing this, I had not seen

Marl( Williams C 3.0, and I've been told to stay away from the latest

version of Alcyon due to bugs. Nor did I compare Laser C to other

compilers (Aztec C and Turbo C are rumored to be coming, and no-

body really uses Hippo C or GST C, do they?). If and when those

compilers make their appearance on the ST market, it will be in-

teresting to test them.

However, Laser C is not just a compiler. It is an entire C-language

development package. As such, compared to what is currently avail-

able, I feel it is without equal in the ST world. For now, I don't hesi-

tate to recommend the Laser C package to anyone interested in C

programming on the ST Time will tell whether Megamax will make

frequent enough updates to their product to maintain par with other

compilers, especially with the juicy features Mark Williams C 3.0

is supposed to have.

Laser C Review
Listing 1 C

ninclude <osbind.h>

ttdefine true 1

ndefine false 8
ttdefine size 8190

long »ptr;

gettine ()

C

«ptr = «(lon9 *)ex482;
>

char f lags [size+1]

;

nain C)

(

register int i,k;
register int prine, county iter:
long t, t2;

printf C"10 i terations\n")

;

ptr = «t;
Supexec (gettineJ i

for (iter = 1; iter <= 16; iter*+) t

count = 0;
for (i = e; i <= size; i**)

flagsti] = true;
for Ci = 6; i <= size; i++) C

if [flagsEil) I

prine = i + i + 3;
for Ck = i+prine; k <= size; k+=prine)

flagsCk] = false!
count++;

>

ptr = «t2;
Supexec (gettine)

;

printf ("Took Y.&.lf secondsSn", (double) (t2-t}/CGetrezC]==2 ? 70:60)];
puts ("Press RETURN to exit");
Cconin ()

;

)

Laser C Review
Listing 2 C

ninclude <osbind.h>

/» instructionCs) to test: */
odefine TEST \

Ua 0xl2345878L, AD

long **ptr;

gett ine ()

(

»ptr = Mtlong h}0x462;
)

nain 0
(

register long ci
long t, t2;

ptr = «t;
Supexec [gettinel

:

for (c=Oi c<10000l)OLi ctt)
(

asn
t

TEST
)

)

ptr = «t2i
Supexec (gettinel

:

printf t"zO. Of cgclcsSn", (double) ( C (t2-tl /70 .
0) -4 . 25) /0 . 133)

;

Cconin C) ;

)

END

Daivk Mihocka is a third-year computer-engineering student at the University of Waterloo. His latest ST

project was the improved ST Xformer II, and he is currently working on image-processing and character-

recognition software He can frequently be found on DELPHI under the user name DAREKM.
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FORE IT EVEN HITS THE NEWSSTANDS! GET THE MOST OUT
I
OF YOUR COMPUTER

SUBSCRIBE TO ST-iOG TODAr!

1 YEAR @ $28 - SAVE $14!

FOREIGN — ADD $7 PER YEAR

1 YEAR WITH DISK @ $79

FOREIGN - ADD $15 PER YEAR
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ULTIMATE
STORAGE
Here's the perfect way to organize

your ST-Log library—sturdy,

custom-made binders and files in

burgundy leatherette with em-
bossed gold lettering. Gold iables

are included to index by volume
and year. One binder or a box-

style file is all you'll need to ac-

commodate 12 issues (1 year) of

ST-Log—all the games, pro-

grams, tutorials and utilities that

you want handy

The ST-Log binder opens flat for

easy reading and reference.

They're economically priced at

only $9.95 each—3 binder for

$27.95 or 6 binders for $52.95.

The ST-Log file is attractive and
compact, holding 12 issues for

easy access. Files are available

for only $7.95 each—3 files for

$21.95 or 6 files for $39.95

Md $1.00 per case/binder for

postage and handling.

Outside U.S., add $2.50 per case/binder—
U.S. funds only.

I enclose my check or money ord-

er in the amount of $
Send me: ST-Log files

ST-Lx>g binders.
PLEASE PRINT.

Name:

WATCH FOR IT!

Address: (No RO. Boxes)

City:

State: Zip Code:

Send your order to:

Jesse Jones Industries
DEFT, ACOM, 499 East Erie Ave.,

Philadelphia, PA 19134

Call Toll Free 1-800-972-5858

7 days, 24 hours.

Charge orders only, minimum $15,00

PA residents, add 6% sales tax

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
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JINXTER
by Magnetic Scrolls
Rainbird Software
P.O. Box 2227
Menio Park, CA 94026
(415) 329-7699
Color or monochrome
$39.95

Th« graphics are awesome,

probably the best drawings, pixel

for pixel, in the business.
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pastsa onto tne rear of tfto drivBr's Bootn and a
set of automatic doors allows access to ana from
tne Dus. Mounted aDove tne doors is a Button
>

The following is taken from an

interview with a Jinxter player

who, for obvious reasons, wishes

to remain anonymous. He is cur-

rently in a maximum security fa-

cility, having been apprehended in

Boston Harbor with twenty kilos

of Earl Grey teabags.

BD: How did a nice guy like

you ?

JP: I used to review adventure

games. Some critics just print the

box. I deal with these suckers

first-hand. I get in there and sweat

bullets, or arrows, as the case may

be.

BD: How did you get mixed up

with Jinxter?

JP: Well, Rainbird gave us The

Pawn and Guild of Thieves, both

good games. Jinxter promised to

surprise me at every turn. The

package said it was "infuriating,

enchanting, absurd and hilarious."

How can an American deal with

truth in advertising?

(At this point JP handed me a

well-chewed Jinxter box.)

JP: Look. Examine the drawing

of the carousel. See the guy with

the mustache who looks like Man-

son? See the iffy-gendered person

in the red sports car? See the

chicken in the background? Those

are the perpetrators of Jinxter.

They call themselves "Magnetic
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Scrolls," and they're in London

plotting to overthrow Infocom.

BD: That'll be the day. What

was in the package?

JP: A beer mat, a very authen-

tic office memo, a tabloid called

The Independent Guardian and a

player's guide.

BD: What's the beer mat for?

JP: It advertises "Old Moose

bolter" beer and a contest. Every

six months for two years they'll

choose the best answer to the

question, "Why did the Moose

Bolt?" Winners get all of Magnetic

Scrolls' software free for life. Or

was that the booby prize? I forget.

Anyway I checked, and it's legit.

BD: Tell me about the tabloid.

JP: It's funny if you're British,

narmean? The banner states

"Quality News for the Hard of

Thinking." The weekly for the "As-

sociation of Registered Stochastic

Executives." Acronym that for a tit-

ter. However, all idiot idiom aside,

it's important to read every word.

BD: Any special features in

Jinxter?

JP: Unusually intelligent parser.

It understands almost everything

you type—and answers rudely

Then, too, you can script and

unscript—toggle the graphics on

and off—the usual.

BD: Is there a save option?

JP: Yes, on separate disk.

There's room for about 20 saves

per disk, and you'd better save a

lot. But when you boot up and "re-

store," you have to search the

newspaper for word? on page? in

column? on line? The BB guns of

surveillance—aimed at pirates, hit-

ting us.

BD: i understand there are on-

line clues.

JP: If you played Pawn or Guild

you know the hint system. It's a

two-letter code that you type in to

get an obtuse clue that needs

another clue to make sense. The

hint system is another reason they

put me in here. (He gestures at the

smerfy walls.)

BD: The scenario, please.

JP: The legendary bracelet of

Turani has been separated from its

charms by a certain witch named

Jannedor, weakening her power

and allowing her and her rebel or-

ganization to seize power. You have

to find the five charms and the

bracelet and put them back

together because Aquitania's luck

is running out fast. So is yours.

BD: How is the writing?

JP: Eloquent, elegant, except for

the undeleted expletives and oc-

casional obscenities. All the words

are spelled right except two. But

then they throw in words like

"lambent" and "tetragrammaton,"

and you wear out your dictionary.

BD: After all, English is our

mother tongue.

JP: Yeah, it's some kinda

mother. How would you like to

meet a guy who says, "I was

down the old frog-and-toad hav-

ing an apple-and-pairs, and I sez

to the old Hampton Wick, I sez,

'Give us a bottle-and-glass in the

old hot dinner, and I'll Aristotle any

tit-for-tat in the boat race.'"

BD: That's Cockney rhyming

slang. Many people consider it

funny Is Jinxter really "hilarious"?

JP: Compared to what? It's fun-

nier than, say Doug Llewellyn.

BD: Is it difficult?

JP: Take a dozen babel fish

BD: How are the graphics?

JP: Awesome. Probably the best

drawings, pixel for pixel, in the

business. All through the game,

whenever the drive whirs, you

know you can pull down the scroll

bar and see another work of art.

BD: The game, JP
(At this point JP assumed a fe-

tal position on his futon.)

JP: There are no monsters to

kill, only sadistically contrived puz-

zles to solve. The bracelet charms

are hidden with typical British

vengefulness. If and when you get

in trouble and death is nigh, you're

rescued by your Guardian. This

lulls you into thinking it's better

than getting killed, but beware the

cost to your luck. That's what it's

really all about. Luck.

(At this point, JP idly sketched

a loaf of bread on the soft wall

with his black crayon.)

BD: When did you realize you

were in trouble?

JP: With four charms in hand,

I got stuck on the carousel.

I desperately need the ladder—

I

can see the ladder, I can move the

ladder, but I can't get the ladder.

Finally I call Rainbird. AT&T's fa-

mous robotess tells me the num-

ber's been changed. I call again

and get a recording that says press

one if you want this, press two if

you want that—all the way up to

six. I press 2 which is "game

hints" and get something that

sounds like "mega-genetics."

Eventually I get Product Support,

but PS. is "not in the office—leave

a message, etc." Communication

with other human beings is now
controlled by beeps. I thought: Will

he get back to me? Of course not.

Did any software company any-

where ever get back to anyone?

Of course not. You should see my
phone bill.

(At this point JP screamed,

wrenching everyone's guts within

a five-mile radius.)

JP: But I was wrong! The next

day PS. called with the secret

name of a secret person who had

secretly finished Jinxter. I secret-

ly called her, and she secretly gave

me some secret hints and told me
a secret. She had called those

blokes in England several times.

You should see her phone bill.

(At this point JP calmed down

somewhat and ate his non-toxic

black crayon.)

JP: Anyway, shame is fleeting.

I cheated my way into possession

of the five charms and was ready

to confront Jannedor in her woss-

name, boudoir, when
(At this point JP went berserk

and ran amok. He was quickly

subdued by a burly screw, and I

left with the strains of "Rule Brit-

tania" drifting in my wake.)

It was difficult to believe that a

simple adventure game could

wreak such havoc on an otherwise

stable mind. I bought Jinxter, de-

termined to see for myself. After

two weeks I tried to buy a con-

tract on the guy with the

mustache. They caught me.

Epilogue: JP and I communicate

quite well via a two-letter code

through the adjoining soft walls. I

feel great compassion for him be-

cause I have walked a mile in his

tap shoes. Get Jinxter and join us.

Narmean?

Ms. DeMunn is a TV, stage and radio personality who is well-known

within a five-mile radius of Buffalo, New York. To keep humble, she

writes and fools around with her ST.

Jinxter

promised to

surprise me
at every

turn. The

package said

it was

''infuriating,

enchanting,

absurd and

hilarious/'

How can an

American

deal with

truth in

advertising?
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Reviewed
by

Betty D. DeMunn

COMPUYER
SCRABBLE
by Leisure Genius
Distributed by Electronic Arts
820 Gateway Drive
San Mateo, CA 94404
(415) 572^RTS
520/1040 ST color or monochrome
$39.95

The credits read like the Bible

"begats," beginning with the board

design copyrighted in 1948 by Sel-

chow & Righter, sifting through a

bevy of American and British com-

panies, and ending with Electron-

ic Arts. As you must address all

correspondence to the latter, there

is no need to bore you with the

genealogy of this version of Scrab-

ble. So sue me.

Well, the old girl's been with us

for 40 years. Happy birthday.

Scrabble! You're still the Numero

Uno word game in the world. But

don't throw away your old Scrab-

ble sets yet, folks. Board games

have been known to lose some-

thing in electronic translation.

Assuming that just about every-

one has played Scrabble at one

time or another, we'll skip the

rules, which are in the manual, and

go right to boot. After viewing a

really nice title screen, during

which a million credits are flashed

too fast to read, the familiar Scrab-

ble board unfolds on the left. Very

authentic, but lacking the words in

the premium squares for an obvi-

ous reason: They'd be too small to

read. Above are four pulldowns:

File, Options, Display and Clock. In

the upper right is the clock, show-

ing minutes and seconds.

There are eight levels of

difficulty—levels 1 through 4 for

children and compulsive winners;

5 through 8 for more erudite

masochists. All the options of

regular Scrabble are here. You may

pass, exchange tiles and juggle the

letters on your rack. In addition,

you may force the computer to

stop searching and play the word

it is currently considering. You can

ask for a hint if you're really stuck,

or end the game at any tima Other

options include a rundown on the

distribution of each letter and a

reminder of the value of the pink,

blue and red premium squares.

The Display menu has three

items. "View Thoughts" has a lit-

tle arrow zipping around the board

as the computer ponders its

moves. However, once it decides,

the move is made in less than a

second. If you're not watching

carefully, you have to hunt for the

word it has played. As the board

fills up, this is a real pain, as Mr.

Computer dearly loves to tuck

strange two-letter words in ob-
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scure corners. 'View Racks" al-

lows you to see all the racks,

which I consider cheating. But,

clicked off, your own rack disap-

pears, so that you can't contem-

plate your own letters without

pencil and paper. A definite minus.

The third item under Display is

"Redraw" to erase unwanted in-

formation that won't go away by

itself.

If you've ever played with slow-

pokes, you'll appreciate the clock.

Choose your move times in incre-

ments of half minutes from

"Lightning" (30 seconds), to a

leisurely five minutes. 'Tourna-

ment" is two minutes, which is

long enough in most cases. Turn

the clock off to pause the game

or to find a hook for that panting

seven-letter word. Cheat, cheat!

There is also a save-and-resume

game option in case of bedtime.

I named my computer opponent

"Chip" and challenged him to a

best of five. Being an erudite

masochist, I chose Level 8, "Tour-

nament" time.

I go first with the letters i, i, u,

V, u, 0, u in my rack. So I cheat

and start again. The same letters

appear. I cheat again. The same

letters appear for the third time!

Finally, Chip remembers what

"random" means and deals out de-

cent letters. The game begins.

Halfway through the second

game Chip begins to annoy me.

He's challenging perfectly common

words like "lobster," "liner,"

"prone" and "table." Of course,

when he asks "Are you sure?" I

click on "yes," but inside I'm seeth-

ing with guilt. Does he believe me?

Anyway, his repeated suspicions

are holding up the game.

Moreover, as he doesn't recognize

these words; he's failing to capital-

ize on the situation by adding an

s or other suffix. Therefore the

game tilts in my favor.

Meanwhile, Chip is slamming

his tiles down in a flurry of x, z,

V, q and j words that keep me run-

ning to the Official Scrabble Dic-

tionary. Sure, they're all there, and

even if they weren't, I have no op-

tion to challenge him. Just once

I catch him playing an illegal word:

He adds an s to "kent" which

everyone knows is the past tense

There are eight levels of difficulty—levels 1

through 4 for children and compulsive winners;

5 through 8 for more erudite masochists.
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of "ken." As I'm winning, I merely

smile, recognizing that computers

are people too.

Of course I win, merrily cheat-

ing all the way. (For humility's sake

I played a couple of games honest-

ly and got creamed.) But there

should be more time at the end of

a game to rehash the plays. You

have about eight seconds to linger

over the completed board, then a

new board is drawn and that in-

credible seven-letter "bingo" is

gone forever.

Up to three can play, with the

computer making it four. But pic-

ture three scrabbling players

crammed around the monitor try-

ing to see, fighting for the mouse,

spilling beverages into the surge

suppressor and tripping over cords.

No thanks. Use the kitchen table.

But if you're aiming to hone

your vocabulary skills or training

for a Scrabble tournament, by all

means, give it a challenge. You'll

learn weird words, like "vugg" and

"oe" and "zein." You'll see creative

high-scoring ways to use two-

letter words. You'll discover q

words that don't need a u.

aid. . .qintar. . .qoph

Computer Scrabble knows

23,000 words, yet it doesn't recog-

nize many common ones. There

are 100,000 words in the Official

Scrabble Dictionary. See what

you're missing?

As they say, dear Scrabble,

you're not getting older, but you're

not getting any better, either. How
can you improve on perfection?

Betty is an actress and freelance writer who lives in Buffalo, New York.

She owns three computers and can't tell you the first thing about how
they work. Adventuring is her game, where her aggressive tendencies

are diffused by snuffing monsters. She used to own a cat.
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Reviewed
by

Scott Wasser

Test Drive
Accolade
20813 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 446-5757
Color only
$39.95

For some people there's noth-

ing like the thrill of getting behind

the wheel of an exotic sports car

and tearing up a stretch of twist-

ing, winding road. Test Drive tries

to simulate that feeling, but comes

up just a little short.

Not that it isn't an entertaining

program based on an original and

intriguing idea. But contrary to

claims on its packaging, booting-

up Test Drive and taking it for a

spin on your ST doesn't really pro-

vide the same feeling as buckling

yourself into the driver's seat of a

Lamborghini Countach and hitting

the highway

But Test Drive will provide ST

owners with a novel and enjoyable

way to spend a few hours. It is a

driving simulation with a twist. In-

stead of racing against other ve-

hicles, you race against the clock.

And instead of being plopped be-

hind the wheel of any old

computer-generated gas burner,

you can choose to drive any one

of five different sports cars: a

Countach, a Chevy Corvette, a

Ferrari Testarossa, a Lotus Turbo

Esprit or a Porsche 911 Turbo.

You select the car from one of

the most impressive menus ever

created for a computer game. Af-

ter the copy-protected program

loads, you see a split-screen

featuring a beautifully drawn

sports car on top and a "spec

sheet" on the bottom. Pushing the

joystick up or down changes the

car and the spec sheet, which

shows pertinent data such as ac-

celeration times, horsepower,

stopping distances and cornering

ability.

After studying the spec sheets

and admiring the beautiful automo-

bile images, pressing the fire but-

ton selects the car you're going to

test drive. A few seconds later the

screen changes, and you're in the

driver's seat of that car. Looking

out the windshield, you see an in-

strument panel, the top half of a

steering wheel and a stretch of

narrow mountain road.

The dashboard's graphics are

stunning: well-detailed and realis-

tic looking. During your test drive

you'll need to constantly monitor

your instruments for maximum

performance. A single joystick is
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used to accelerate, brake, steer

and shift the car.

Once you get the hang of ac-

celerating and smoothly shifting

through the gears, the object is to

keep the car on the road while go-

ing as fast as possible. That's no

easy task, since any of these cars

can easily be pushed to over 125

miles per hour, and the road in

question twists and winds its way

along the side of a mountain.

A slight jerk of the steering

wheel can send you crashing into

the mountainside or tumbling off

it. There's also oncoming traffic

and slow-moving vehicles to con-

tend with. Finally, you need to

watch out for "Smokey;' who'd like

nothing better than to nail some

smart aleck in a fancy sports car.

The radar detector mounted on

your visor will let you know when

Smokey is around, giving you the

option of slowing down or trying

to outrun him.

Slowing down will, of course,

wreak havoc with your average

speed for a given leg of the test

drive. You're awarded points for

each of five legs based on your

average speed during that leg. Be-

ing pulled over by the highway

patrol or slowing down to avoid a

speeding ticket means it will take

you longer to complete a given leg.

So the best drivers will put the pe-

dal to the metal and outrun

Smokey.

Of course there's always the

danger that you'll wreck while try-

ing to outrun him. That also drasti-

cally lowers your average speed.

Also, if you wreck five times dur-

ing a given leg your test drive

ends. Every time you complete a

leg, the screen changes to show

your car pulled up to the pump of

some hick gas station. There you

find out your average speed for the

just-completed leg and see com-

ments such as: "Did you pass any

low-flying planes?" or "You drive

like my grandmother."

If your average speed was

laughable, you'll be told "You drive

too slow to have a sports car," and

the test drive will end. Otherwise,

you'll find yourself back out on the

same mountain road ready to start

the next leg. Each leg is more

twisty and filled with more traffic

than the last. Complete all five legs

and your points are added up and,

if they're high enough, they'll au-

tomatically be saved to disk.

Although animation during the

test drive is good, it's not quite up

to the standards set by state-of-

the-art graphics. While the road

scrolls smoothly, conveying a real

sensation of driving down a high-

way, the rest of the animation isn't

as good. For example, other vehi-

cles sometimes seem to hop

towards your car rather than

steadily approaching.

Another complaint is that Test

Drive's options are limited. The

folks at Accolade say they plan to

release additional disks with differ-

ent cars and roads. Let's hope so.

The five cars are good to start

with, but it doesn't take long to get

tired of driving them down the

same road all the time. I'd also like

to have the option of saving a

game in progress or restarting a

test drive at the point where the

fifth crash occurred.

I was also slightly disappointed

in the feel of Test Drive. There just

didn't seem to be that much differ-

ence in performance from one car

to the next. Some cars did seem

to accelerate faster or corner bet-

ter than others, but the differences

just weren't all that noticeable. The

excellent graphics and smooth-

scrolling road make you feel like

you're actually in the driver's seat.

If it weren't for the different dash-

boards, though, it would be difficult

to tell just which seat you're in.

Maybe the program designers

were a bit too ambitious when

they set out to create Test Drive.

It is, considering its playability,

price and concept, a very good ST

program and a truly unique one.

But it's difficult for any program to

succeed when it aspires to do

something so ambitious. It's not

hard simulating the look and sound

of being in a sports car blasting

down a stretch of road. But cap-

turing the seat-of-the-pants feel of

that thrill is something we proba-

biy don't have a right to expect a

computer game to do.

Scoff Wasser has been a daily newspaper reporter and editor for ttie past 12 years and ties been interfacing

with computers for the past four He has written columns and feature stories about computer hardware,

software and home electronics, and takes pride in writing fair and thorough evaluations of the software

he tests for ST-Log.

Once you get

the hang off

accelerating and

smoothly shifting

through the

gears, the object

is to keep the car

on the road while

going as fast

as possible.
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by Ian Chadwick
Computer Aided Design (CAD) pro-

grams hold a particular fascination for

me. I've always enjoyed model building

and design, despite my absolute lack of

physical skills in that area. Fortunately, the

computer has provided me a medium
through which I can work without getting

glue or ink all over my fingers.

The ability to design objects and layout

plans on the computer is very appealing.

I have spent hours creating imaginary ob-

jects or modelling real ones such as

Stonehenge or a street map of my neigh-

borhood. For the Stonehenge model, I

did considerable research about the po-

sition and design of the stones, then had

to use my wits to create the model in the

limited resources of the program.

CAD isn't a definition as much as a

general catch-all for a miscellany of pro-

gram types. There are three basic

categories of CAD programs: modelling

(also called Computer-Aided Modelling

[CAM]; this includes CAD 3D, Master CAD
and DynaCAD), drafting {Drafix, First

CADD, GFA Draft Plus) and specialty

(Computer-Aided Engineering [CAE];

printed circuit design is one such exam-

ple). I'll be reviewing several of these

packages in future issues of STLog, but

I thought I'd use this column to introduce

the topic.

CAD is an application with considera-

ble impact on certain professions, espe-

cially engineers and architects. It is for

them what the pocket calculator is for

scientists; A device that increases produc-

tivity, reduces mechanical work time and
releases the user from the more mundane
aspects of the job in order to allow him
or her to concentrate on the creative and
theoretical parts of a task. People with

good creative and design sense are no
longer limited by mediocre artistic talent,

because CAD programs can better substi-

tute for paper and pencil.

The ease with which you can redraw

and alter designs in a CAD program as

compared with doing so on the artist's ta-

ble is impressive, as is the speed with

which it is done. Computer users have

come to expect such advantages—word
processors are a similar example where
the computer has changed the whole na-

ture of writing through the ease and
speed of use. CAD programs will have an
effect on the craft of drafting just like

electronic typesetting machines had on
typography. Mechanical drafting is a skill

on the way to extinction, the work now
being done by the designers themselves

on the computer.

Tom Weeks, an architect friend of mine,

told me how his firm employs many com-

puters and CAD programs in their design

and layout process. He himself, impressed

with the lineup of available software, pur-

chased a Mega-2 ST with which to work

at home. You'll find some of his com-

ments in my program reviews. His profes-

sional point of view, as well as his familiar-

ity with a variety of similar PC-based pro-

grams should provide a better insight into

this software than I alone could offer.

A recent article in Computer Dealer News

summarized a report entitled "CAD/CAM,
CAE Users: Current Applications and Fu-

ture Directions," which surveyed the IBM
PC CAD/CAM market. The survey found

that 89% of firms using CAD applications

did so for two-dimensional mechanical

drafting. That means 3-D modelling is not

a priority for professional users, a result

that surprised me considerably.

I would have thought that modelling

had a higher priority of use. After all,

when a client wants a house designed, he

or she is presented with a series of 2-D

illustrations and blueprints. Perspective

drawings are also made, which attempt to

convey the "depth" missing in the 2-D

drawings. In some cases, especially when
office or public buildings are concerned,

a model may be built after the basic plans

are approved.

A good modelling program can leap
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ahead of the paper process. The cHent

can sit down in front of the screen and
"see" the house from any angle, rotate the

view, zoom in to examine detail, look "in-

side" to determine layout. If properly

designed, the roof could be a cohesive ob-

ject group that can be removed or tem-

porarily hidden. Perhaps each floor could

be grouped so that, from the perspective

of looking straight down, the successive

removal of roof and floor levels would
provide a sequential blueprint effect for

the viewer, showing floor plans clearly. Fi-

nally, using those programs so capable, an

animated tour of the house could be

designed, taking the client around and
through without intervention.

I suspect that, despite the obvious value

of such a presentation, most architects

and professional users are wedded to

their traditional display methods and
tools, and therefore haven't graduated to

using the computer to its full potential.

Newer generations, schooled in these au-

tomated functions at the university level,

will bring their profession (kicking and
screaming, no doubt) into the modern
era.

Drafting applications are not to be

sneered at: They are very important in the

design process. Paint programs are not

suitable as drafting applications, since

they treat the screen as a canvas.

Once painted, the only way to change
the canvas is by over-painting or block al-

terations, a brute-force method at best.

Drawing and drafting programs are ob-

ject oriented. This means that a line, col-

lection of lines, an object (such as a

polygon or circle) or object group are

separate entities that can be moved, al-

tered or erased individually, with no ef-

fect on other objects on the screen.

If this distinction isn't clear, here's an
example. Draw a box on the screen in a

paint program: a simple, four-sided rec-

tangle Next, draw another so that it over-

laps the first. Now try to resize the first

without changing the dimensions of the

second. It is possible, but only by erasing

and redrawing lines or using block res-

cales and then patching up the differ-

ences manually. In a drawing/CAD
program, you can simply select the first

box and alter it, regardless of the prox-

imity of the second.

Along with object orientation, CAD
programs often offer "layering"—that is,

the ability to draw on distinct levels. The
advantage of this in an application such

as electronic circuit boards is obvious.

CAD programs and paint programs
also differ in their ideal output devices.

Paint programs suit high-resolution dot

matrix printers, preferably color. CAD
programs suit plotters best. Both work
quite well with those laser printers which
combine both vector and dot-matrix print

capabilities, although current 8.5 by

11-inch paper limitations certainly limit

the output. Paint programs display best

in low resolution, where the full range of

color can be used. CAD programs work
best in monochrome, where fineness of

detail is at its greatest.

This isn't to denigrate paint programs.

Draw/CAD programs usually lack such

paint-oriented features as magnified pixel

manipulation and sophisticated palette

control and animation. Paint and draw
programs function differently because

they usually have different end-uses.

Personally, I find drawing freehand

with a mouse a painful and inaccurate

process. The tool is not adequate for the

task, in part because the physical design

of the mouse. First, the drawing "point"

is not in the same location where I

learned to draw with a pencil. Second, the

mouse focal center, the ball, is

misplaced— it is too low in the hand for

precise work. The new Microsoft Mouse
places the ball (and thus the drawing

center) right below the fingertips and the

buttons, a superior design, and one I trust

others will soon follow. Finally, I look at

the screen, not my hand, so I can't use

simple hand-eye coordination in my draw-

ing. I'd much rather use a drawing tablet,

which acts and feels more like the paper
and pen with which I learned. In CAD
programs, the mouse is an excellent

device (although I'd still prefer the more
ergonomic MS Mouse) and a drawing

tablet is often unnecessary, the mouse
performing adequately.

Ideally, a combination of both types of

programs would be best, but the sheer

size and complexity of a combination
program would preclude it from running
either quickly or on smaller-memory
machines. In the meantime, the better

CAD programs at least permit saving the

screen as a DEGAS or Neochrome format

file so the image can be incorporated into

illustrations. This is a critical link between
the two types of programs. The other side

of the coin is the ability to load a paint

picture as the background onto which a

model or drafting illustration may be
drawn.

Because of the extreme differences be-

tween paint and CAD files, I think it

necessary for the manuals to detail the file

structures in order for third parties to de-

sign compatible programs around them

or for hackers to be able to use the out-

put in other applications. Of course, I be-

lieve that the file structure of every

application should be explained in the

program's manual, because secrecy over

this sort of data only isolates the users

from potential outside enhancements.
One of the main issues in CAD is pre-

cision scaling, not only in its ability to

deal in absolute but also in relative terms.

The programs need to be able to simu-

late various scales of reference accurate-

ly and efficiently When designing a
house, for example, you need to be able

to build to exacting specifications, not
simply create objects that "look" right.

The same criteria applies to 2-D pro-

grams. A blueprint is a precise document
and the program must be able to provide

scaling and measurement functions to

suit professional output.

The collateral aspect of the above is the

ability to produce in listed form the tech-

nical details of an object or a group of
objects. In the house example, if the client

wants to know the size of a particular wall,

I should be able to select that wall and
print out the scale details: height and
width. Better still, I should be able to list

(and print) all of the technical specifica-

tions for all of the objects in the chosen
measurement unit. In 3-D models, this in-

cludes other data such as distance from
the universe center, depth and XIYtZ coor-

dinates. Without such information,
modelling in two or three dimensions can
be, at best, only an inexact and inaccurate

process.

Two-dimensional and three-dimension-

al programs have considerable differences

that go beyond the obvious dimensional
differences. Objects in 3-D have different

display modes (wireframe, wireframe with

hidden lines removed, solid, solid with

shading), variable lighting for solid dis-

plays, the complexities of solid objectjoin

and subtraction, variable perspective and
movable point of view. There must also

be one or more tools with which to cre-

ate a 3-D object from a 2-D template; ex-

trude and spin are the two most common
tools. The ease and sophistication of these

tools will be an issue I look at.

The reviews will begin next month and
run for several months to follow, each one
covering one program in detail. I hope
you'll enjoy reading them.

Ian Chadwick is a technical writer and the author

of the 8-bit classic, "Mapping the Atari!' Asidefrom writ-

ing, his other hobbies include zymurg^ paleontoUigy and

Napoleonic studies. He lives in Toronto with his wife,

Susan, their six cats and Kepler, the dog.
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ANCIENT - CORRIDORS
(from page 57)

fully charged to the maximum with mana will not be gaining

any experience.

On the other hand, don't deplete your wizards' mana too

much, unless you're reasonably sure you won't need it around

the next turn. Cast just enough magic to keep them below the

maximum, but do it consistently.

If you try to cast a spell which requires more experience than

your players have, the spell isn't likely to work, but they will get

credit for trying. Don't try to have your lower-level wizards try

to throw top-level fireballs, though, even if they have enough

mana to create the spell, if you're hoping to use it in battle. You'll

probably end up staring into the mouth of a hungry monster,

while your spell goes "fizzle." Stay with the power levels that you

know your wizards can handle, but experiment once in a while

with higher ones so that you'll know when you can start using

them regularly.

One tip that will allow you to effectively increase the maxi-

mum amount of mana that any of the characters has, is to cre-

ate a spell that you

know you're going to

need, such as Light or

a Fireball, when you

have enough mana for

that spell. Then you

can "hold" that spell

while your mana
recovers, so that you

end up with your

maximum mana, plus

the magic in the spell

you're holding. This is

especially effective

when you have your

party sleep. Before

you put them to sleep,

have them create a

light spell, and then

when they wake up
with their mana at a

maximum, you'll have

light spells ready to

go, without costing any of your newly aquired mana!

Like all of the abilities in Dungeon Master, any character can

achieve wizard or priest levels, even if they don't start out with

any. All it takes is a little bit of mana, enough to create a weak

spell like light. By casting this weak spell over and over, eventu-

ally even the most burly fighter can become an experienced

Wizard.

If the character has too little mana to create a spell all at once,

just create the symbols that they can; then they can "hold" those

symbols until their mana recovers enough to cast the rest of

the symbols. It can be a long process, but it's worth it in the

long run.

What about those characters who start out with no mana at

all, though? It takes mana to cast spells in order to get more
mana. There are a few champions who start the game with zero

mana, and some whose mana is so low that they can barely cast

the lowest power symbols. Even these players can gain magical

experience, although it'll take more effort on your part.

There is a spell which will create a potion to give a character

greater mana, but the problem with this is that the amount of

mana it costs one character is greater than the amount of mana
it will give another character. Also, this is a fairly high-level spell.

ROCKPILE ATTACK

and the scroll which tells how to cast it isn't found until later

in the dungeon. Even this would be worthwhile to do, though,

if it was the only way to give poor dumb Halk enough mana
to get him started with magic.

Fortunately, there's another way that works quite well. Some
of the magical items you'll find in the dungeon will give the

champion who holds them a little bit of mana or a slight in-

crease in the mana they already have. When you put something

which appears magical into a character's action hand, watch

their mana statistic to see if it goes up. Use that little bit of mana
to create a weak light spell, and that Champion is on the way

to gaining mana of his own. The only problem with this method

is that going into battle holding a tiny little wand in your hand

could end up being fatal! Be sure to exchange the magical item

for a weapon before you fight anything; then go back to your

program of "remedial magical" education.

One word of warning about using magic to create fireballs.

Be careful not to cast a fireball while you're facing directly into

a wall. It'll be reflect-

ed back onto you and

roast your party!

However stupid it may
sound, there really is a

use for this seemingly

senseless bit of self

destruction. If most of

your party gets wiped

out and you just want

to start over from the

point at which you last

saved the game, you

don't have to re-boot

the game, and wait

through the entire

loading process. Sim-

ply turn to face the

wall, and throw a fire-

ball at it. You'll kill off

the remaining mem-
bers of the party and

be presented with the

option to reload your saved game. Restarting is a lot faster this

way.

You'll find that your reliance on magic increases as you trav-

el farther down into the dungeon; but even so, there'll be many
times when magic must be aided by good old hand-to-hand com-

bat. Even the greatest wizard can only do so much with magic

before he has to rest, and if that happens before you've elimi-

nated all the monsters in the area, your fighters will have to

draw their weapons and prepare to defend the party

So practice your magic and fighting skills. Next month we'll

take a guided tour of the dungeon, with side trips to some of

the more interesting (and puzzling) puzzles, and introduce you

to the denizens of the dungeon.

Bob Retelle has been a professional in the field of

telecommunications for the past several years (look

for BOBR online) and has been miting (and play-

ing) computer adventure gamesfor longer than he'd

like to admit.
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REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

BACK

REQUIRES at
least 1 meg. of RAM
(or a Megadlsk or Pdydlsk Cartridge)

• Imagine Saving almost any game at any point, ttien being
able 1o return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine ttie Ultimate Bacl<-up Utility ttiat actually UNPROTECTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as files, run from a hard disk or even be transmitted
over 0 modem.

• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on
just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, gomes, utilities or business applications.

Now Stop Imagining and get Switch/Back.
It can do all this and ntore.

Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and software
package that lets you get more from your SI MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. If you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed.
This complete book and disk package details the state

of the art in ST Protection methods and much, much
more.

Ttie Soflware included with the book provides many
powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you to protect
just about any ST program. Vbu can choose a
combination of protection mettiods like encryption,
checking custom disk formats, password protection or
a limited use option that makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset numtier of times.
The book includes topics such as Phreaking, Logic Bombs, Hardware

data keys, the legal aspects of piracy and soflware protection. Custom
disk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addition it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations of ST disks and drives. .

ST Protection Techniques (Book and disk package) on|y S39 95

The worlds most inexpensive clock
cartridge. Finolly its affordable to

keep your time and date accurate.
3 year battery included. ONIY $24.95

UJHrCHCRRT

MEGADISK Ultra high speed solid state disk drive • 500%
Faster than a Hard Disk • Provides almost instant booting • Like a RAM disk

ttxifs always loaded with your favorite programs and ready to use • One
megabyte of Solid State storage • Built In txittery back-up in case of
power failures

MEGADISK is actually one megabyte of RAM that simply plugs into your
cartridge porL It acts as an added disk drive that's ultra fast and always
ready for use. Like a Hard disk. MEGADISK won't loose its memory when
your computer Is turned off It comes with its own power supply and
Ixfttery back-up system so its Independent of your computer.
Megadisk can be configured according to your needs. • Set it up as

one large disk • An BOOK double sided disk and a 200K hardware print

Ixiffer • Or as two <100K single sided disks and a print buffer
Megadisk will work fine with your current system whether you have a

hard disk and two drives or you're just getting started.

Megadisk is perfect for those who want the high speed of a hard disk

for a lower price. Its even t)etter for power users or software developers
who may already own a hard disk and two drives but want extra speed
and power. Megadisk can also emulate other cartridges for testing and
twck-up. In addition Megadisk can be used with Switch/Back to allow you
to instantly jump taetween two full size one meg ^OOO nc*
applications. ^Zyy.90

Price Subject to ctxnge

Megadisk Clock Option - Adds a Clock/calendar cord to your Megadisk
cartridge. Contains replaceable TTiree year battery 29.95

Polydisk Polydisk is a 512K version of a Megadisk. Polydisk gives
you the same fast txxjt features, the high speed access, and the print

spooler. Polydisk has a power supply (like Megadisk) but does not contain
a battery back-up.

Note: Those with only 612K of main memory can use Switch/Back with a
Polydisk. just like those with one Meg.

Polydisk (512K Solid state drive) Only $199.95
(Clock option card is also available for Polydisk $29.95)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file. This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the files directly
Its perfect for running protected programs off a hard disk. It

creates standard TOS files, that con be stored together on disks
or even transferred by modem.
SWAP - Switch back lets you lood just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them. It works with
gomes, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only
one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly
right where you left off.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use (It has a pass through connection for your printer too.)

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadisk) ONLY $69 95
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COLOR COA/IPUTEREYES"
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Incredible COLOR video digitizer. • The first and only full color digitizer

for the ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera, VCR, or video
disk. • Works in all ST resolutions. Low res provides 16 shade block and
white or full color pictures. • Pictures con be used with Degas,
Neochrome, Powerprint and others. • Automatic calibration of contrast
brightness and while balance. • Plugs into cartridge port for easy set-up.
• Capture your picture or that of your favorite star. ONIY $199.95
SPECIAL OFFER - Buy tx)th Computereyes and Powerprint and SAVE 20.00
from the total.

BLOW YOURSELF UP

imagine your picture on a 6 foot poster. Create a business graph that
can cover a wall. Quality output for posters, t-shirts, news letters, and more.
POWERPRINT
Whether it's a photo digitized with ComputerEyes, a masterpiece

created wilh Degas, or the winning screen from your favorite gome,
POWERPRINT can print it wilh unequoied clarity and resolution. PowerPrint
supports ALL ST resolutions. It prints multiple sizes up to GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS. Print 16 shades for incredible detail. Print the whole screen or
ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects,
including rotate, mirror and inverse options. Selective shading option
allows you to print multi-color pictures on any printer by printing one color
at a time (using color ribbons). Powerprint lets you capture and print
almost any ST screen. Works with Star, NEC, Citoh, Gemini, EPSON. XM8048
and compalible printers. ONLY $39.95

High Quality sound digitizer for the ST This powerful
hardware and software package lets you sample real world sounds and
play them back on any Atari ST Add special effects like Echo, Reverse,
looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari
keyboard into a musical instrument to play songs wilh your digitized
sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard). Digisound makes it simple to
add sound to your own program, too! Unleash the incredible sounds in

your ST with DIGISOUND. Supports sampling from 5 to 40Khz, DIGISOUND is

the choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used to create the voice
in Chessmoster 2000, and other commercial programs. Aaa

DIGISOUND ONUf y09.9o

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All Ihe excellent features of DIGISOUND plus these great extras
LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING - Special hardware extends the sound qualit/

for above the other ST sound digitizers. Logarithmic sampling and
otaybock (external amplifiers only) greatly extends the dynamic range
while reducing distortion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing - Input from a stereo and a microphone so
you can sing over a tape.

^^^^
DIGIPLAITER The High powered digisound software con now be
obtained by those who already own a digitizer for the ST Compatible all
cartridge txised digitizers. Extend the power of your digitizer with
Digiplayer, _

Only $49.95
24 HOUR HOTUNE - VISA <i MasterCard Welcome

216-374-7469
Customer Service line (216) 467-5M5. Call or write
for tree catalog.

Order by plione or send clieck or money order to:
ALPHA SYSTEMS 1012 Skyland, Macedonia. OH 440S6
Include S3.00 shp. & tidlg. (US & Canada). Ofiio
lesidents odd 6V;»% sales lax. Foreign orders odd S8.00

BYBTEMS/.
CIRCLE #128 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Atari users are a vocal bunch. If they

disagree with something that Atari

does, they are not afraid to let their feel-

ings be known. Likewise, if they disagree

with something that appears ia STLog, we
hear about it.

The following message recently ap-

peared on the GEnie service concerning

my discussion of WordPerfect in the August

ST User column. Since there has been a

lot of talk about WordPerfect this year con-

cerning the original buggy version

released at the end of 1987, WordPerfect

Corps mid-year supposed withdrawal from

the Atari market, and their excellent on-

going support of the

product, I want to

respond to these com-

ments in this column.

Here's the message in

question:

"Well, they [the

Atari-specific maga-
zines] did it again. The
August ST-Log has

[a] 'review' of Word-

Perfect. It is incom-

plete and irresponsi-

ble The author, Ar-

thur Leyenbei^er, pull-

ed some of the dum-
best stunts I have

heard of in some time

in his feeble efforts to

install the product on
his system.

"He admits in his

'review' that he copied

the entire Printer and
Font disks to his WP
directory on his hard

drive because he could

not figure out how to

install a printer cor-

rectly. Why did he not

call the toll-free hot-

line for help if he could not solve this

problem?

"Better yet, he complains about Search

[forward]. Search [backward], and
Replace. He says that he had to click

on the OK box to commence the opera-

tion because pressing RETURN simply

put a [HRT] code in his search/replace

text box. First, you don't have to click OK.
You could press F2 again, as the manual
suggests. There is also a darn good rea-

son for letting you search and replace a

carriage return character. I would die

without it!

" This guy usually does a fairly good job
of reviewing things but this time, he real-

ly screwed up. In addition, he seems to be

floored by the idea that one user might

want up to six different printer drivers

available to \\uri with the touch of a few

keys. Sheesh! W^^at about offices where

printers move around like they have legs?

That happens where I work!

"Even more amusing is his desire for lit-

tle pouches in the binder to hold the

quick reference card and the six WP disks.

First, you want the quick reference card

by your side where you can get to it quick-

ly, and second, the many updates from
WordPerfect mean you have more like

eight or ten or more WP disks. Wanna try

to put all them in a binder, or would you

rather keep the manual there? HAH!
"Oh, and somebody at WP, please call

Arthur to tell him how to put his template

on his keyboard. He says that the right

end keeps falling down into his function

keys. If he would put it in properly, this

problem would not happen. I have never

had that difficulty, and I am always bang-

ing it, etc.

" He complains that accesses to his hard

drive were extremely slow. Not so for me!

When was the last time he reorganized his

hard disk? Mine goes like greased

lightning.

"Sorry for the tirade, but this 'review'

really ticked me off. The last and most im-

portant note on his review is that he tried

to write a review after using it for '20

hours.' This product is so complex and
complete that it takes a lot longer than

that to learn it well enough to write a de-

cent review."

Well, Mr. Colburn, you have certainly

said a mouthful. You are incorrect on
several points but also raise a couple of

good questions that from time to time

come across my desk. It would be easy

to ignore your comments altogether or

to dismiss them out ofhand as the ravings

of an overly-sensitive ST user. I'll do
neither.

You are incorrect in your portrayal of

my comments regard-

ing WordPerfect as a

'review.' As I men-
tioned in the column,

"I don't have room in

this space for a com-

plete review of Word-

Perfect. . .What I can

do is give an overview

of the program . .

."

That is precisely what

I did. When STLog
does a formal review

of a product it is a

II
stand-alone article, is

very thorough and la-

I beled as a review.

As to being "incom-

plete and irresponsi-

ble," I plead guilty to

the former (remember,

it wasn't a formal

review either implicit-

ly or explicitly). Ir-

responsible, it wasn't.

One of the things that

ST-Log does very

well—in fact, some-

thing that all of us as-

sociated with the maga-

zine pride ourselves

in—is getting information to Atari users in

a timely fashion. In ST User, my charter is

"news, information and opinion" about

Atari ST computing. It is entirely proper

for me to give my opinion about a software

package based upon my use of it. And that

is what I did.

Before I address some of your particu-

lar points, I also want to point out that

the overall flavor ofmy overview was posi-

tive. Again, quoting myself, "WordPerfect

is a very complete word processor." Also,

"Although I have some minor complaints

about the program, I don't want to give

the impression that I hated the program,

because that's not true" Further, "If you

need the best currently available word
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processor for your ST, the only choice is

WordPerfect."

It is clear from that column that: 1) I

liked the program more than I disliked

it, 2) I thought it was a very powerful word
processor, and 3) I recommend WordPer-

fect because it is the best currently avail-

able ST word processor. OK, about your

specific points, Mr. Colburn.

I tried again and again to install the

printer and fonts and continued to have

problems. I read and re-read the manu-
al, I tried to figure out what the screen

prompts were asking me and I still was

unsuccessful. Copying the entire disks to

my hard disk was a last resort and ap-

peared to allow me to proceed. Now, why
didn't I call the WordPerfect hotline?

Quite frankly, 1 was writing my column
over the weekend with a deadline that

had already come and gone As you might

know, if you call WordPerfect on a Satur-

day or Sunday, a recorded message will

tell you that their normal business hours

are Monday through Friday.

Of course I could have waited until

Monday, called the WordPerfect hotline

and hopefully straightened out the

problem. But please remember once more
that this was not a review of the product,

it was a first impression. If the user can-

not figure out how to install the program

from the information in the manual and
the on-screen prompts, then the program
is not as good as it could be By the way,

I did contact WordPerfect after the column
was written and spent over an hour dis-

cussing with them the problems I had.

They were aware of some of these

problems and appreciated my input. Fur-

ther, I did not have the benefit of the latest

4/15/88 version which, when I finally did

get it and installed it, worked fine

You are quite correct that one can in-

itiate the Search and Replace function

with the F2 key. That was an oversight on
my part. Also, I certainly agree that being

able to search on the carriage return

character is an important feature. Some
PC word processors don't even allow you
to do this.

Next, thanks for the vote of confi-

dence you gave when you said, "this

guy usually does a fairly good job of

reviewing things." I try to be as knowledge-

able as I can and write from the viewpoint

of a user. As far as saving up to six differ-

ent printer drivers, I agree that it is valu-

able in an office. I said, "You can install

up to six printer definitions, which I guess

might be useful to some people. .
." In the

home, where most of the STs sold in the

United States reside, very few people

would need to have more than one in-

stalled printer.

You find it "amusing" that I would want

a place in the binder to hold the quick-

reference guide and six WordPerfect

disks. If most ST users are like me, they

have quick-reference guides and floppy

disks all over the place. When I am not

using a particular program, I would like

to keep all of the documentation and
disks together. I wouldn't need to keep

more than six disks with the binder be-

cause when updates arrive, I replace the

previous disks so as not to get the versions

"Atari users are a vocal

bunch. If they disagree

with something that

Atari does, they are not

afraid to let their

feelings be known.

Likewise, if they

disagree with something

that appears in ST-Log,

we hear about it."

confused. "Hah!," indeed.

Referring to the function key template,

I don't know what you mean by "if he

would put it in properly, this problem
would not happen." It does fall down on
the right side and the nice folks at Word-
Perfect agreed with me. I solved the

problem by taping an "ear" on the right

side. [STLog solved the problem by bend-

ing back the long tab that fits behind the

function keys so that the top of the card

slants at a 45-degree angle away from the

user. The quick-reference card is easier to

read at this angle, and it doesn't fall down
into the slot on the right-hand side—Ed.]

In mentioning the binder and template

problems in the August "ST User," I

referred to them myself as "snipf)ets" and
"minor problems."

Finally, you complain about my "20

hours" spent with the program, that this

amount of time is insufficient to "write

a decent review." Of course it is, and as

I said above, this vras not a formal review

of WordPerfect. As it turned out, I did

spend much more time with the program.

That column was originally scheduled to

appear in the December '87 STLog. As it

happened, there was no December STLog
and when we resumed publication in May
1988, 1 went back to that column and re-

wrote most of it. The original column was

much more negative, based upon all of

the bugs and crashes I encountered in us-

ing WordPerfect. When I rewrote it in

March, I had the benefit of using a later

version of the program which eliminat-

ed most of the problems.

In a second, almost identical message

you sent on DELPHI to Clayton Wal-

num, the executive editor of ST-Log, you
said "I am extremely disappointed in (Art

Leyenberger's) hatchet job on WordPer-
fect. It appears that he succumbed to the

drive to get in line with other reviewers

who have also done unfair and ill-

informed reviews in other magazines such

as Atari Explorer!'

As you can see, my comments about
WordPerfect were not the "hatchet job"

you characterized them to be. Presuma-
bly other magazines also did not have the

advantage of the latest version of the pro-

gram. Besides, the lead time required in

publishing a magazine will almost always

ensure that information about products

will be three to four months old by the

time it is printed.

Some readers may wonder why I spent

the limited space in this column discuss-

ing the comments of one person about
a product we all agree is the best currently

available word processor for the ST. I did

so because I wrant to differentiate for Mr.

Colburn and everyone else, between a

review of a product and informed opin-

ion. Of course a reviewer must state his

or her opinion about a product, but it is

done in a much more structured way Talk

about structure, BYTE goes so far as to dis-

tinguish between "previews" and
"reviews" in their articles.

Anyway, I thank you, Mr. Colburn, for

taking the time to let us know your feel-

ings. If anyone else has any comments
please feel free to write to the editorial

office of ST-Log, or better yet, contact me
directly on DELPHI (ARTE) or Compu-
Serve (71266,46).
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ST USER
Mouse bits

It wasn't that long ago when the com-

puter mouse was a novelty. I remember
my pre-mousing days when the thought

of using a mouse barely entered my mind.

Before the popularity of graphical user

interfaces few people had even heard of

a mouse outside of a research lab.

The mouse is now as common on most

computer desks as a can opener is in the

kitchen. Just to show how far we have

come, I recently read that Microsoft, one
of the leading suppliers of aftermarket

mice, just sold its millionth mouse. Ac-

cording to the company, it took four years

to sell the first half-million of the little ro-

dents, only one year to sell a half-million

more, and they predict that it will take

only four months to sell the next half-

million.

Of course, ST users take the mouse for

granted. It would be difficult to even use

the ST without a mouse It's interesting to

contemplate what will be as ubiquitous

five years from now. Touch screens, voice

recognition input or what?

Fight For the User
Like the Apple Macintosh and Commo-

dore Amiga, the Atari ST computer uses

a "friendly" user interface. One of the

things that makes it so friendly is the use

of icons on the screen. For example, you

don't need to know and remember any

complicated commands to run a pro-

gram. Just click on the program's icon and
the program starts.

Likewise for copying a file. All you do
is click on the file you want to copy, drag

it to the disk icon or window and the file

is copied. Deleting file is just as easy: any-

body can understand the trash can icon.

But using a program on the ST is not

always as easy to do as using the Desktop.

Programs are typically more complex

than the Desktop, and it's up to the

programmer to design the way the pro-

gram is to be used. Design of the human-
computer interface is often an after-

thought and secondary in importance to

the functions of the program.

If you are a programmer who wants to

know how to design a good user interface,

or if you are just someone interested in

the subject, I recommend a book that ad-

dresses these topics and more. Called

Designing the User Interface: Strategiesfor Ef-

fective Human-Computer Interaction, this new
book is written by Ben Shneiderman, a

human-factors professional and associate

professor of Computer Science at the

University of Maryland. It is published by

Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA 01867

(617-944-3700).

In his book, Shneiderman examines all

aspects of the complex interaction of hu-

mans and computers. The book covers

menu-based and command-based pro-

grams, offering guidelines to make these

programs easy to use. There are chapters

on interaction devices such as keyboards,

mice, touch screens and other techniques.

Other chapters discuss response time,

screen design, systems messages and
documentation. The book ends with

material on methods of testing and evalu-

ation and a thought-provoking treatment

of the "ten plagues of the computer age."

Although the book is written primari-

ly as a textbook, it is interesting reading

and provides a wealth of information

about the use of computers. The informa-

tion is applicable to researchers, practi-

tioners and users alike. As a reference

work, it belongs in the library of every

programmer, software designer and seri-

ous user. I highly recommend it.

More ST Bookshelf
Michtron has just published a new

book about GFA BASIC. Written by

George Miller, the $30 GFA BASIC
Programmers Reference Guide, Vol. 1 contains

valuable information for any GFA BAS-

IC programmer or would-be programmer.

Since each GFA BASIC command is ex-

plained in detail, many with sample pro-

grams, the book provides more
information than is available in the

manual. There are tutorial chapters on
creating graphics, using sound on the ST,

using the included shape editor and
more.

One chapter discusses a full-featured

terminal program. This example of how
to write a major program in GFA BASIC
also explains the functions necessary for

using the Xmodem protocol for file trans-

fer. In addition, the program demon-
strates how to access the serial and
parallel ports from GFA BASIC.

If you are interested in GFA BASIC
Programmers Reference Guide, Vol. I, check

out your local computer store. If they

don't have it, contact Michtron at 576 S.

Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053 or by tele-

phone at (313) 334-3553.

"Like the Apple

Macintosh and

Commodore Amiga, the

Atari ST computer uses

a "friendly" user

interface. One of the

things that makes it so

friendly is the use of

icons on the screen."

Arthur Leyenberger is a humanfactors psy-

chologist andfreelance xjuriter living in NewJer-
sey. He has written over 100 articles about

computers in the lastfour years and continues

to be an Atari enthusiast. When not comput-

ing he enjoys playing with robotic toys.
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YOU NEED THE DISK!
If you want to get the most out of ST-LOG, you're also go-

ing to want to get your copy of the disk. Each issue's disk

contains all the exciting programs for that issue, including

the programs whose listings could not be included due to

space considerations. The ST-LOG disk version is truly an
excellent software value. Order yours today!

ONLY^ EACH!

NOVEMBER
1988

ThetaTen,

Ultra-Graph,

Number Maze
and morel

AUGUST
1988

Merlin's Box,

MIDIMON,
GEMKIT
and morel

ta

i
i

. i
.. ra-

OCTOBER
1988

Monkeys and
Balloons,

Spectral

Sorcery

and more!

Moonlord ST,

Busy Buddy,

Battle Blips

and morel

[pj u_

SEPTEMBER
1988

Opus,

DEGAS Fast

Loader,

Double Column
Printing

and morel

ST Font

Printer,

BASIC Draw,

Mouse-ka-

Source

and morel

YES! I DO WANT THE DISK! ONLYm EACH
Sr-U)G June 1988 Disk

ST-UIG July 1988 Disk

ST-UIG August 1988 Disk

ST-U)G September 1988 Disk

ST-U)G October 1988 Disk

ST-UIG November 1988 Disk

Name.

Address

CItv state Zip

D Payment Enclosed--Charge My n VISA MC
« EXD.

Sinnatura

Md $1JiO postaga and handling In aacli dM oidatad.

una cMi mm lo: LfP, Inc. P.O. Do ITOta. In Angain, CA 90067



SUBSCRIBE TO ST-LOG AND SAVE!

12 Issues Only $28
Save $14 Off The Cover Price!

12 Issues With Disk Only $79
wer Price!

The world of ATARI-ST continues to grow by leaps and bounds £uid

ST-LOG is there every step of the way! SUBSCRIBE and SAVE today!

12 Issues $28
MCKWW

12 Issues with Disk $79

PAYMENT ENCLX)SED BILL ME
CHARGE MY: VISA MASTER CARD

CARD # EXP SIGNATURE

NAME

DCKWW

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO L.FP. INC.,

RO. Box 16928, N, Hollywood, CA 91615
Offer expires January 30, 1989.

ADDRESS



This Is All
The Power

You Will Ever
Need InA

Spreadsheet.

LDW POWERSPREADSHEET

LOGICAL DESIGN WORKS INC

Isn't it about time that

you bought a spread-

/^^S\ sheet that takes

•li^X advantage of all the

POWER of the

ATARI® ST™? That spreadsheet is

here in LDW POWER/"
LDW POWER is a full function

spreadsheet that boasts an

extensive array of formats,

commands, and functions along

with sophisticated graphing

abilities. Its Lotus® 1-2-3®

compatible environment takes

advantage of the GEM® interface

allowing you to enter commands
with the keyboard or mouse. There

is also a convenient macro recorder

which actually records keystrokes

for future use.

Add to that its incredible speed in

scrolling, recalculating, and
copying, and you have one powerful

tool.

Just look at these features.

(iEN ERA!.,
• Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2 compatible

• GEM and Lotus interchangable interface

• Simultaneous use of up to four worksheet

windows
• Condensed display allows 29 rows per

window
• AbiUty to hide columns
• 18 display formats

• Customized monetary formats

• AMgnment for labels and numbers
• Note feature for every cell

• Close to 300 commands
• More thein 80 functions

GK.APIIS
• Five graph types: XY, line, bar,

stacked-bar, pie

• Automatic and manual scaling

TIMING COMPARISON

1000% 1—ft—Tip- LDW POWER

m VIP Professional

M EZ-Calc

H SwiftCalc ST

^ KSpread2

B ANALYZE!
Copy

LDW Numbers

POWER: 0.3 sec.

Copy Recalculation

Formulas

5.3 sec. 0.6 sec

Scroll

42.1 sec

• Optional grid, average/standard

deviation lines

• Built-in printing procedure for graphs
• Metafiles and laser printer (GDOS)
support

PRINTING
• Sideways printing program

F!1J
• Direct loading of Lotus and ASCII files

• Saving and retrieving of partial

worksheets

• External file link function

• Password file protection

• Conversion of files into Lotus format

• Data Parse command
k

-

• Quick sort using one or two keys
• Sophisticated Data Query operations

• Criteria involving variables and logical

operators

• Single and double variable tables

• Frequency analysis

MACKOS
• Macro leinguage compatible with

Lotus 1-2-3

• Macro recorder

• Unlimited number of macros

$149.95 (suggested retail price)

See your local software dealer to order or call

(408) 435-1445 for more information.

®1988 Logical Design Works, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Logical Design Works, Inc.,

780 Montague Expwy., #403,

San Jose, California 95131,

Fax: (408) 435-7355.

All brand and product names are registered trademarks of their respective holders.

CIRCLE #121 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



A
Ifeifefect
•fot ^he Atari

WPHfAJS
NAfcRDOWMT

BLOCK
A/UW\KRING

BORDERS

INDEX

^oor^Rs
MAKc5lfv/5

REPLACE
vSEARCH
£K/Df\/OlfS

fOOTA/OrtS

AAATH
COLUMA/5
AAACPvO

OUTLl/v/E

HEADERS
SPELLEK
THESAUKUS

WordPerfect for the Atari ST:

S]^ High Features.
You're looking for a word processor with speed, power and

sophistication in a simple, friendly format. Apretty tall order.

Maybe you should look up to WordPerfect, with features

stacked as high as your expectations.

Features like our speedy Macros. With one keystroke (or click

of the mouse) you'll set up amemo, insert a date, or format a

letter closing.

Or our powerful Speller It puts a 115,000-word dictionary

literally at your fingertips.

Add sophisticated features like Columns, Headers and Footers,

Indexing, Blocking, Footnotes, and Thesaurus. And on.

And on.

Your possibilities become endless.

Plus, WordPerfect is simple to learn, and help is always a

toll-free call away

So elevate the potential of your Atari ST. There's a stack of

possibilities waiting for you at your local retailer, or at

WbrdPerfectCORPORATION
1555 N. Tfechnology Way

Orem, UT 84057

Tfel: (801) 225-5000

Tfelex: 820618

FAX: (801) 227-4477

CIRCLE #102 ON READER SERVICE CARD.


